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John C. Calhoun and the Crisis in Indian Affairs
Michael D. Green, University of North Carolina

F

rom March 1817 to March 1825, John C. Calhoun sat as secretary of war in the
cabinet of PresidentJames Monroe. His friends were astonished that he accepted
the appointment, and historians ever since have found his decision puzzling. In the
years after the War of 1812, the reputation of the War Department was as a place of
confusion and mismanagement. Many blamed the generally poor showing of the United
States Army during that war on War Department bungling. Anyone at its head could
expect little except hard work and criticism, and it hardly seemed the proper position
for an ambitious young politician with a glorious future.'
In peacetime the chief task of the War Department was to administer relations
between the federal government and the Indian tribes. The secretary became the
president's chief advisor on Indian policy, recommended policy initiatives to Congress,
and conducted a massive correspondence with agency employees, politicians, business
groups, religious bodies, and tribal leaders on questions of Indian affairs. There was
nothing in Calhoun's past to suggest that he had either expertise or interest in such
matters, which has only served to intensify our interest in this part of his public record.
Historians no longer think of the period after the War of 1812 as the "Era of Good
Feelings," but we do recognize this as a time of intense nationalism. The war, which
Calhoun characterized as America's second war for independence, did not result in
the collapse of the experiment in constitutional republicanism that many feared. And
coming simultaneously with the fall of Napoleonic France, peace presented Americans
with the opportunity to focus their attentions at home rather than on foreign crises.
The technological revolution, the transportation revolution, the industrial revolution,
the emergence of the national market, and the birth of the second party system mark
this period in American history and have informed the arguments of a generation of
historians who say this is when the American national idea fully took shape.
American nationalism hit Native Americans in this post-War of 1812 period with
the speed and force of an express train. Before the war the region west of the Appalachians had been the center of two large and aggressive concentrations of native power.
But the alliance in the Northwest led by the prophet Tenskwatawa and his brother
Tecumseh had been shattered, and in the South the mighty Creek Confederacy, rocked
by internal civil conflict, had been laid waste by Andrew Jackson. Jackson's Treaty of
Fort Jackson, dictated to the reeling Creeks in August 1814, had opened millions of
2
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fertile acres in central Alabama and had led directly to the outbreak of Alabama Fever.
That infection began the transformation of the Old Southwest from Indian country to
cotton belt. Alabama entered the Union in 1819 with over 125,000 people; a decade
before its population had been barely 9000. Building the cotton kingdom on lands just
won from the Creeks, Alabamans understood first hand what everyone knew; that the
future of the South depended on getting more land from the Indians. Perhaps Calhoun
was happiest when working under pressure; maybe that is why he accepted Monroe's
appointment to the War Department. Official Washington had never been under more
intense pressure to make Indian land available to American citizens. 3
Thomas L. McKenney, the War Department official Calhoun chose to supervise Indian affairs, coined the phrase "crisis in Indian affairs." He used it in a letter to
a politician who had complained about the failure of the government to negotiate
successfully a treaty of land cession with one of the southern tribes. McKenney said
that Calhoun's War Department was doing what it could, but convincing the tribes
to sell was a slow, difficult process. Indeed, the unwillingness of native leaders to sign
on the dotted line had presented the government with a "crisis in Indian affairs" that
only time and a new Indian policy could resolve. Public clamoring for land did not
give Calhoun much time, and Congress, it seemed, was in no mood for a new Indian
policy. Thus, McKenney complained, solving the crisis was not easy. 4
The crisis, McKenney understood, was a matter of conflicting sovereign ties.
McKenney did not use that language, but he and Calhoun clearly identified the source
of the problem. Since the colonial period, English officials had conducted business
with the tribes in formal sessions that resulted in written treaty documents. In 1778 the
Continental Congress had perpetuated the treaty relation, and in 1789 President Washington and the United States Senate decided these documents were treaties according
to the Constitution. That meant the Senate advised and consented to treaties with
tribes in the same way it addressed treaties with foreign powers. Thus the tribes became
foreign powers, sovereign in the same constitutional sense as the United States. As long
as the treaty system prevailed, and the official recognition of the sovereignty of the
Native nations persisted, the United States was bound to respect the right of a tribe to
exercise its sovereign power in whatever fashion it chose, including the right to refuse
to sell land to American commissioners sent to purchase it. The treaty system had created McKenney's crisis and seemed likely to perpetuate it.5
But Calhoun had four options to resolve this crisis in Indian affairs. The factory system was one; influencing the missionaries among the Indians was another;
redefining the legal rights and status of Native nations was a third; but in the end the
most effective technique was to alter the position and purpose of the Indian agents.
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Congress had established the factory system in 1796 in response to the widespread belief that the political control of native nations followed the lines of trade.
President Washington had argued that a federally-owned and -operated network of
trading houses, called factories, dispensing high-quality goods at fair prices would
lead the Indians into a trade relationship with the United States that would give the
federal government control over tribal economies. Using such economic leverage to
exploit native dependency, the government could then dictate to tribal governments
and expect compliance with its demands. Washington's concern had been to counter
the influence of the Spanish in Florida and the British in Canada, but succeeding
generations of politicians had found other goals that could be achieved by such
economic manipulation. Thomas Jefferson, for example, is notorious for using the
factories to extend credit to tribal leaders and then extort agreements to his demands for land cessions from these deeply indebted chiefs. There is no evidence
that Calhoun used Jefferson's trick exactly, but he did order his subordinates in the
trading houses to attempt to influence the policies and dictate the actions of native
nations by threatening to withhold trade if they refused to do the government's
bidding. This was not usually very successful. Eastern native leaders had learned
long before Calhoun came on the scene how to manipulate their economic relations with foreigners. Furthermore their economies no longer rested on the fur and
skin trade. Rapidly entering the regional markets, the eastern tribes were no longer
as vulnerable to outside control as they had been in the 1790s. Thus when high operating costs and the interests of private traders, particularly the American Fur Company, led Congress in 1822 to do away with the factory system, Calhoun did not loose
much in his effort to get Indian land. 6
The civilization program-like the factory system, a policy Calhoun inherited
from his predecessors-held out more promise. Again stretching back to Washington's
time, the terms of several treaties and an 1802 act of Congress obligated the president
to distribute looms, spinning wheels, various types of agricultural implements, domestic animals, goods and money "in order to promote civilization among the friendly
Indians."7 Civilization, in this context, meant plow agriculture practiced on small,
individually owned plots of land by Indian men. "The earth was given to mankind to
support the greatest number of which it is capable," President Monroe instructed
Congress, "and no tribe or people have a right to withhold from the wants of others
more than is necessary for their own support and comfort. "8 Excited by the prospect
that by becoming family farmers, native people would surrender countless thousands of acres of "surplus" land they supposedly used only for hunting, Congress,
in 1819, enacted the Civilization Fund Act. At Calhoun's insistence, the lawmakers
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appropriated $10,000 per year to support the cost of training native people "in the
mode of agriculture suited to their situation; and for teaching their children in reading, writing, and arithmetic. "9
The civilization law made it possible for Calhoun to expand his program to
educate native people off their land. For over a year before its passage, he had been
providing funds to missionary societies to help underwrite the construction and
maintenance of schools and to pay the salaries of teachers. In return for this aid he
expected from the missionaries "a proper support of all [government] measures,
growing out of our relations with these tribes, and prompted by our best policy. "
With the clear implication that the flow of money would stop if the societies failed
the political test, most compromised their independence and conformed. Ten thousand additional dollars simply enlarged the fund at Calhoun's disposal and made it
possible for him to encourage the establishment of more schools-twenty-one opened
in five years-to accelerate his program of land acquisition, and to influence more
missionaries. The secretary succeeded in making the mission societies semi-official
agencies under his strong direction, if not control.
Much to Calhoun's chagrin, the civilization policy worked both too well and to
his disadvantage. As eastern Indians became educated according to American standards and grew more interested in participating in the market economy of their
neighbors, they also became more sophisticated in resisting the dictates of the War
Department. "Civilized" Indians, it turned out, not only could read the fine print in
the treaty documents but also knew the true value of their lands and stiffened their
resistance to selling them. Like the factory system, the civilization policy that Calhoun
supervised was at best a tool too flawed to be of much use."
Andrew Jackson suggested the third option-to deny the sovereignty of native
nations, scrap the treaty system, impose full congressional control, and condemn
Indian land through the exercise of eminent domain. He first outlined his proposal
in a March 1817 letter to President Monroe, but he repeated it at least six more times
in the next several years in correspondence with Calhoun, other cabinet members,
and congressional leaders.
Jackson, fresh from his victory at New Orleans against a large British invasion
force, was primarily concerned with the defense of the Gulf Coast. The region could
best be protected, he lectured, by a "permanent population, able to defend it." But
his citizen soldiers had to have land to live on that was currently in the hands of the
large southern tribes. Still smarting from the rebuff he met at the hands of Chickasaw
leaders who refused to surrender to him their claims to northern Mississippi, Jackson was in no mood to fool around. This was, after all, a national security issue.
10
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Jackson had been forced to accept the refusal of the Chickasaws because he
was negotiating a treaty with a sovereign power. But it made no sense to think of an
Indian tribe as a sovereign power. "The Indians are the subjects of the United States,"
he blustered, "inhabiting its territory and acknowledging its sovereignty, then is it
not absurd for the sovereign to negotiate by treaty with the subject?" Native people
should be entitled to no more rights than were accorded to American citizens, who
were subject to the laws of Congress. "I ask can it be contended with any propriety
that [Indian] rights are better secured than our Citizens, and that Congress cannot
pass laws for their regulation ... ? Would it not be absurd to say that they were not
subject to its laws?" Conceiving of Indians as individuals, not as citizens of sovereign
nations,Jackson rejected the essential political foundation of federal Indian policy
and denied the political rights of the tribes. As uncivilized residents living within the
boundaries of the United States, they could only be subjects of the United States.
The problem,Jackson argued, lay in the past. The policy of conducting relations with native nations by treaty "grew out of the weakness of the arm of Government; and the circumstances under which the nations were placed, and not from
Rights acknowledged to be possessed by them, by the confederated Government.
The arm of Government was not sufficiently strong to enforce its regulations amongst
them, it was difficult to keep them at peace, and the policy of treating with them was
adopted from necessity." If the policy of treating native nations as sovereigns had
once been necessary and expedient, it no longer made sense. "Circumstances have
entirely changed and the time has arrived when a just course of policy can be exercised toward them." And as Jackson proudly reminded Monroe, "the arm of government [is] sufficiently strong to carry [the new policy] into execution."
Jackson's history was only partially correct. Certainly the British often had
negotiated with the tribes out of fear. And during the Revolutionary War, Congress
could ill afford to alienate large and influential neighboring tribes. But the Senate
had listened to President Washington and his secretary of war, Henry Knox, argue
for the sovereignty of the tribes and the propriety of dealing with them by treaty
and had accepted their arguments. To be sure, Knox's opinions had been influenced in part by security concerns, but his view of the proper relations with native
nations was also shaped by his Federalist political principles, his sense of morality,
his belief in the promise of American independence, and his Enlightenment expectation of the perfectibility of humankind. Circumstances had indeed changed,
but Jackson's argument that political and military force should replace law and
morality as the basis for United States Indian policy represented a revolutionary
new idea whose time had not yet come.' 3
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Jackson's recommendations met with mixed reactions in Washington. President
Monroe remarked cautiously that the general's views were "new but very deserving of
attention." He offered little encouragement, however. Past practice had been to "purchase the title of the Indian tribes, for a valuable consideration," and the president
showed no disposition to break with that policy. Calhoun, on the other hand, shared
little of the president's aversion to Jackson's innovation. Calhoun and Jackson represented a new generation of American leaders, less restrained by the noble ideals of the
Englightenment and more influenced by the rise of romantic nationalism.
As impressed as Jackson by the recent military victories over Tecumseh's northern alliance and the Creeks, Calhoun informed Congress late in 1818 that "The neighboring tribes are becoming daily ... more helpless and dependent on us. They have,
in a great measure, ceased to be an object of terror, and have become that of commiseration .... The time seems to have arrived when our policy towards them should
undergo an important change .... Our views of their interest, and not their own,
ought to govern them." In a thinly veiled attack on the treaty system and its recognition of tribal sovereignty, Calhoun concluded with the announcement, in agreement
with Jackson, that the tribes "neither are, in fact, nor ought to be, considered as
independent nations. "14
Congress rejected the Jackson-Calhoun solution to the crisis in Indian affairs.
As the Senate Committee on Public Lands explained, the "tribes have been recognized so far as independent communities, as to become parties to treaties with us,
and to have a right to govern themselves without being subject to the laws of the
United States; and their right to remain in possession of the lands they occupy, and
to sell them when they please, has been always acknowledged." Future land sales
"can only take place with the voluntary consent of those tribes, and must be effected
by negotiation and treaty in the usual manner." Denied congressional cooperation,
Calhoun could not scrap the treaty system. This left the hapless secretary with only
one option remaining, to alter the position and purposes of the agents assigned to
the various tribal agencies.1 5
Calhoun's tenure as secretary of war was marked by his ruthless encouragement of ruse, subterfuge, circumvention, and bribery to achieve, under the cloak of
voluntary cooperation, a continued stream of land cessions. In a sense this was not
far removed from the expectations built into the factory system. The main difference was in magnitude. There is no evidence to suggest that Calhoun was bothered
by this, but if he was he could easily justify the policy by arguing that the treaty system
made him do it. Indian affairs was in crisis because tribal leaders refused to commit
their tribes, as sovereign nations, to sell land against their will. As long as they refused,
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the clamor from the American public, particularly from Calhoun's South, would
only increase, intensifying the crisis. The economic development and prosperity of
the United States was at stake. By the early 1820s, in the wake of the Missouri crisis,
some began to argue that the cotton kingdom and slavery were at stake. Certainly
southern political power was at stake. In Calhoun's view, a wrong-headed policy that
pretended that Indian tribes had the constitutional right to obstruct all that could
not be permitted to go unchallenged. If voluntarism in the tribal council houses was
required to successfully complete a treaty of cession, then Calhoun meant to get
voluntarism, even if it required using threats, intimidation, and bribery. One way or
another, Calhoun had to get Indian signatures on treaties. 16
In 1818 Congress institutionalized the agency system by giving to the president
the power to appoint agents, with senatorial approval. This meant that the secretary of
war, as chief Indian affairs advisor to the president, enjoyed some control over the
selections. But the law also gave senators, appointed by their state legislatures and generally very responsive to local political pressure, a new role in the process. Thus Calhoun
may not have been solely responsible for the corruption of the Indian service. It happened on his watch, however, and was so marked in comparison with previous administrations that one student of the history of the administration of Indian affairs in the
pre-removal South has singled out Calhoun's term for special consideration.
In comparison with previous appointees, Calhoun's agents are notable for being
the products of state political machines. Agents of the Federalist and Jeffersonian
periods had generally been men of education and culture, distinguished public servants on a national level, and economically disinterested. They had been appointed
primarily to administer the government's civilization program and to serve as conduits through which communication could pass. To an important degree, they were
ambassadors to foreign nations. While they also played a role in engineering land
cessions, their approach to tribal leaders had usually been honest, honorable, and
above the table. For most, bribery was not the chief means to the end. Perhaps most
importantly, however, they were not connected politically or economically to the
neighboring states. They had no plans to profit from insider deals with land speculators, no ties to local state governments, and no future political ambitions.17
David B. Mitchell, agent to the Creeks, is a good example of the new breed of
Indian agents. He resigned his chair as governor of Georgia to accept the agency.
One observer was astounded by the appointment. "I know him well," he wrote, "and
cannot entertain a doubt but that in all his decisions he will lean to the side of Georgia-the State in which he is popular, and where the popular cry is-exterminate
the savages." Architect of a complex swindle in partnership with Creek chief William
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McIntosh, he despoiled the Creeks of a large proportion of the annuity income they
received in payment for previous cessions of land. Mitchell was also an avid land
speculator, locating sites for towns and water powered mills on Creek lands he urged
the government to buy. His undoing came when he got caught masterminding a
slave smuggling operation from Spanish Florida through the Creek Nation into Georgia. In 1821 Calhoun replaced Mitchell with John Crowell, an Alabama congressman.
Crowell brought his brothers to the Creek Nation, set them up in stores, and, in
violation of the law, shared in the profits. He also shouldered McIntosh aside, made
an arrangement with his main competitor for Creek leadership, and meddled in
Creek political affairs. Crowell was a wealthy man when he died, owning over a thousand acres of former Creek land, a race track, and a stable of champion race horses. 18
Return Jonathan Meigs was Cherokee agent from 1801 to 1823. He was appointed
when he was in his sixties, and by the time he became an octogenarian he was so
incapacitated that Tennessee Governor Joseph McMinn took control. At Meigs's
death, Calhoun appointed McMinn agent. Like Mitchell, McMinn was the creature
of a state political machine. Because he was connected to AndrewJackson and shared
Jackson's assumptions about Indians and Indian policy, giving McMinn the Cherokee agency assured Calhoun that no stone would be left unturned in the manipulation of Cherokee politics.'9
Much the same could be said about William Ward, appointed by Calhoun in 1821
to manage relations with the Choctaws. Related to Senator Richard M. Johnson of
Kentucky, his political connections were national rather than local, but nevertheless
his tenure as Choctaw agent was as marked by theft, manipulation, chicanery, and
bribery, as were those of Mitchell and McMinn. Most notably Ward maneuvered the
Choctaws into supportingJohnson's Choctaw Academy, an Indian school in Kentuckywhich had no resident Indians-with $6000 per year in tuition money for students
Ward sent there.Johnson's school was a scandal by itself, but Ward's involvement in
it compromised the desire of the Choctaws to acquire a learned leadership.2°
During the period he directed the War Department, Calhoun supervised the
negotiation and ratification of thirty-eight treaties with Indian tribes. Twelve were
with western tribes and involved no land cessions. Rather, they established relations
with new tribes, normalized relations with tribes already in contact with the United
States, pledged peaceful relations for the future, and responded to tribal complaints,
usually about abuses in trade with American companies. Sixteen treaties were with
northern tribes, mostly in the Great Lakes country, and were designed to ease tensions between the tribes and encroaching Americans. They usually conveyed some land,
generally small and scattered parcels, and attempted to consolidate tribal holdings.
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The remaining ten treaties were with southern tribes-four with the Creeks, two
each with the Cherokees and Choctaws, one each with the Chickasaws and Seminoles. All were land cession treaties, and all looked forward to the removal of the
tribes from east of the Mississippi to the West. One, the Creek Treaty oflndian Springs
negotiated between December 1824 and February 1825, was so transparently fraudulent that the Creeks executed William McIntosh for agreeing to it and President
John Quincy Adams, who inherited it, had to renegotiate it.2'
Indian removal was, President Monroe had announced in his first State of the
Union address in December 1817, the "great object" of his administration. Calhoun was
as committed to it as Monroe, but perhaps for different reasons. Neither accomplished
his goal. Both Monroe's removal policy and Calhoun's resolution of the "crisis in Indian affairs" had to wait for Andrew Jackson. But Calhoun won a reputation as an
administrator for overhauling the War Department and making it a more efficient
bureaucracy, and historians have concluded that the challenge of doing so was probably why he accepted the job in the first place. Ifhe had failed, no one would have been
surprised, but if he succeeded, he would be recognized as a miracle man and elevated
even further up the political ladder. He had known nothing about Indians when he
took on the post in 1817. He probably knew far more than he wanted to when he relinquished the position in 1825. For Calhoun, Indian affairs had been little more than an
episode in his career. But for the Indians who had to surrender a portion of their
homelands and had to defend their sovereignty against new and concerted attack, and
for the Creeks, Cherokees, and Choctaws who had to live with his appointees, Calhoun's
tenure as secretary of war was much more than an episode. Rather, it represented a
long and significant way down the road that led to the Trail of Tears.
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very life "is a biography," touts the Arts and Entertainment Network. Biography
is a way to personalize history and connect the present with the past. Historians
working in South Carolina history are fortunate to have a small but useful corpus of
published biographical materials. To expand this resource, last August, the South
Carolina Department of Archives and History revived the Biographical Directory of the
South Carolina House ofRepresentatives. This series complements the Biographical Directory of the South Carolina Senate, I776-I985 and chronicles the lives of South Carolina's
legislative leaders. The next volume in the series (vol. VI) will cover the years 1828 to
1860 and will include almost 800 new biographical sketches. One of those sketchesand the springboard for this paper-is of Henry Campbell King.
King was a lackluster but conscientious attorney and legislator. He belonged to a
prominent Charleston, South Carolina, family and lived in the shadow of his father,
Mitchell King. Perhaps more importantly, he courted and wed the volatile and vivacious Susan Petigru, younger daughter ofJames Louis Petigru, well-known attorney
and unionist. Like her husband, she, too, struggled to find her place in the shadow
of a successful father. Living in a male-dominated society, she sought recognition
and fame. This paper describes the lives of Henry Campbell and Susan Petigru King
for the insights they provide into antebellum life in Charleston, South Carolina.
Henry King, born 31 August 1819, was the son of Mitchell King and his first wife
Susanna Campbell. South Carolina College awarded him a Bachelor of Arts degree
in 1839, and while in college he was a member of the prestigious Clariosophic Society.
King studied law and on 30 March 1843 married the brilliant Susan M. Petigru. Susan
King, born 23 October 1824, was the younger daughter ofJames Louis Petigru, noted
jurist and unionist. She was dark in coloring, resembled her father in appearance
and temper, but lacked his self-control. She loved reading-but only novels; she was
self-willed and sought her own way even at the expense of others; and she had great
wit-but often used it to alienate. She attended Mme. Talvande's in Charleston where
one of her fellow classmates was Mary Boykin, later Chesnut. Susan King also studied
with Mme. Guillon in Philadelphia.'
Mitchell King, Henry's father, was a good friend of Petigru's and a wealthy lawyer. When Mitchell King died 18 November 1862, William John Grayson considered him
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"one of our oldest, most esteemed and successful citizens." Born in Scotland, King
migrated to Charleston in 1805 and published a poem, Wanderer, in the city newspaper.
As a result, the College of Charleston hired him as a teacher. In 1819 King became a
citizen and was admitted to the South Carolina Bar. King built a successful legal practice and acquired a large fortune by "marrying two sisters in succession." He also served
as trustee of the College of Charleston and of the Medical College of South Carolina
and was elected recorder and judge of the city court of Charleston. King, an early
developer of the "Little Charleston" community at Flat Rock, North Carolina, contributed to the development of the town ofHendersonville, North Carolina.
Petigru, a unionist who condemned the Civil War and the folly that caused it, was
so respected by both sides of the conflict that when he in died 9 March 1863, Confederate civil and military leaders joined in honoring him. In 1885 Charleston Mayor William
Courtenay commissioned a bust of Petigru that was displayed in City Hall. 3
Henry King lacked his father's work ethic and managed a desultory law practice during the 1840s. He and his wife, Susan, lived with his parents. Even after the
birth of their only child Adele in 1844, Henry King refused to move into a house of
their own. His reluctance to assume family responsibilities and to offer his wife any
measure of independence may have exacerbated her inclination to unconventional
behavior. Although married, she flirted with other men and teased her "short, stout"
husband. 4 On 15 April 1862, Mary Boykin Chesnut noted in her diary that Susan King
had attended a party the preceding night "with an infatuated Gwin ten or twelve
years younger than herself-utterly upset by love and consumption. It was pitifulpoor young soldier!" Chesnut also recorded William Henry Trescott' s comments
that Susan King was not only "fast" and "flirtatious," but "quarrelsome" as well. 5 In
May 1862 Chesnut reported a conversation where female friends thought Henry King
should have stood up to his wife. 6
Susan King aired her disenchantment with marriage in her novels published
between 1854 and 1860 in New York. Several times she journeyed north without her
husband and daughter. She held intimate dinner parties and developed provocative
relationships with attractive young bachelors. Charleston society resented the allusions in her writing. Her conduct and attitudes also deeply concerned her father. In
1858 he wrote:
If you could see how much misery you cause to me, you
would relent I am sure, for tho' you have argued yourself
into opposition to everything that I approve of or recommend, I hope that your affections are not perverted into
downright hatred."
2
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Petigru longed for a better relationship with his younger daughter:
If you will only allow me to love you according to my own
nature, and to serve you according to the only measure of
service that I am capable of, I would soon ... feel that you
were still one of the main stays and comforts in life, as well
as an object of the just pride of your father.7

Unlike her father, Susan King ardently favored secession. 8
Henry King, though slow to assume family and work responsibilities, did hold
public office. He served as magistrate for St. Philips and St. Michaels Parish, from
1852 to 1860, and represented that area in the South Carolina House of Representatives from 1852 to 57. 9 King was a conscientious legislator and served as a member of
the committee on incorporations.
His correspondence contains specifics of his life during the 1840s. From July to
October 1845 while Mitchell King was at Flat Rock, Henry King managed some of his
father's affairs in Charleston. In particular he oversaw the maintenance and repair
of various properties in Charleston and on Sullivan's Island. He also forwarded correspondence to his father and collected dividends and debt repayments. He was
especially interested in the education of his younger brother, Gadsden.
His comments in September 1845 offer insight into the educational experience of well-to-do young Charlestonians of the period. Gadsden King had failed to
translate a Latin passage when called on in class. As a result his teacher "took hold of
him and gave him a flogging." Henry King asserted that if he had been present, the
teacher ''would most bitterly have repented" of his actions. King continued that while
his father may "advocate flogging boys," he, himself, questioned the wisdom in this
case as his brother's back was so discolored that he did not want to bathe lest any one
else see it. Despite his outcry, Henry King chose not to intervene.
Henry King's letters to his parents always included information about his wife
and daughter. On 15 July 1845 he wrote, "Sue and Adele are both well though the
latter is somewhat fretful owing to her teething," and like proud fathers everywhere,
he reported, "she [Adele] is every day learning some new juvenile accomplishment
and will I trust agreeably surprise the family." On 3August 1845 he wrote of the arrival
of Phoebe, "a very, smart looking little Negro girl"-a present for Adele King from
her godmother. By 4 August 1845 Adele King had cut five teeth, but her father worried because she was "teething very slowly." In his letter of 24 August 1848 he said his
wife was "most indefatigable at her drawing lessons" and Adele King, who had mastered the alphabet, was so proud of her accomplishment that "nearly every day [she]
10
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insists upon spelling a line or two of the newspaper to me to show that she knows the
small letters." Once he referred to his own health. On II August 1845 Henry wrote to
his father: "I am quite well with the exception of my eyes which worry me every now
and then, what causes them to hurt me is more than I can imagine."
Another major theme of Henry King's correspondence was the lack of response from his family in North Carolina. He frequently complained peevishly that
he seldom received news from Argyle and Glenroy (the home of his brother, Dr.
Mitchell King). He wrote on 3August 1845 that he assumed they had "too much to do
to write us." On II August 1845 he continued in the same vein:
Both Sue and myself have been not a little surprised and
mortified at not hearing oftener from home-Since you
have left us I have received one letter from you and one
from Margaret [a sister]-a very small number you must
allow considering the number there are at Argyle and
Glenroy who can write.
Henry King was keeping score. This perceived lack of interest and respect
possibly deepened his wife's sense of discontent and neglect. Henry King enclosed
more letters to family members and commented, "I have not been able to imagine
the reason I should be treated with such apparent neglect by the whole family if
there be any cause do let know of it in your next."
When his mother did write, Henry King was not satisfied. He complained 12
August 1845 of the brevity of her note. He elaborated on the count-five letters from
him to his father and one from his father to him plus one from his sister, a total of
two letters from the family.
I must confess it is rather mortifying, when one had done
what he considers his duty to receive four or five lines from
his mother informing him that his efforts to please have
not only failed, but that he is even suspected of neglect.
Again, on II August 1848, he begged "some of them to write to me.""
In the 1850s when Petigru and his long-time partner Henry Lesesne parted
company, Petigru turned to his son-in-law Henry Campbell King as a replacement.
Henry King had shown little interest in business and was generally considered lethargic. Petigru, however, thought that the work would break King "from his childish ways." King assumed the management of the law office and the supervision of
student clerks. With King in a subordinate role, the relationship worked well. 12
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Henry Campbell King enlisted in state service 17 February 1862 and entered
Confederate service 24 March 1862. He was elected Capt., Co. D (Sumter Guards),
27th SCV Infantry (Gaillard' s Regiment). Between 21 April and 15 May he was detailed to serve as a judge advocate for a general court martial. He died at age fortytwo on 17 June 1862 from wounds he had received the day before during the Battle of
Secessionville. 13 On 13 February 1863 his executor, McMillan C. King, finally collected
$368.33 in back pay. 14
The Battle of Secessionvill was described by William John Grayson as follows:
"enemy attacked our battery today, at day light, and were repulsed with terrible slaughter. "15 Mary Boykin Chesnut wrote in her diary:
At Secessionville, we went to drive the Yankees out, and were
surprised ourselves. We lost one hundred, the Yankees 400.
They lost more men than we had in the engagement. Fair
Shooting, that! As they say in the West, 'We whipped our
weight in wildcats." And some to spare. Henry King was
killed. He died as a brave man would like to die. From all
accounts, they say he had not found this world (or his life in
it) a bed of roses. 16
Petigru lamented King's death as he thought Henry King was "a martyr to a
cause that was not his own. "17 In a letter to a business associate in Liverpool, Petigru
forlornly wrote, "I have lost Henry King ... "18
South Carolina Governor Francis W. Pickens apparently sent a letter of condolence to Mitchell King, because King's draft response survives in his papers. It mentions "high consolation arising from the great cause and the gallant manner in which
he [Henry King] fell" and notes that Pickens' letter would "be preserved as a memorial of his son" because Henry had merited "the honorable approval well done of the
Chief magistrate of his native State. "19 Privately Mitchell King was less sanguine. In a
codicil to his will dated 4 October 1862 at Argyle, his home at Flat Rock, he wrote,
"Many fearful changes have taken place in our beloved South and in the condition
and prospects of our families. My son, Henry, has laid down his life in defense of his
country, and I feel myself tottering on the verge of the grave."20
In his will, dated 7 March 1862, Henry Campbell King apologized for the "most
disordered condition" of his affairs and left what he would inherit from his father' s
estate for the "maintenance and support of my wife during her Widowhood, and of
my beloved and only Child Adele Allston King." King also asked his sister Susan to
take in Adele if her mother should die and appointed his father, Mitchell King, and
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brothers, McMillan and Mitchell King, executors of his estate. The will was proved
1July 1862, and McMillan C. King qualified as executor. 21 The inventory of King's
estate, taken 12July 1862, reported an estate valued at $2,628.44, including two slaves
valued at $950 and a wine cellar appraised at over $200. The inventory reflected a
three-story house with bedrooms on the top floor and a drawing room, library, and
dining room. Among other furnishings, King owned ten decanters and one piano.22 The state of his son's affairs weighed on Mitchell King's mind. A scribbled
note in his papers details the results of a "4 July talk with Sue," his son's widow. Her
father, James Louis Petigru, had given her four of the household slaves, her bedroom furniture, the silver and china. Petigru had given his granddaughter Adele a
copy of Audubon's Birds of America and the slave Phoebe. 23 Five months following
the death of his son, Mitchell King died. Mitchell King and his son, Henry Campbell
King, are buried in the Scots Presbyterian Churchyard, Charleston. 24
By December 1864, Susan King had shed her widow's weeds, and even her
friend Mary Boykin Chesnut chided her for appearing "too willing." 'Willing for
what?" King had asked. "Another husband," Chesnut replied, adding, "And yet I am
as afraid of her as death. "25 In January 1865 Susan King feigned an engagement to
P. G. T. Beauregard, but Chesnut was not deceived. 26 Mrs. Frances M. Cross wrote
on roJuly 1867, "I don't believe Sue [King] has the least principle. "27 Susan King later
married Christopher Columbus Bowen, a Republican congressman from South Carolina. Bowen was born in Providence, Rhode Island, in 1832 and moved to Georgia in
1850. He studied law, was admitted to the bar in 1862, and began practice in Charleston, South Carolina. Bowen was a member of the 1867 Republican state convention, first chair of the Republican state central committee, and a delegate to the
State Constitutional Convention in November 1867. Bowen served in the United
States Congress from 20 July 1868 until 3 May 1871. Defeated for re-election in 1870,
Bowen was elected sheriff of Charleston County in 1872. Bowen died in New York
City 23June 1880 and was buried in Charleston, South Carolina. 28 Susan Petigru King
Bowen died in December 1875 and is buried in St. Michael's churchyard next to her
father. 29 Her epitaph describes her as "Gifted with Genius . .. versatile, ... Her
Soul,-bruised, not crushed ... 3°
Henry Campbell King's life was a study in contrasts: the son of a wealthy man,
he died worth less than $3,000; the son of a successful man, he had a mediocre
public career. He married a witty but willful woman whose affairs embarrassed and
humiliated him. His only joy was his daughter, Adele. Susan Petigru King found a
measure of the success she craved in the literary markets of New York. Her hometown of Charleston was less appreciative. Yet this brief portrait rescues one man and
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one woman from the shadows and enhances our understanding of how men and
women lived in the antebellum South.
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A

s the American Union made its political shift from the party system of Thomas
Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton to that of Andrew Jackson and Henry Clay
in the 1830s and 1840s, few regions experienced more political turmoil than did the
South. Complex and sensitive issues-among them the second Bank of the United
States, the protective tariff, internal improvements, and, increasingly, black slaveryrose to the forefront and largely defined the context of political discussion at both
national and state levels. The Federalist Party having disappeared, many southerners watched with dismay as the Republican Party in the 1820s seemed to abandon the
principles of Jefferson and move toward a neo-Federalism under President John
Quincy Adams. Andrew Jackson's 1828 election victory, however, restored the hopes
of many of the discontented. The "Democratic-Republican" triumph, they believed,
would reverse the trend of expanding federal power, revive the party's Jeffersonian
principles, and restore the federal government's role as guardian of southern interests and liberty.'
Of primary concern to many southerners was the Tariff of 1828, an electionyear scheme hatched by Jackson's congressional supporters. In January they had
introduced a bill dramatically raising rates on manufactured goods and raw materials. Anticipating its failure-because of opposition from New England and the Souththe effort would elevate the general's political standing in the middle states, which
generally favored tariff protection, thus ensuring his election. Their scheme backfired, however, when congressmen from New England, where manufacturing had
surpassed shipping in economic importance, supported the bill. On 19 May, President Adams signed the bill into law.2
Southerners were quick to denounce the "Tariff of Abominations," which they
argued legislated profits out of agricultural pockets and placed them in the hands of
northern manufacturers. Most southerners clearly expected President Jackson to
push for its revocation. During the campaign, however,Jackson had made no public
comment on the bill, and his reluctance to take immediate action cost him at least
some southern support. Though Congress enacted modifications in 1830, for the
most part the protective tariff remained intact. 3 The nullification crisis that ensued
need not be detailed here. It was within the context of this crisis, however, that William
Campbell Preston emerged to prominence on the national political scene.
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A Virginian by birth, Preston moved to South Carolina in 1809 for "reasons of
health" and graduated from the South Carolina College in 1812. He then returned to
his native state and after traveling abroad was admitted to the Virginia bar. In 1822 he
again moved to Columbia, established a law practice, and in 1828 was elected to the
state House of Representatives, where he served until his election to the United
States Senate in 1833.4
As a state representative, Preston reflected the growing consensus in South
Carolina against the tariff and emerged as a leader of the nullifiers. 5 It was at his
request that Vice President John C. Calhoun prepared the South Carolina Exposition
and Protest (1828), and it was he who introduced the document into the General
Assembly. 6 Newspaper accounts confirm that he was widely acknowledged as a proponent of nullification. As the 1832 elections approached and the crisis intensified,
the Columma Telescope identified Preston as one of several "State Rights [nullification] candidates for the next Legislature," and praised all such candidates as "men
who can maintain the former honor of South Carolina, and win for her fresh glory
in the great contest in which she is engaged."7 Preston's correspondence indicates
strong support for nullification and willingness for South Carolina to defend its sovereignty against further federal intrusion. That November he wrote to his friend and
fellow nullifier Waddy Thompson,
Gen'lJackson has certainly declared that he will hang any
man who attempts to enforce an act of nullification .... He
will make a cruel war if he can and we must be prepared to
meet him. . .. It will also be necessary to reorganize the
militia, so as to make it more efficient, and above all to get
rid of the drunken ignorant imbecile officers now in commission.8
Preston's endorsement of nullification added greatly to his political support.
When ill health caused United States Senator Stephen D. Miller to resign that office
in November 1833, the General Assembly elected Preston as his replacement, apparently without opposition. According to the Columma Telescope, his election was "received on all sides, with the warmest approbation, as due not less to his constant and
highly active services, in all the long struggle, though which we have lately past [sic],
than to the talents, the eloquence and the boldness, which have made his services
most effectual. "9 Clearly many South Carolinians had great faith that Preston would
join Calhoun in Washington to defend their state against the federal tyranny of King
Andrew I.
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Preston did not disappoint his supporters. Taking his seat on 9 December,
acknowledged by the Charleston Mercury as one of seven "nullifiers" in the United
States Senate, he quickly joined the opposition to President Jackson's removal of
public deposits from the Second Bank of the United States. His first major speech to
the Senate, given on 23January 1834, made clear Preston's own distrust of the bank
but denounced the executive's usurpation of authority. The country was already in
an economic slump, he continued, especially southern agriculture.Jackson's "Bank
War" would serve only to aggravate an already-bad situation. For most of the day
Preston held the Senate floor. Although he reached no solutions to the Union's
economic woes, the speech was enthusiastically received in both Washington and
South Carolina. The Register of Debates notes that several times during the speech
spectators in the gallery began to applaud, so loudly in fact that Vice President Martin Van Buren eventually ordered the gallery cleared. The Charl,eston Mercury reported
that its readers "will be highly gratified with the accounts of this gentleman's speech
in the Senate" and quoted an article from the National Intelligencer, which said, "Mr.
Preston has fully met the high expectations of the public, and established his claim
to the reputation which preceded him to Washington, viz., that of being 'one of the
first orators of his country.'" A story reprinted from the US. Te"legraphwas even more
glowing: 'We reached the Senate chamber as he [Preston] rose to speak, and it would
have been well for the country if all could have been there .... Carolina may well be
proud of her adopted son, and Virginia, the birthplace of patriots, of orators, and
statesmen, will rejoice that she is his mother. "
Such praise no doubt encouraged Preston to continue his attacks. In February
he again took the floor to denounce the president's veto of the bank's re-charter.
Doing so, he said, had ensured the institution would "die a natural death" in 1836,
butJackson had refused to wait. "The Executive," Preston continued, "impatient of
delay, and scorning the counsel of Congress, confident in his own unassisted wisdom, rushes upon his experiment-and the country is filled with disaster and dismay. He ... dashes through the whole circle of the money system, scattering terror
and destruction.""
This speech illustrates not only Preston's eloquence, for which he was already
renowned, but also his political savvy. Following Calhoun's lead, he carefully expressed
that opposition to Jackson's war against the bank did not mean he was a supporter of
the bank, a charge his critics apparently leveled at him: 'We sir, (said Mr. P.) are
neither bank men nor President men. We are not bound to any man or any corporation, but stand upon the laws and the constitution, ready to resent and resist all
attacks upon them." If the bank had committed the evils and misdeeds of which it
10
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was accused, he said, then it should die according to the law,just as a criminal should
be executed. Using this analogy the president's removal of public funds was equivalent to murder, which, no matter how justified, was illegal and unconstitutional. "God
forbid," Preston concluded, "that it Uackson's plan] should succeed-that we should
be bound by his success, to acquiesce in his assumption of unauthorized power. "
Again Preston received favorable response from the public and press. In a letter
written to the Columbia Telescope, a Boston native commented that he expected great
things from Preston in the Senate, at least until he "steps to a higher station .... He
has placed himself side by side with the three first men in Congress [Henry Clay,
Daniel Webster, and Calhoun], whom he will be able to compete with on some points,
in others to excel. " 3
Throughout the bank controversy, Preston's speeches and voting record indicate that he remained in consensus with Calhoun and the nullifiers. On 28 March
1834 he and Calhoun joined the Senate majority (26-20) in voting to censure Jackson
for having "assumed among himself authority and power not conferred by the constitution and laws, but in derogation of both" by removing the bank deposits. The
president's angry response of 17 April, in which he charged the Senate with illegally
usurping power, followed by a somewhat more conciliatory communication on 21
April, provided yet another opportunity for Preston to take the floor. 14 The two messages, he claimed, illustrated Jackson's realization that he had acted wrongly, and
the latter statement "put a gloss on the principles contained in the first paper, and
thus betrays the apprehension of the President, that, in their original and naked
form, the whole country, every man in the country, would revolt against." Preston
was certain that "there would be many more explanations ... until, finally, the text
[of the original message] would be absolutely overwhelmed by commentaries."15
Again, the Columbia Tel,escope lauded the senator's acknowledged eloquence,
noting that there had been calls "from all parts of the assembly" for him to speak.
Though regretful that action such as censure had to be taken, the paper reflected
the views of most South Carolinians by placing blame entirely on the shoulders of
Andrew Jackson. "Praise be God," its editorial read, "there is still a redeeming spirit
in the constitution, a redeeming spirit that will redress the grievances of free men-a
spirit which will RISE-RISE like the ghost of Saul, to cover the tyrant with dismay! "16
The bank issue commanded much of Preston's attention throughout the remainder of the session. On 6 June, Senator Henry Clay of Kentucky, leader of the
Whig opposition, introduced a resolution requiring all public money to be kept in a
Bank of the United States. Making specific reference to South Carolina in his remarks,
he criticized the nullifiers and charged that Calhoun and his allies were oppressing the
12
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state's "unionists." His honor affronted, Preston jumped to the defense. In an eloquent and characteristically long-winded speech, he presented a "historical vindication" of South Carolina, claiming that the nullifiers had acted in the best American
traditions of securing liberty and maintaining freedom from oppression. "I believe
every unprejudiced person who heard [Preston's speech]," wrote the editor of the
Columbia Telescope, "could not help being reconciled to South Carolina, at least to the
spirit and conduct of her nullifiers. " 7
Preston's initial performance in the Senate clearly met with approval from
many South Carolinians. At a dinner honoring him in Columbia in October 1834,
speech after speech praised the senator for having "so firmly and triumphantly interposed constitutional prerogatives between the liberties of the people and the daring
usurpations of a reckless Executive. "18
Throughout the following congressional session, Preston remained a vehement defender of strict construction. He opposed various internal improvements
proposed by the Whigs, which he believed were unconstitutional. Though no admirer of Andrew Jackson, he voted against a Whig-sponsored bill to limit the terms
of certain presidentially-appointed officers, again on constitutional grounds.'9 At the
same time, however, it is still clear that he considered himself a nullifier. In a letter to
North Carolina Senator Willie P. Mangum, he commented on political developments
in South Carolina, where the unionists he noted were presently in disarray but would
no doubt rally themselves "by advocating for the first time a decent measure" and
thus draw support from some nullifiers. In the end, however, Preston expressed confidence that they had little public support and would continue to "find themselves in
great difficulty. "20
The 1835-1836 congressional session, however, revealed conflict within the South
Carolina delegation, primarily over what strategy to employ against abolitionist petitions against slavery in the District of Columbia. Preston first encountered this issue
less than a month after arriving in Washington.2' As with most issues he had thus far
encountered, Preston was of the same opinion as Calhoun: the Constitution left the
question of slavery for each state to decide for itself. The District of Columbia, however, was subject to the authority of Congress. The rising abolitionist movement seized
the issue, arguing that Congress could act on slavery here, where there was no other
power. 22
Consensus within South Carolina's delegation was shattered in late 1835 when
Congressman Henry L. Pinckney of Charleston entered into an alliance with the
Van Burenites to adopt specific tactics to deal with the anti-slavery petitions.23 Pinckney
offered a resolution in support of receiving petitions, although he admitted that he
1
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doubted the wisdom of Congress taking action too quickly on the issue. The damage
was done, however, for in breaking ranks, Pinckney had revealed a split in the state's
political ranks, a weakness Calhoun feared might open South Carolina to national
Democratic influence. To heal the split, Calhoun struck a deal with his old adversaries, the unionists, who agreed with him on the slavery issue, and succeeded in ousting Pinckney from Congress and replacing him with Hugh Legare. 24
Petitions concerning slavery in the District of Columbia continued to flood
the Senate in 1836, and throughout the year, South Carolina's two senators remained
of one mind. In responding to numerous petitions from Ohio on 7January, Calhoun
eloquently defended the right of states to determine questions of emancipation,
denying congressional authority to act against slavery in any part of the country, and
he criticized the Senate for receiving the petitions, which "willfully, maliciously, almost wickedly slander so many sovereign States of this Union. "25 Following Calhoun's
lead, Preston likewise expressed surprise and dismay that such petitions had been
allowed, though he stated he was not fearful of federal action, at least not at the
present time. Still the nullifier in him was strikingly apparent as he addressed his
colleagues. "There exists no right," he said, "either in law, in the constitution, or in
morals for such action; and if there did, thank God, the physical power is still wanting.
We are prepared for resistance; and we shall resist with all the means that God and
nature has placed at our disposal." About the future, however, he was far less certain:
Unless the plan and operations of the abolitionists are thus
put down ... I fear, I say, sir, that no adequate conception
can be formed of the tremendous consequences which will
follow.... Our property and lives may be in jeopardy. Let
but the crisis come, and no feeling of the heart, no ratiocination of the head, can hold the Union together for a single
moment. 26
It is interesting to note, however, that while Calhoun and Preston argued against
receiving anti-slavery petitions, they expressed no such opposition to those that were
pro-slavery. In April the Senate received resolutions from the Maine legislature asserting that the power to regulate slavery rested with the states, not Congress. Here
both men spoke in support of the petitions, with Calhoun remarking that they represented a return to "good old republican principles. "27 On the slavery issue, South
Carolina's consensus was secure.
Slavery, however, was not the only issue on Preston's mind in 1836. Throughout
the year he displayed an increasing concern with foreign affairs, especially the issue
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of Texas. As verbose as ever, he left no doubts as to his support for westward expansion. On 4 May he made a speech supporting a bill to allow the president to accept
the services of volunteers for defense on the frontiers. Such action would suffice for
the present, he claimed, for "Santa Anna had done enough to curdle our blood, and
shock our sensibilities, but not enough to justify any warlike preparation." Five days
later he presented the Senate a number of memorials, praying for Congress to recognize Texan independence. As usual he filled his address with lofty and colorful
phrases such as the "battles of equal rights," and the "cry of liberty," which echoed
from Texas. "He [Preston] trusted in God that the Texans might succeed; and that
the standard of liberty might yet wave over their desolated territory, to the utter
exclusion of this barbarous and tyrannic usurper [Santa Anna] ."28 Debate over Texas
continued until March 1837 when the Senate passed a resolution by a vote of twentythree to nineteen (Calhoun and Preston voting with the majority) that "the independent political existence of said State [Texas] be acknowledged by the Government
of the United States. " 9
Up to this point South Carolina's senators had marched hand-in-hand, and it
is evident that Preston's performance thus far met with overwhelming approval. When
the state General Assembly convened in December 1836, it voted overwhelmingly to
return Preston to a full six-year term as United States senator. 30 The Panic of 1837,
however, followed by a depression, which swept nationwide but hit particularly hard
in the South, shattered this illusion of consensus. As the new president (and Calhoun's
old time arch-foe) Martin Van Buren searched for solutions and for allies in Congress to get a program enacted, Calhoun and Preston moved in different directions,
and much of South Carolina followed Calhoun. Increasingly Preston moved towards
an alliance with the Whigs in calling for a revival of the Bank of the United States.
Van Buren proposed that the federal government "divorce" itself from banking by
establishing an independent treasury with government-owned vaults to hold public
money until it was needed. The plan thus proposed a middle ground between an
over-centralized national bank and AndrewJackson's legacy of an uncontrolled hodgepodge of "pet banks. "3'
In his study of "The Calhoun-Preston Feud," Ernest M. Lander,Jr. writes that
the basic division of opinion here was between those who supported a third national
bank and those who opposed it. The opponents, however, were divided between
supporters ofJackson's "pet banks" and the advocates of the independent treasury. 32
Calhoun, who had earlier flirted with an anti:Jackson alliance with Clay and Webster,
now allied with Van Buren and supported the treasury program, viewing it as best for
the national interest. In June 1837 he wrote to Preston voicing his opposition to a
2
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resurrected Bank of the United States. If he was hoping Preston would follow his lead,
however, he was soon disillusioned. In a letter written that fall, Calhoun clearly feared
that Preston's actions would divide South Carolina politically. "My colleague [Preston],"
he lamented, "as I understand him, goes for [Nicholas] Biddle's bank and will probably take a portion of the Representatives [from South Carolina] with him. "33
Debate opened on 20 September when the treasury bill reached the Senate
floor. Six days later Henry Clay petitioned for a new national bank and urged the
Senate to pass a resolution stating "that it will be expedient to establish a United
States Bank whenever it should be manifested that a clear majority of the people of
the United States are in favor of such an institution."34 If Preston had allied with the
Whigs as Calhoun suspected, however, his first speech on this matter d id not yet
indicate it. Instead of voicing support for Clay's resolution, he moved to postpone
debate, which, he claimed, would allow himself and his fellow senators time to examine all available options. It was significant, however, that unlike Calhoun, he did not
oppose the bank outright. Rather, he said, "whatever his feelings toward such a bank,
he was not disposed to carry his hostility towards it so far as to destroy the country,
and see it sacrificed on account of a bank." Preston's move to postpone, however,
was defeated, fifteen to thirty, with Calhoun voting against him. The Senate then
adopted a resolution, twenty-nine to fourteen, which opined that the majority of
American citizens opposed a national bank. Preston and Clay voted against the resolution; Calhoun's vote is not recorded. Undaunted, Clay re-introduced his petition,
using a slightly different wording, and in the ensuing debate, the simmering conflict
between the senators from South Carolina erupted publicly. 35
Calhoun took the lead in the debate, again voicing support for the Independent Treasury and his adamant opposition to a national bank. In response Preston
at first seemed almost contrite. He admitted that he might not know and might not
even accurately represent the views of his constituents on this issue. Nevertheless he
would vote his conscience even if it caused him to disagree with them. Warming to
the subject, he criticized the notion that one had to completely support or oppose a
national bank. He was not, he claimed, "in favor of a United States Bank; but should
he, therefore, show the people that he took a United States Bank to be worse than
anything [else] that could be done?" Clearly, he continued, this was not the course
he should take. In concluding his speech, however, he offered a remark slighting
Calhoun none-too-subtly for supporting Van Buren. According to the Register of Debates, Preston reminded the Senate of his recent nullifier past, vowing that until the
administration came over to him (doing that which was right and patriotic), Mr. P.
would not go over to the administration. As he was opposed to the administration of
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27
Gen. Jackson, so (unless he abandoned his principles and his consistency) he must
remain opposed to an administration that was pledged to follow in the former 's
footsteps. 36
Calhoun, obviously feeling the sting of the remark, immediately retorted that
"his colleague's inference appeared to him very extraordinary." He could not believe, he continued, that Preston would claim that supporting one proposal meant
supporting the administration in all respects, thus making him, or anyone, an "administration man." Preston shot back that even if he were to disagree with the president on other issues, if he were to support this one, he would have to consider himself
an "administration man," since the treasury bill was "the most prominent and most
important measure of the administration." Support or opposition on major issues,
he insisted, was the criteria by which a senator should be judged, and Preston would
leave no doubt as to where he stood regarding Van Buren:
He was at this moment an opposition man. He was opposed,
strongly opposed, to the wild schemes and new experiments
of the administration .. . . Those who had placed themselves
in the contrary position were unquestionably administration men. 37
Calhoun rose and commented that he was "astonished" at this outburst from
his colleague:
I am not an administration man," he insisted, "nor any other
man's man, but I am my own man. I belong to the smallest
party in the country. I am simply an honest nullifier [a
laugh.] .... I am not a Van Buren man, nor an anti-Van
Buren man, but a plain, honest nullifier.
An independent treasury, he continued, would return the Union to a sound financial policy, and was needed for the good of the country. But Preston was determined
to have the last word and monopolized the Senate floor for the remainder of the day.
He did not believe, he said, that Van Buren hoped to return to "sound republican
principles of 1827." Van Buren' s administration was simply a continuation ofJackson's,
and thus must be resisted in its efforts. ''When, sir," he said, "I think they have changed
[in their policies], then, but not till then, I will act cordially with them; I will unite
with them if it be to bless, but not to curse the country." Returning to the specific
issue at hand, however, he still refused to openly endorse re-establishment of a national bank, at least for the present time:
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but he was not therefore going to pledge himself that he
never would adopt one. On the contrary, of all measures
proposed, he would support the best; and if none should
be proposed so good as a national bank, then rather than
see the country continue to suffer, he would gladly accept
that as a dernier resort .... The administration proposes its
divorce scheme, and a hard money currency; others propose the State banks. If neither of these is adopted, there
remains no other remedy but a [national] bank.38
When Preston concluded his remarks, the Senate adjourned for the evening,
with many senators no doubt bewildered at having witnessed this verbal slugging
match between the two distinguished gentlemen from South Carolina. Any illusion
of consensus among the Palmetto State's senators had vanished.
As debate over the treasury bill intensified, the rift between the two Carolinians widened. On 29 September Preston held the floor for over three hours, condemning the merits of the plan and attacking in moral terms those who supported
it. The bill's proponents, he charged, favored divorcing government from the banking system so "that you may, with a licentious polygamy, marry it to ten thousand
subtreasuries, making the whole land a government harem."39 For his part Calhoun
was clearly dismayed by Preston's statements and by the growing disunity within South
Carolina's political structure. "I regret," he wrote his daughter, "that my colleague
has not thought fit to go with me [on the issue of the treasury]. I think both he and
Gen'l [Waddy] Thompson have acted badly, but I leave it to them and their constituents. " 40
Calhoun did not "leave it," however. He wrote a complete explanation of his
support for the treasury bill, which he then had published and distributed in South
Carolina. For Calhoun this was an honorable move, but it was also politically astute,
helping him win over much public opinion in his home state. The conflict between
the senators reached the state's General Assembly as well (with Calhoun's blessing,
Preston was sure) . In November, with both men present at the gathering, the state
House of Representatives debated a motion calling for an independent treasury and
opposing a national bank. Calhoun's supporters within the General Assembly were
well organized, so much so that after several days' debate in both houses, the measure passed with only three state senators voting against it. 41
By this point the Calhoun-Preston split was beginning to have political ramifications within South Carolina. Rumors were apparently being spread that Preston
was attempting to organize a Whig party in the Palmetto State with the specific goal
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of opposing Calhoun. In context of the times, this would not have been unusual.
The Whigs were emerging as a competitive political force in other southern states,
often with support from anti-Jackson or anti-Van Buren Democrats, and Preston would
have been a logical choice to emerge as leader of such a group. But by the late 1830s
South Carolina's increasing hypersensitivity to the rising tide of abolitionism led
most state leaders, including Calhoun, to value unity above all, and a competitive
two-party system in the state would threaten that unity.
In his private correspondence, Preston denied he had any such ambitions and
insisted he "was earnestly inclined to preserve both political and personal relations
with everybody." He admitted he had heard such rumors and was angered by them,
and he was firmly convinced that Calhoun was behind them. What Preston did not
realize was that conflict with Calhoun had eroded his political support. Still sure of
the correctness of his position on the issue of the treasury, he was convinced he was
victim of an orchestrated plot. The General Assembly's resolution favoring the treasury hurt and disturbed him, but he was not about to concede defeat. "[It] rankles
my heart," he wrote his friend Waddy Thompson. "I may not have it in my power to
avenge on the lurking scoundrels, but I shall not readily forget it.... We should not
make war [against Calhoun] unless compelled by the necessity of self-defence. I fear
it will come to that.... [This attack] uncontradicted by Mr. Calhoun, certainly admonishes [me] to be very much on my guard in the future."4
If Preston was not seeking to build a Whig opposition party in South Carolina,
however, his performance in the Senate did nothing to dispel the rumors. Increasingly he aligned himself with the Whigs, often seeming to do so for no other reason
than to oppose Calhoun. Nowhere was this more evident than in December 1837
when Calhoun addressed the Senate concerning slavery and the abolitionist movement. 43 He introduced six resolutions, four of which were adopted by the Senate.
Preston voted with Henry Clay and the Whigs, however, and successfully blocked
Calhoun's fifth resolution, which concerned slavery in the District of Columbia. On
8January 1838 Preston personally introduced a motion to table Calhoun's sixth resolution, concerning Texas, which the Senate did by a vote of thirty-five to nine. 44 For
Preston to have opposed Calhoun on any issue pertaining to slavery is a strong indication of how far apart the two men had drifted and no doubt added to the fears of
many South Carolinians that the unity of their state, and thus its future survival, was
threatened.
Preston's subsequent actions demonstrated a fatal misreading of the shift in
South Carolina's political landscape. To make matters worse his health was deteriorating. When the Senate again debated the treasury bill in March 1838, the Congressional
2
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Globe noted that although Preston's speech was characteristically long, the senator's
tone was too low to be completely audible. 45 At the same time his personal correspondence increasingly indicated that he viewed himself as a Whig. Writing to Willie
Mangum of North Carolina, a fellow Democrat-turned-Whig, he lamented the party's
"political condition," stating that they had only "the power to prevent wild and wicked
measures but not the power to do any positive act for the good of the Country." He
was unwilling as of yet, however, to make such statements publicly, believing he still
had widespread support in South Carolina, and he moved quickly to disavow any
rumors about his whiggish tendencies. In response to a story in a Washington newspaper naming him as a possible vice-presidential candidate for the 1840 Whig ticket,
Preston wrote:
As to my vice presidency-no more of that ... Some kind
Jackanapes over here in Georgetown whose name even I
don't know got the thing agoing without rhyme or reasonNo body gives him the slightest countenance and especially
he gets none from me . . . [I] really am worried and displeased at this use of my name-It is an idle thing without
consequence and I trust will be dropped before it comes to
a sufficient head to make it my duty... to interfere for its
suppression which I will unhesitatingly do if it were to be
seriously spoken of. 46

Such claims by Preston did not eliminate the damage caused by his actions. At
the 1838 Independence Day ceremonies in South Carolina, Preston's name was often
invoked in a most uncomplimentary manner. Newspapers in the state reported that
toasts were offered that referred to him as an "alien by birth," a "traitor to the state,"
and a member of the "dirty gang" led by Henry Clay. 47
Of course such statements did not mean that Preston had lost all support in
South Carolina. Supporters apparently arranged a "welcome home" celebration that
summer to honor him and even invited Calhoun to attend. The state's senior senator graciously but pointedly declined. "For me to participate in the welcome and
accompanying festivities," he wrote, "would be to condemn my own course .... I
cannot accept your invitation to partake in a festivity intended to honor the course
of my colleague, without condemning and dishonoring my own and am therefore
compelled to decline it. "48
Throughout 1838 Preston worked behind the scenes to support Henry Clay's
bid for the Whigs' presidential nomination. In March 1839, however, he emerged
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from the Whig political closet and made his break with the Democrats public when
he addressed a Whig gathering in Philadelphia. Clearly Preston continued to misjudge the impact of his split with Calhoun, believing it had hurt Calhoun far more
than it had hurt him. "The course of my colleague [in joining with Van Buren]," he
wrote to John Tyler that December, "has been disastrous to his friends, and his own
position is most mournful." He assured Tyler that most South Carolinians opposed
the administration and its treasury scheme, "the bloody bill" as he called it, and that
Calhoun's support for such a measure would destroy him. He further claimed that
even some treasury advocates were suspicious of Calhoun. "[Andrew] Jackson writes
that they must not trust him," he wrote, while another feared that Calhoun's support
would "do more harm than good" in trying to pass the measure. 4 9
Preston openly campaigned for William Henry Harrison and John Tyler during the 1840 campaign, and his obvious dismay over Congress' approval of the treasury bill in July 1840 was no doubt ameliorated by the sweeping Whig victories in the
November elections. Many apparently expected that Preston would be offered a post
in the incoming administration although he never appears to have mentioned such
a possibility in his correspondence. At any rate no such offer ever materialized. The
untimely death of President Harrison one month after his inauguration and the
subsequent battles between Tyler and Clay left the Whig party and its program in
disarray. 50
In some respects Preston's own situation mirrored that of his newly-adopted
party. The election victory must have seemed a pyrrhic one as he found himself
increasingly without support at home. The Columbia Telescope, always one of his most
vocal supporters, had suspended publication in late 1838. A new newspaper, the South
Carolinian, appeared in Columbia in 1839 and missed no opportunity in the following
years to condemn Preston and his 'Whig Outrage. "51 His health continued to worsen,
as indicated by the fact that the Congressional Globe reported fewer speeches and comments by him. By the summer of 1842 Preston had become a political non-entity in
South Carolina. Even Democratic condemnations of him at the state's Independence
Day celebrations, which had become a hallmark of such events in recent years, were
omitted. Pierce Mason Butler summed it up when he said Preston had become "the
'deadest man' in Congress."5
Butler's appraisal of Preston might well have been applied to the Whig agenda
in Congress. Though Tyler agreed to the repeal of the independent treasury and
signed a higher tariff bill, he vetoed Clay's proposal for a new national bank, a move
that prompted all but one cabinet member to resign. 53 Preston reflected the Whigs'
frustration, and by late summer was disgusted with Washington and claimed he desired
2
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nothing so much as to return home. "Our session has been the most protracted,
perplexing, and profitless ever known," he wrote Waddy Thompson. "Thank God it
terminates tomorrow and there's an end ofmy political sufferings." 54 For a man who
had once been so fond of delivering long speeches to the Senate, it is telling that
Preston gave no farewell address upon leaving that body. [Preston may not have
been planning to resign. Did GA elect a new senator in November? Preston would
still have served the remaining "lame duck" session in 1843, for the new senator would
not take seat until December.] On 29 November, the South Carolina General Assembly reported receiving a one-sentence letter of resignation, which it accepted. 55
Despite the controversy surrounding his later years in the Senate, Preston was
not a complete political pariah in South Carolina. A small group of Charleston Whigs
threw a welcome-home dinner in his honor, and guests in attendance included a
number of opposition Democrats. 56 Preston returned to Columbia, resumed his law
practice, and served as president of the South Carolina College from 1845 until 1851,
when ill health forced him to resign. 57 His correspondence in the late 1840s indicates
that he retained an interest in politics, both state and national, although he never
again played an active role in either. Nor did he ever reconcile with Calhoun. After
the 1848 Whig election victory of General Zachary Taylor, some still believed Preston
might return to the national scene. He realized, however, that he was past his prime,
writing in one letter, "I do not expect any appointment from the new administration
and I do not want one .... My ambition has never been for Bureau honors, and I am
too old now for senatorial efforts. "58 Preston lived to witness the events of the turbulent 1850s as consensus in South Carolina hardened in the context of the growing
national conflict over slavery. Uncharacteristically, however, he appears to have played
the role of passive observer, and he did not live to see the physical conflict that
resulted. He died 22 May 1860 and was buried in the Trinity Episcopal Churchyard in
Columbia. 59
Preston's senatorial career spanned nearly a decade, arguably one of the most
exciting decades in American history. The Union's political party system was undergoing its first major transition even as its participants wrestled with issues that would
dramatically shape the country's future. In the modern political world, Preston's
career would not be anomalous. Indeed, from a national or even regional perspective, Preston 's path to whiggery was not uncommon even in his own time. Many
southern Democrats in other states (e.g.,John Tyler of Virginia, Willie Mangum of
North Carolina) did the very same thing, making the Whigs a viable and competitive
party in the region until its disintegration in the 1850s. Preston's experience was unique
because he was from South Carolina. The early 1830s witnessed considerable political
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division within the state as unionists and nullifiers struggled for dominance. Even
Calhoun had briefly allied himself in an anti:Jackson coalition with Clay and Webster.
As the decade progressed, however, South Carolina felt itself increasingly isolated
and threatened within the union and came to view internal political unity as its main
defense against "outside" interference. The independent treasury issue allowed
Calhoun to mend at least some of his fences with Van Buren and return to the Democratic fold. Though he realized its limitations to protect South Carolina's interests
and continued to vote his conscience even if it contradicted the official party line,
the Democratic Party proved a useful vehicle for projecting an outward appearance
of intrastate unity. 60
Preston's initial decision to align with the Whigs was certainly influenced by
economic considerations. The Panic of 1837 was a shock for the entire nation, and he
saw the reckless economic policies of Andrew Jackson as the culprits. Conservative
by nature, he was reluctant to support an untried program like the independent
treasury, especially one proposed by an administration led by Jackson's chosen successor. Therefore he was left with little choice but to support the Whigs' call for a
revived national bank. After all had not many Jeffersonians reached the same conclusion after the 1816 panic-that a national bank was a "necessary evil"? The choice
seemed to have a certain historical logic to it. 61
Preston failed to appreciate, however, that the shifting political winds nationally were not having the same impact in his adopted home state. Having broken
ranks with his senior colleague over the banking issue, Preston's path towards whiggery
was slow and cautious but steady. His letters suggest that he truly believed the Whig
proposals to be in the country's best interests, but it seems equally apparent that he
wrongly believed these proposals had wide public support in South Carolina. With
this in mind, there is little reason to doubt that Preston believed he could rally support for himself and perhaps even replace Calhoun as South Carolina's leading statesman. The praise he received during his first years in the Senate, both from the public
and in the press, no doubt bolstered his self-confidence. His Senate speeches drew
large audiences and often received enthusiastic applause. He failed, however, to realize the depth of Calhoun's support in South Carolina, and he overestimated his
own abilities to win over the loyalty of his constituents. A sampling of his speeches
and letters reveals a man who was confident in the correctness of his opinions and in
his abilities to persuade others. Preston failed to realize that in attempting to do so,
he was threatening the political unity of the state, and when forced to make a choice
between their two senators, most South Carolinians retained their faith in Calhoun.
This is perhaps most clearly illustrated by the fact that while Preston's resignation
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was received with almost no reaction by the General Assembly, Calhoun's resignation from the Senate, which was received only three day's after Preston's, resulted in
the establishment of a special legislative committee and the adoption of a resolution
expressing "most unfeigned regret" but "belief that his talents, thus withdrawn from
the immediate service of the State, are soon to be devoted, upon a more enlarged
arena, to the welfare of the whole Union ... "62
Preston's thwarted political ambitions did not eliminate his support entirely
as evidenced by his career path after he resigned the Senate, and his abilities continued to command respect from a wide body of admirers. "He was a man of brilliant
gifts," wrote Francis P. Venable,
and showed marked ability in whatever capacity he was called upon for
service. A finished speaker, his addresses were marked by more than
mere grace of oratory or rhetorical charm. There was a nice perception
of the strong points of the question, subtle distinction, fertility of invention and illustration, and a mind enriched by an intimate knowledge of
the world's best literature.
His conversational powers, charm of anecdote, variety, grace, vivacity, elegance, and felicity of expression were famed, and gave rise to
the expression Prestonian throughout South Carolina .... 63
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In the long run, however, Preston might have found greater success had he
followed the early advice of one of his most vocal advocates, the Columbia Telescope.
During his first term in the Senate, the paper ran an editorial about the new senator,
praising his abilities and predicting for him a brilliant national career. But he was
not perfect, the editorial admitted, and the article concluded with words which
Preston would have done well to remember: "The great fault of Preston," it read, "is
that he speaks too much. Great men sometimes fritter away their abilities by making
them too common. Let him take care. "64
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Dissatisfaction and Desertion in Greenville District, South
Carolina: 1860-1865
Aaron W. Marrs

W

hen a divided Democratic Party lost the 1860 presidential race to "Black Republican" Abraham Lincoln, calls for secession in South Carolina gained urgency and volume. Major secessionist figures visited the upcountry to urge residents
there to support a separated South. Greenville District warranted special attention:
for decades, the district had resisted the rhetoric of secessionists. Pro-slavery arguments did not instantly turn Greenville residents to the secession movement since
many of them did not own slaves. In addition, Greenville was home to one of the
state's most ardent unionists, Benjamin F. Perry. Yet in late 1860 the district delivered
a disunionist mandate in line with the remainder of the state. Although Perry ran
for a spot as a delegate to the secession convention, he suffered resounding defeat,
and a slate of secessionists represented Greenville District. Had Greenville District
cast its lot with the secessionists, or was this election an isolated incident? An examination of contemporary documents, both from Greenville residents and the military
officers responsible for the area, shows that residents quickly began to tire of war.
Bands of deserters became a serious problem for Confederate officials, and dissatisfaction and desertion continued until the end of the war. In short, the fatigue of war
and a Confederate government that threatened liberty more than the feared Union
army led to early desertion and dissatisfaction with the war effort.'
The period leading up to the secession convention is worthy of brief analysis
because it includes an outburst of disunionist fervor from a previously unionist district. Other historians have examined this time and the question of independent
white farmer support for the Confederacy. In his Origi,ns of Southern Radicalism, Lacy
K. Ford, Jr. argues that upcountry yeomen supported secession to preserve their
independence from the encroaching influence of manufacturers and the government. Admittedly yeomen supported slavery because "slavery for blacks guaranteed
the freedom of common whites." But the drive for secession came principally from a
desire to preserve independence from rapacious capitalists and an intrusive government.2
In "Mobilization for Secession in Greenville District," James Gettys proposes
that prolonged exposure to secessionist rhetoric in district newspapers persuaded
the electorate to support disunion. For example, the conciliatory Patriot and Mountaineer became uncompromising after Lincoln's election, trimming its banner from
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"The Rights of the South and the Union of the States" to "The Rights of the South."
Immediately after the election, the newspaper described a meeting at Greenville
courthouse where people of every political stripe joined to denounce " 40
Aggression." The followingJanuary the newspaper demanded a "Confederacy
of Slaveholding States." Greenville's other newspaper, the Southern Enterprise, was
always more unyielding. It headlined a story about an abolitionist's death with "One
Wiped Out," approvingly documented the departure of Southern students from
Northern colleges, argued that Southerners should write their own textbooks, and
promoted support of Southern manufactures. The newspaper urged a turnout of at
least 2000 voters at the election for the state secession convention. Gettys's conclusion is unsatisfying because he does not fully establish the link between the content
of the newspapers and the actions of the electorate-after all, secessionist editors
operated in Greenville prior to 1860 to little avail. 3
There is some evidence that the newspapers did not always represent popular
opinion. First, Perry did not suffer defeat until running for a seat in the secession
convention, despite the rising voices of the newspaper editors. Second, although the
election of 1860 was lopsided, voter turnout was low-only about half of Greenville's
registered voters participated, less than the Southern Enterprise's hopeful estimate of
2000. Third, the strong statewide momentum for secession may have convinced
upcountrymen in and out of Greenville that secession was a foregone conclusion.
Perry was one of the few unionists in the entire state to run for a delegate's position.
With no unionists to vote for, opponents of secession in the upcountry may have
simply stayed home. Even if those who stayed home supported secession, they were
obviously not motivated enough to demonstrate their support by voting. 4
Thus the picture of rabid disunionism shown in the newspapers is tempered
by the secession convention election. Although Greenville District supported the
movement for secession and the war, any initial enthusiasm for secession turned into
anger toward the Confederate government as the situation grew worse for residents.
Sources of homefront dissatisfaction fell into four main categories-the shortages of
goods and speculation, poor crops, impressment of goods by the Confederate army
and the army's inability to pay debts, and constant demands for slave labor to build
coastal defenses.
Since the majority of the Civil War was fought in the South, the region as a whole
faced the problems of commodity shortage and speculation; Greenville District was no
exception. The Confederate government refused to handle wartime relief, preferring to leave that problem to the individual states. As early as 1861 speculation (buying supplies and selling them at an exorbitant profit) was practiced in Greenville District.
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Shortages struck necessities like paper, and residents were forced to experiment with
alternatives to commonplace items like coffee, which were now luxuries. 5
Beginning in 1862 an influx of refugees from Charleston drove commodity
prices even higher; one farmer lamented that "Our village is full of Charlestown
People fled from The City Provision is higher than I Ever knew Before .... " The
depressed situation led him to wish that the war would end so he could once again
"Sit Down by our own fireside and Enjoy ourselves as in Days that is gone by.... "
Difficulty even struck the Southern Enterprise, which announced in 1863 that it could
no longer extend credit to advertisers or subscribers. The newspaper had shrunk to
a single sheet of paper. Shortage and speculation made mere survival difficult; in
desperation, residents turned to their government for help. 6
In 1863 the government finally began to address the problem. Governor Milledge
Luke Bonham issued a proclamation making it illegal to ship certain foods out of
the state. He asked the General Assembly to extend this prohibition further than his
limited powers would allow. Although the General Assembly did not pursue this
particular legislation, it did establish a series of relief boards composed of local residents. These boards had the authority to distribute aid, in cash or in kind, and drew
funds from local taxation, making success difficult in depressed districts. 7
Although the initial act mandated that the boards would last until four months
after the conclusion of the war, patchwork legislation appeared each year to renew
the purpose of the boards, occasionally change their composition, and expand their
power. The first piece of renewal legislation, for example, appropriated $600,000 for
needy families, demonstrating that the initial tax had been insufficient. By 1863 manufacturers were required to pay a tax in kind to the boards, and by 1864 sheriffs were
given the power to seize goods if a manufacturer refused to turn them over. Farmers
were required to supply both the Confederate army and indigent families with their
crops. In short, relief efforts experienced problems from the outset-neither the
districts nor the state government could successfully shoulder the burden. The constant tinkering with renewal legislation shows that efforts were haphazard, and the
high demands placed on farmers made their own survival more difficult. 8
The problems of shortage and speculation were exacerbated by the second
reason for growing dissatisfaction in the upcountry-poor crop yields. In 1862 farmer
Alsey Albert Neves wrote to his sons in the Confederate army that he had difficulty
raising even 100 pounds of corn that year: "so you will say sorry farming for 10 hands
so say I but I no that I never tried harder to make a large crop than I did this year but
faild but I dont mind that .... " The Confederate quartermaster stationed in
Greenville, Alfred Ward Grayson Davis, called the 1862 wheat crop "almost a total
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failure." Unfortunately the new year did not bring improvement. A less optimistic
Neves told his sons in 1863 that "upland is not good at al it has bin two wet for anything .... " In particular, "corn crops is very sorry worse than they was last year there
will not be near as much corn maid this year as last.... " In 1864 corn shortages
struck Davis' son and successor as Greenville post quartermaster, Charles Lewis Davis.
In July of that year he complained to an army captain that "I have to send below to
buy corn as there is not enough here to subsist the people." Farms also suffered from
the calls for conscription-when the farmers were called to serve in the army, farmland was simply abandoned. 9
Ostensibly trying to improve matters, the government imposed its authority
on individual farmers, running against any desire for freedom from governmental
control. In an effort to focus agricultural production on food, the General Assembly
made it a high misdemeanor to distill cereal grains and fruits into "spin tuous liquors." In addition several laws attempted to curtail the production of cotton, the
cash crop that had brought such prosperity to the upcountry in the 1850s. The General Assembly demanded that farmers return to growing food and limited them to
three acres of cotton per "hand," which it defined as a slave within a certain age group.
This legislation was intensified over time-by 1864 the ratio was narrowed, the definition of "hand" was tightened, and the law was extended to the end of the war.rn
The Confederate army's struggle to secure adequate resources led it to a policy
of impressment. Confederate officials set prices for goods and took what they needed,
leaving a family only enough to survive. The intrusiveness of impressment and the
inability of the Confederate government to pay its debts constituted the third major
source of homefront dissatisfaction. The Davis family's increasingly agitated letters
document the problems of securing supplies. The untrustworthiness of the currency
may have led many farmers and manufacturers to withhold their goods from the
quartermaster. When they did sell, manufacturers were not afraid to demand market prices for their goods. For example, one cotton factory refused to sell its shirtings at the price set by the quartermaster, demanding fifty cents per unit instead of
thirty-two. Charles Davis complained that it was impossible to get the supplies that
he required without a policy of impressment. To his credit, Davis tracked down at
least some improper impressments and attempted to have the owners reimbursed."
By 1864 Greenville District residents were increasingly dissatisfied with Davis
and his government's financial woes. On 10 July 1864, Davis noted that "I have not
had a dollar since the 25th March last and am very much inconvenienced for the
want of it, as parties are very clamorous for there pay.... "In that letter he asked
Hutson Lee, chief quartermaster for South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida, for $15,000;
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two weeks later he practically begged for nearly four times that amount. By October
the local stage company declined to transport soldiers at a lower rate than civilians,
and Davis estimated his indebtedness at $80,000. Davis's laments would continue
until the end of the war. Greenville merchants simply refused to support their government by continuing to extend credit to its agents.
The fourth condition that angered Greenville residents was the constant demand for slave labor to build defenses on the coast. Since the upcountry held fewer
slaves than the lowcountry, demands for slave labor were galling not only because
laborers were needed at home but also because upcountry slaveowners were unwilling to fund the lowcountry defense. Owners were initially given the option to commute service by paying eleven dollars per month per slave. As the war continued,
such options were removed; by September failure to send slaves was a misdemeanor
and punishable by a $200 fine per slave. Some slaveholders preferred paying the fine
to parting with their slaves. One proclamation pleaded in vain for slaves, commenting both on the depreciated Confederate currency and the need for workers: "Some
of the Districts in this Division have paid fines heavily. The money has been useless.
. .. If you would serve your country, send your negroes to do the labor."'3
Eventually, ten percent of all slaves became liable for coastal labor. Governor
Bonham realized that the call for slaves "has created more dissatisfaction and discontent than any other duties the Citizens have had to perform" but also recognized the
necessity of protecting Charleston. He continued to demand that the General Assembly call for additional laborers. By 1864 Greenville District had been drained of
slave labor; an army officer noted that much of the district was depressed and could
send no more slaves. '4
Difficult conditions at home provided strong temptation for soldiers to return
and care for their families. Poor conditions in the army and the lack of necessities
also contributed to desertion. Sickness, for example, could deal a crushing blow to
companies keeping close quarters, and soldiers faced economic problems as wellCharles Davis was no more successful in obtaining funds for soldiers' wages than he
was in obtaining funds for his debts. With horrible conditions and death possible
even off the battlefield, it is scarcely surprising that some men preferred not to serve.
As deserters returned to the hilly regions of the Greenville District, the governments
in Columbia and Richmond had to respond. Desertion was treated locally, through
the payment of bounties for individual deserters, and also formally by the government through troop movements and legislation.' 5
Desertion was initially handled locally on an ad hoc basis. Alfred Davis appointed Captain Foster to report the names of deserters in Greenville District. In
12
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addition Davis stationed J. H. Gaillard at the railroad depot to examine soldiers'
papers and to turn in deserters. Just two days later Gaillard detained two men within
the conscript age who had not yet reported for service. Despite this early success, the
Confederates were not ready for the problem-Davis complained about the lack of
instruction on how to punish deserters. 16
Local newspapers carried warnings and announced bounties for deserters.
One issue of Southern Enterprise devoted a full three and one-half columns to the names
of men missing from General Braxton Bragg's army and said "we presume that many
of those whose names are found in the list were captured recently by the enemy."
The newspaper published notices declaring that men should report by a certain
date or return to camp to have their furlough examined. In June 1863 the army offered $30 each for twenty-three Greenville-area deserters. All but three, who showed
no occupation, were listed as farmers. Such advertisements continued throughout the
year. By November the rewards for some deserters had been raised to $75, clearly indicating the importance that the army placed on securing as many men as possible.'7
Advertisements alone were not sufficient to return soldiers to their posts. The
General Assembly finally addressed the issue in September 1863, fining sheriffs $1000
if they refused to act on information regarding the location of a deserter. The penalty for advising someone to desert or hiding a deserter was $500 and a one-year jail
sentence. 18 Finally the army sent troops to round up delinquents and deserters.]. A.
Keller, patrolling the Greenville District in March 1865, wrote that:
Stragling and Desertion is still very common. On the 14th
instant we arrested 15 men, going as they reported to their
homes, without papers of any kind. Yesterday the 15th we
arrested 9 men, 7 without papers. The other two had papers, which they owned to be forged. From what I can learn,
in the Districts of Union, Spartanburg and Greenville the
citizens have been almost overrun by Deserters and absentees from the army. '9
The deserter groups in the mountains continued to be a threat until the end
of the war. Regular troops were involved in the effort to round up deserters. General
Joseph Johnston sent troops from Mississippi to c;ollect deserters from the Sixteenth
South Carolina Infantry. Members of that regiment took the opportunity to return
to Greenville when marching from Charleston to Jackson, Mississippi. Governor
Bonham coordinated troop movements with North Carolina Governor Zebulon Vance
since the mountainous border was a popular spot for deserters.2°
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Finally for three months a Captain McGuire patrolled northern Greenville
District. He had no qualms about shooting deserters, particularly those who fired on
his own men. 21 McGuire needed a force of about fifty to complete his work, and
found the approval of at least one Greenville resident:
I saw him yesterday and think him pretty smart he has taken
some 8 or ten and killed one or shot him so that he is sertain
to dye ... I think a few more to get the same fare will bring
the Torys and Deserters to there sences if the last one of
them was dead ... the country would be a heap better off
than it is McGuire said that the man that hurts one of his
boys shall have fifty balls through his hide. 22
By October McGuire was considered "a turer [terror] to torys and deserters.... "
After collecting more men and killing several as well, McGuire finally retired from
the area in November. Despite his work the army still needed to send troops to the
area in 1864 and a letter writer in 1865 commented that "all the reserves" in nearby
Union district had been sent to scour the mountains for deserters. 23
The desertion rates for some companies in the Sixteenth Regiment, drawn
largely from Greenville, ran as high as 30 percent. The problem of desertion in South
Carolina eventually drew the attention of Confederate officials, illustrating both the
gravity of the problem and their inability to perceive the issues underlying desertion .
In a letter to Superintendent of the Bureau of Conscription John Preston, Major C.
D. Melton blamed desertion on the fact that "the people ... are poor, ill-informed,
and but little identified with our struggle. They have therefore been easily seduced
from their duty." While correct that Greenville residents had grown "little identified" with the Confederacy, Melton evidently believed that their reaction was the
result of misinformation, not genuine dissatisfaction. 24
Melton enclosed three letters he had received fromJohn Ashmore with his
letter to Preston. Ashmore described the high organizational level of the deserters
with their small mobile bands and systems of signals and warnings. Deserters even
fortified their positions-Ashmore requested a six-pound cannon to demolish a log
barricade that had been erected near Gowensville, in Greenville District. In his most
hysterical letter to Melton, Ashmore predicted that deserters could easily bring the
enemy into the area, noted that conscripts were afraid to arrest deserters because
they feared reprisals, reemphasized the organizational level of the deserters, and
described the burning of homes and factories. Worst of all, deserters defended themselves with Confederate arms that they had taken with them. Evidently these yeomen
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now viewed the Confederate government as a greater threat to their liberty than
Lincoln, the president who had troubled them just three years earlier.25
Preston passed the letters on to Secretary of War James Seddon, who forwarded
them to General Robert E. Lee, calling for "decisive measures." Lee's measured response confirmed that troops had been sent to North Carolina and South Carolina
to arrest deserters. He could recommend no further action. Almost simultaneously
Assistant Secretary of War John A. Campbell passed a letter that he received to President Jefferson Davis, noting that "the condition of things in the mountain districts ...
menaces the existence of the Confederacy as fatally as either of the armies of the United
States." Unfortunately, the Richmond government was unable to devise an appropriate
response. 26
As war continued desertion made the already difficult process of securing troops
even harder. In 1864 Preston announced that his bureau's mission would soon be
moot because there were too few men to recruit. Troops continued to patrol the
mountains, and their work was not entirely fruitless-from September 1862 to January 1865 over 2500 South Carolinian deserters returned to service. Prosecution of
deserters-demonstrated by petitions for writs of habeas corpus proving that the
petitioners were not liable for service-continued in Greenville. But deserters were
still problematic in the Greenville community. In 1864 twenty-eight men presented a
petition to Captain AJ. Boyles, the district enrolling officer, demanding that the
Greenville jailer receive additional help because the jail was frequently filled with
deserters. Charles Davis requested a guard to keep "incendiaries and rogues" away
from his stables inJanuary 1865. 27
At war's end, Confederate leaders were still out of touch with general opinion.
In March 1865 Secretary of War John Breckinridge could only lamely suggest to General Lee that he attempt to work with local authorities to "awaken a more wholesome
state of public feeling. I know of nothing else that can be added to the means already
employed to remedy this evil." Clearly Breckinridge was unable to address the problem adequately. A "wholesome state of feeling" could not be achieved through continued exhortation and hollow rhetoric; people had tired of war and wanted simply
to be left alone. Yeomen farmers of the upcountry had now soured to the message
that provoked a more eager response after Lincoln's election. 28
Desertion in South Carolina should not be exaggerated. In terms of the absolute number of deserters, South Carolina ranked tenth in the Confederacy, far below states like North Carolina and Tennessee. Unionist sentiment was weaker in
South Carolina than in states that came late to the Confederacy-like North Carolina and Virginia. But for the men who did desert or for their families who remained
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discontented at home, the list of complaints was long. The government had become
intrusive and inadequately responsive to the needs of the people. White conscription and impressment of slaves drained needed labor from the farms. Demands for
slave labor to defend the coast angered men who had fewer slaves than the plantation owners in the lowcountry. Columbia issued edicts that limited the amount of
cotton a farmer could grow. Poor weather decimated cash and subsistence crops
alike. Cries from wives and children encouraged desertion, and conditions in the
army were miserable enough to provide ample reason as well. Economic ruin prevented the Confederate army from adequately arming, clothing, and feeding its
troops. Manufacturers refused to extend credit to a Confederate army hobbled by a
rapidly depreciating currency. 9
In short, the fatigue of war and the inability of the Confederate government to
address pressing problems led to desertion and dissatisfaction in the Greenville District. After briefly rallying to the secessionist cause, residents of the district retreated
to their desire to remain independent and asked only that the government leave
them alone. Describing the fierce resistance that he faced from the deserters in the
mountains, John Ashmore lamented that "they swear by all they hold sacred that
they will die at home before they will ever be dragged forth again to do battle for
such a cause." For these upcountrymen, the initial promise of the Confederate government had turned into a fight in which they wanted no part. 30
2
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"No Tears of Penitence": Religion, Gender and the Aesthetic
of the Lost Cause in the 1876 Hampton Campaign
W. Scott Poole

W

ade Hampton rode again on 16 October 1876. Flanked by the "rifle clubs" of
the South Carolina Democratic Party, Hampton entered the midland town of
Sumter. Riding to the center of town, he moved toward the speaker's stand where a
black-robed figure, bound in chains, stood solemnly before the crowd of farmers
and townspeople. As the gubernatorial hopeful assumed his position on the platform, the dark figure flung off its chains and cast aside its robe of mourning, revealing a beautiful young woman, both white of skin and dressed in gauzy white, a tiara
on her head and beribboned with the words "SOUTH CAROLINA." The journalist
Alfred Brockenbrough Williams witnessed the crowd erupt at this performance, many
of the men weeping openly. Late into the night, frenzied horsemen rode throughout the town crying out "HAMPTON OR HELL! "
The phenomenon of "Hampton Days," in which sleepy town squares became
theaters for the performance of social anxieties and political hopes, played a crucial
and generally neglected role in the 1876 campaign that led to the state's "redemption." The historiography of this era has tended to focus on the ways in which conservative whites used fraud and violence to overturn Reconstruction regimes. Whether
telling the story of redemption as heroic narrative or as a dream deferred, the emphasis has largely centered on votes-whether bought, coerced, or fraudulently
counted.
This paper does not challenge the role of coercion and violence in this and
other redemption contests. Instead, it argues that a close reading of the "Hampton
Day" celebrations brings us into a tightly woven network of memory and myth concerned with race, gender, and public representations of cultural ideology. An analysis of these types of discourse moves us beyond traditional Reconstruction
historiography dominated by political and social history. "Hampton Day" celebrations reveal that Carolina conservatives understood how power functioned best within
a context of cultural consensus and thus shaped public spectacles that drew on the
anxieties and obsessions of white South Carolinians.
Hampton's cavalcade began at Anderson and proceeded on to the mountain
towns of Walhalla and Pickens, then to Greenville. Engineering the largest spectacle
thus far in the campaign, mounted Rifle Club members greeted Hampton with a
torchlight procession, a parade of "citizens afoot and in wagons," and the "Robert E.
1
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Lee Fire Company," all dressed in the "Red Shirts" that had come to symbolize
devotion to Hampton and support for white conservatism.2 The Greenville Enterprise and Mountaineer noted that "cheer after cheer" greeted Hampton both at the
torchlight procession and at the rally the following day on the grounds of Furman
University. 3
The study of such public spectacles opens a window on the much debated,
often misused concept of southern conservatism. The attempt to define the conservatism of the South has tended to focus on commitment to the proslavery ideology, the planter's relationship to bourgeois capitalism, or the southern intellectual's
European influences. Future attempts at understanding this complex tradition must
take into account the private and public rituals of southern conservatism, which,
during the years following the Civil War, drew on the aesthetic of the Lost Cause.
The Lost Cause aesthetic had as its underpinnings a mythic system, fashioned around
the notions of a people fallen under oppression freed by a "holy warrior" and the
thematic concerns of evangelical religion. Conjoined with the celebration of Confederate identity, southern conservatism existed as a set of meditative images and
symbolic acts, an aesthetic representation of a mythic worldview.
The Lost Cause aesthetic placed at its narrative center the deeds of its heroes.
In the eyes of conservative whites, Hampton himself embodied both the ideology of
the Lost Cause and the memory of the Lost Eden, the Old South. The response of
the crowds as he took the speakers' platform suggests that he became the central
vehicle of Lost Cause values for participants in the aptly named "Hampton Days." A
contemporary observer described the former cavalryman in language redolent of
the medieval chivalric tradition, evangelical fervor, and the cloying magnolia-scent
of the southern elite; "Hampton ... simple unaffected gentleman, dauntless warrior
of South Carolina, loving and reverencing his God, his cause and his commonwealth
to the last recess of his clean soul. "4 Describing him from a different ideological line
of vision, a hostile Atlantic Monthly article described Hampton as having "strikingly
crystallized all the arrogant old plantation qualities of the South. "5
The memory of the first struggle against Northern domination reverberated
throughout Hampton's triumphal march. Reporting on the parade and mass meeting in Laurens on 20 September, Greenville's Enterprise and Mountaineer suggested
that the marches and thunderous cannonades "reminds of the times of 1861 when
the boys were starting off for the army." 6 This suggests the notion of "mythic time"
that historian Mircea Eliade has used as an interpretive tool across cultures and religious systems-the notion that ritual acts invoke mythic heroes who perform their
works over and again in a cycle of eternal repetition. How else can we understand
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the South's enduring claim that, despite clear empirical evidence, it has "never
surrendered"? The unwillingness of the southern mind to accept defeat, to accept
the reality of the new world that the Yankee had made, constituted what Eliade
calls a "refusal of history. "7
This mythopoeic interpretation points us towards another area in which the
aesthetic of the Lost Cause acquired a representative form; the rhetoric of evangelical religion. Evangelicalism provided much of the necessary ritual for the Hampton celebrations. Prayer and the singing of hymns created a revivalistic atmosphere
in the mass meetings that occurred along Hampton's route. Moreover the central
dogmatic and subjective experience of southern evangelicalism-personal conversion-easily elided into the category of the political. In a particularly evocative
phrase Democrats termed the decision-often made under duress-by white Republicans to throw their support to Hampton as "crossingjordan."8
The fashioning of a Lost Cause aesthetic reveals to us much more than the
values of Carolina conservatives. Anxieties concerning race and gender also make
their appearance in the Hampton campaign. Fears of enslavement by a rapacious
federal government fevered the brains of Carolinians during the campaign. The
Enterprise and Mountaineer editorialized that "marshal law threatened" as a "near
probability. "9 Subjugation seemed already a reality to many white South Carolinians.John Leland, imprisoned during the South Carolina Ku Klux trials, wrote that
he felt "irresistibly impelled to publish to the world that the grand old State, declared to be free sovereign and independent a hundred years ago is now deposed,
gagged and trampled in the dust. "
The corruption of the Reconstruction government and the threat it posed
to South Carolina's liberty seemed to crystallize in Governor Chamberlain's 6 October decision to ban the Democratic "Rifle Clubs." The fear of social anarchy had
steadily increased with armed clashes between blacks and whites in the "Hamburg
riot." Perhaps most ominous of all, a riot in Aiken County occurred after two black
men allegedly attacked and robbed "a respectable white woman, in her own home
... her husband at work in the fields .... " The deepest anxieties of Carolina
conservatives seemed to be occurring even as they sought to reassert political hegemony. The image of "a lawless mob" debauching the wealth and honor of the state
in the legislature coalesced with white womanhood being assaulted in the home by
two emancipated slaves while her husband did the work of the fields that, to the
mind of white Carolinians, properly belonged to her attackers.
White conservatives responded to the situation with a gendered language.
The grammar of resistance employed by Carolina conservatives tended to construct
10

11
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the state as a woman to be honored while at the same time she represented an
honored woman who had been outraged. J. P. Thomas of Charlotte's "Carolina
Military Institute," speaking at a Democratic meeting at Edgefield on ro August
1876, called upon the "sturdy yeoman" take a stand for "Our Mother, South Carolina."12 John Leland, who dedicated his memoirs "TO THE WOMEN OF SOUTH
CAROLINA," used gendered language to describe the allegedly illegitimate Reconstruction government: "Her [South Carolina's] Seat," he wrote, "has been
usurped by a brazen-faced strumpet. "13
The use of gendered images drew both on antebellum constructs of the "Southern Lady" and the increased importance this image had acquired in the mythology
of the Lost Cause. Fearing that the Old South had gone down in flames because of
moral failure, southern women became the repository of southern virtue.1 4 Furthermore Gaines Foster has suggested that southern women averted an extreme anxiety
over the loss of southern manhood by welcoming home their Confederate husbands,
sons, and brothers with enthusiasm and by declining to use the interstices of war and
Reconstruction to challenge the patriarchy of the Old South. The construction of
pure Confederate womanhood thus became an essential element of the Lost Cause
mythology. ' 5
Hampton's cavalcade had passed from acclamation to acclamation in atriumphal tour of the upcountry. The small town of Ninety-Six featured a mounted procession of Confederate veterans two miles long. In town after town "Hampton Days"
became a stylized round of mounted torchlight processions, fireworks, cannonade,
and speeches by Hampton and lesser Confederate lights calling for resistance and
unity among white conservatives. Women played a prominent part in the organization of these campaign stops, but the Republican administration's proscription of
the Democratic Rifle Clubs seems to have thrust them into an even more crucial
role. Williams wrote the tableaux performed at Sumter on 7 October, the incident
described at the beginning of this paper, as the "unspoken answer" to the disbanding of the clubs. Williams writes of the sheer emotive power of a chain-enwrapped
figure, wearing clothes of mourning transformed into "a radiant young woman in
pure white ... tall and stately, head uplifted and eyes shining like stars." The audience itself was transformed into a congregation of overwrought men and women,
whooping rebel yells and willing to do anything to insure the defeat ofradicalism. 16
The most elaborate of the Hampton tableaux occurred at Aiken on 20 October. Tensions in this region ran high for several months prior to the campaign. The
Hamburg Massacre had occurred in Aiken County in July 1876.Just three days before
Hampton's arrival, President Grant issued a proclamation supporting Chamberlain's
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earlier disbanding of the Democratic Rifle Clubs. White conservative fears coalesced
in this region, expressing themselves in rich symbolism. 17 Aiken celebrated southern
womanhood by building a platform for the most beautiful young women of the town,
decorating it with mottoes such as "Truth," 'Virtue," and "Honor." Hampton, welcomed with a legend that read "HAMPTON-WE LOVE, WELCOME AND HONOR
HIM," spoke of his "sorrow that the people of Aiken had been subjected to so much
undeserved persecution." Seeming to play his assigned role in this unfolding drama,
Governor Chamberlain decided to arrest a number of suspected Klan members on
the day of Hampton's arrival. 18
The bodies of white women, displayed as public texts for the celebration of
the Lost Cause, combined with a set of racial images to create a powerful ideological construction. Surprisingly, particularly considering the heightened racial tensions in Aiken County, images of emancipated blacks as sexual threats to white
southern womanhood played little or no role in the campaign. Hampton's own
policy towards South Carolina blacks seems to have been to "fuse" with black republican leaders by offering them the spoils of patronage.'9 This effort made an
appearance in the campaign iconography. The garlanded speaker's platform at
Aiken featured what A. B. Williams described as "a large cartoon" that "represented
the palmetto (tree) prostrate and white and Negro men working together to lift it
and the caption "Where's there's life, there's hope." 20 This symbolism suggests a
very different southern symbolic world from the one that would emerge in the
1890s. Black men in 1876 are still seen as faithful retainers with a role to play in the
southern social order.
The rhetoric of the campaign contrasts the "Southern Lady" sharply with African American female supporters of the Republicans. Constructed by the Democrats
as unruly, disorderly, and violent, black women become a symbol of radical republicanism in its most horrifying aspects. One of the chief charges leveled against "scalawag" Franklin J. Moses concerned his alleged "dancing with mulatto prostitutes."
Williams writes that Moses "flaunting his vice" helped move Carolinians from the
"habit of submission" to "burning anger and craving for combat." In this image,
black female sexuality served as a trope for the subversion of the political system, a
danger to republican liberty.
Images of disorderly South Carolina black women abound in Williams' account of the Hampton campaign. Williams describes a Republican meeting of black
South Carolinians on Edisto Island as having a "very ugly mood." Black Republican
women seemed "especially maddened and foaming at the mouth." Williams suggested that the faithfulness of the black male to their former masters faced a twin
21
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threat from the "Union Leagues" and the "taunts and abuse of incensed women."
African American women greeted the final "Hampton Day" in Charleston with jeers
and catcalls described as "frantic. "22
The image of unruly black women embodying political and sexual disorder
literally embodied the forces of social chaos for conservatives. South Carolina matron Florella Meynardie's 1879 novel Amy Oak!,ey or, the Reign of the Carpetbagger contains a fictional representation of a Hampton Day celebration in Charleston in which
Carolina black women shout "bitter, insulting invectives" at the Redshirts and are
described as "female demons." Significantly the language of religious impurity fills
Meynardie's descriptions of the "polluted wretches" who made up the jeering crowd.
Moreover they are depicted as destroyers of their households with much of their
demonic venom directed at their husbands. In one ofMeynardie's scenes an unruly
black woman describes how she would rip the Red Shirt off of her "old man, dat
varmit Ike" if he chose to don it and "cross Jordan." Thus for Meynardie, and for
many South Carolina conservatives, black women came to represent religious miasma. Unruly black women represented the destruction of distinction, boundary,
balance, and limitation-quite important terms in the grammar of conservatism.
Unruly black women rejected the patriarchal prerogative of their husbands-disorderly behavior that seeped into the political realm as they rejected the patriarchal prerogative of Hampton. In this Cathedral of the Lost Cause, jeering, taunting,
politically-aware African American women became the Gargoyle's leering from the
shadows. 23
Hampton's victory seemed to vindicate Confederate memory. "In all the grief
and mourning of our stricken state over her 'Lost Cause,"' Leland wrote, "there are
found no tears of penitence. "24 South Carolina had not renounced her stand for at
least a cultural Confederate nationhood. A sense of Confederate identity continued
to play an important role in the southern conservative ethos, informing defiance to
interference by the national government. Confederate memory seemed more sacred than ever as conservative Carolinians saw in the Hampton campaign and victory a resurgence and vindication of the southern cause. Post-reconstruction South
Carolina was, Leland asserted, "Re-baptized with the blood of some of her bravest
and best. "25
Recent interpretations of the Lost Cause have seen it as a non-sectional memorial to sacrifice and death and a celebration of white Americanism which, at the
beginning of the twentieth century, could "easily enter the mainstream of national
memory." 26 The 1876 campaign challenges this interpretation. Hampton's campaign
suggests that South Carolinians publicly celebrated the Lost Cause as a direct challenge
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to the federal and Republican-dominated state governments. In public spectacle
Carolina Democrats fashioned the campaign around the aesthetic of the Lost Cause.
Fearing domination and the loss of republican liberties, conservatives turned towards a gendered language of resistance. The bodies of southern women became
public texts, exhibiting in sometimes elaborate tableaux the anxieties and hopes of
Carolina conservatives. The language of the Lost Cause, before it became inscribed
on stone monuments, functioned as a grammar of resistance and a vehicle for the
southern conservative ethos.
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T

he death- and disease-laden European battlefields of World War I were a far cry
from the pastoral campus of Winthrop College in Rock Hill, South Carolina,
but war weighed heavily on the minds of the women who assembled there on 12July
1917. Hundreds of South Carolina women gathered at the Winthrop auditorium in
what the State newspaper called the most significant and far-reaching conference
ever held by the women of the state. They were answering their nation's call to
homefront duty-specifically duty as defined by the Council of National Defense
through its newly formed Woman's Division. The meeting in Rock Hill was to establish a clearinghouse organization for women's war activities. Through the Woman's
Committee of the South Carolina State Council of Defense, South Carolina women
made significant but often unrecognized contributions to the state's war efforts.
The Rock Hill conference was the beginning of the committee's efforts to
harness "woman-power" in South Carolina. On 29 June 1917 noted suffragist Dr. Anna
Howard Shaw, chairman of the Woman's Division of the Council of National Defense, wired Mrs. F. Louise Mayes of Greenville, South Carolina. Governor Richard I.
Manning had recommended Mayes for the chairmanship of the state woman's committee. Mayes accepted-temporarily-to convene a statewide conference in which
the committee could be organized and officers elected. 3 She went to work quickly.
She sent out notices to women's clubs and organizations and advertised the meeting
in newspapers across the state, urging women to attend and discover ways to fulfill
their patriotic duty. Turnout was impressive, and the conference received front page
coverage in Columbia's State, even though publicity had been relegated to the society page. By the end of the day, Mayes had been officially elected chairman, and
forty-two women's organizations had pledged their support and cooperation with
the council, including the Daughters of the American Revolution, the United Daughters of the Confederacy, and the Equal Suffrage League. Mayes described the conference as a representative body of "earnest, purposeful women, determined to answer
the call of our country in our God-given sphere as providers of our homes in the
production and conservation of food. "4
Women across the nation were eager to help America win the war, but the
potential for conflict and duplication of efforts among women's organizations and
between men's and women's groups was great. The Council of National Defense had
2

m
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established the Woman's Division, which in turn had helped establish women's state
committees, in an effort to promote cooperation and coordination and to make American women feel they were contributing to the war effort.5 The Woman's Division and
the state committees were to serve as a clearinghouse for the war work the Council had
defined as women's. To ensure cooperation between the state committees and the
State Councils of Defense, the Council of National Defense wanted the state committees to be subordinate to or partners with the State Councils of Defense. The State
Council was to control the funds allotted by the legislature, and the state women's
chairman was to serve as a member of the Executive Committee of the State Council.
Black women, however, were not have a committee. Instead, they were to serve together with black men on "Negro Committees," which were to be subordinate to the
county-level organizations. 6 The Woman's Division was to-and did-advise the state
committees throughout the war, channeling information on and guiding women's
energies through government-approved war work-the conservation and production
of food, the registration of women for war work, and campaigns to educate women on
their patriotic duty.
The concept sounded simple enough, but the application was another matter
entirely. Mayes was to appoint a chairman for each county in the state, and each
chairman was to organize her own executive committee to carry out instructions
passed through Mayes from the National Woman's Division. These county committees were also expected to cooperate and coordinate with other patriotic and relief
organizations and with the county committees of the State Council of Defense, which
were composed primarily of men. Counties organized at varying speeds, according
to varied levels of interest. Some, like Jasper and Hampton, presented particular
obstacles. Mayes reported in December of 1917 that she could find no woman in
either county who would accept a chairmanship.7 The women also met with resistance from their male counterparts-some were simply indifferent to their efforts,
some openly ignored them, and some ran roughshod over their efforts.
The relationship between the Womans' Committee and the Red Cross-the
behemoth of homefront organizations-was often shaky. The Red Cross received
the lion's share of volunteers and publicity and promoted the most traditional avenues of woman's war work, including nursing, making bandages, and sending care
packages overseas. It also had an established history and a tremendous headstart in
war relief efforts. Complaints about lack of cooperation and duplication of efforts
appear regularly among the records of the State Council of Defense. One county chairman complained about outright hostility on the part of Red Cross organizers in her
area. 8 Both the National Woman's Division and the Red Cross headquarters issued
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periodic statements urging full cooperation on behalf of the war. The major Columbia newspaper from 1917 to 1918 was riddled with announcements and articles on Red
Cross activities, while news about the Woman's Committee rarely appeared outside
the daily society page and the occasional Clubwomen's pages. The front page coverage devoted to the organizational meeting inJulywas an aberration. When committee activities did appear outside the society columns, they were normally included
with news of the larger State Council effort or were treated patronizingly-as illustrated by coverage of the efforts to register women for war work.
In the summer of 1917 the Council of National Defense began a registration
campaign to identify women who were able to work outside the home, regardless of
training or education. With more and more men joining the armed forces, America
was experiencing a mild labor shortage. Great Britain and France had already benefited from using womanpower to replace the manpower lost to war. The United
States government was slower to take advantage of this resource, in part because the
nation was in the war for only a short time before the armistice was signed and
therefore suffered less from a labor shortage. Women were replacing men in traditionally male jobs, however, and in 1917 no one knew how long the war would last.
Therefore, a women's registration campaign was held to establish a labor pool from
which to draw should the war drag on. 9
The duty of registering the nation's women fell to the Woman's Committee's
with assistance as needed from the State Councils. In a meeting of the South Carolina State Council of Defense on IO August 1917, Governor Manning pointed out that
the federal government was making increased demands for war work and that all
efforts to mobilize manpower, woman power, industrial power, and agricultural power
must be performed by the State Council of Defense. Council chairman David R.
Coker of Hartsville assured the governor that the Council was ready to meet the
demand and would attempt to register every woman in the state who would be available for work during the war. The Council assigned responsibility for the distribution of registration cards to the Woman's Committee. Manning designated 21 August
as Woman's Registration Day in South Carolina.'°
Despite the hard work of the Woman's Committee, the registration campaign
was largely a failure in South Carolina. This was due in part to the registration cards
themselves. They were overly complicated, and Mayes, who had foreseen difficulties,
was concerned enough to write to Shaw, the National Woman's Division chairman.
Shaw refused Mayes' request to revise the cards, saying they had already been adopted
by the National Council and would have to be used."Mayes' workers reported that
even after they had explained the instructions, many women refused to sign the
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cards. In addition to the intimidating nature of the cards, South Carolina women
seemed to fear compulsory service of some kind. Mayes said the women demonstrated "considerable repugnance" to signing the cards, afraid that by doing so they
would be bound to some service they were unwilling to perform. '3 Only a few hundred women signed them. '4
A further contributing factor to the women's frustration over the campaign
was the difficulty in dealing with the men's county councils; some ignored the women's
efforts, and others attempted to run local registration campaigns themselves.'5 After
discussing the situation with Mayes, State Council Executive Secretary Joe Sparks
instructed his subordinates to leave the registration campaign entirely up to the
women. 16 Registration Day received moderate media coverage, but the tone was patronizing. The State ran an article on page three, but it was written in the frivolous
style of the society pages. It gave a series of vignettes from the day, including one
entitled "The Question of Age." It told of a buoyant, round cheeked matron who,
serving as a registrar, visited the home of a slim, "somewhat sallow," and obviously
single woman. When the single woman commented on the government's request
for her age, the matron told her just to put thirty-that the government need not
know more. After the matron left the house, she puzzled over why the single women
had suddenly frozen and whether the slammed door was accidental or intentional.'7
In contrast, the Hoover food campaign, conducted at the same time as the
registration, was a great success. Much of the civilian contribution to the war effort
came in the form of conserv~tion of various resources, including fuel and food.
Herbert Hoover, head of the United States Food Administration, instigated a campaign to educate Americans, especially women, about the importance of food production and conservation to the war effort. Waste was unpatriotic; "food will win the
war" became the slogan. Hoover recognized that for the conservation movement to
be successful, the women of America would have to be enlisted. They were the ones
purchasing and preparing food in their homes, and they would be the ones to curb
waste. 18 The pledge cards simply asked people to agree to conserve foodstuffs and
avoid waste. South Carolina's women were much more enthusiastic about signing
the Hoover cards than the work registration cards. This was something simpler and
more familiar than pledging to answer a vague call to work by the government. The
campaign received substantial press coverage, but the work of the women was not
reported separately. By December 1917 over 100,000 South Carolina homes had registered in the food conservation campaign.'9
For the duration of the war, the food production and conservation campaigns
constituted the majority of work done by the Woman's Committee. Councilwomen
12
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worked with the Department of Agriculture's home demonstration agents led by
Edith Parrott, teaching and encouraging women to can and preserve foodstuffs and
describing the patriotic advantages of growing their own gardens. 20 War gardens,
sometimes called Liberty Gardens, increased a home's food supply; they also lessened the burdens on agricultural labor and the nation's transportation system, utilized land not otherwise employed in food production, and gave gardeners a better
understanding of what it took to feed a nation. Promotional materials urged women
to cook 'Just enough," thus eliminating wasted food.2
Despite its success, this campaign was also marked with conflict between male
and female county workers. Louise Ayer Vandiver of Anderson wrote to Mayes in November 1917, telling her that one of her workers in Williamston was having a difficult
time dealing with her male counterpart. He ignored her work and did not communicate with her regarding the work he was doing in the area, even though he was "obliged"
to know it was exactly the same thing she had been doing because his wife was one of
her best helpers. The Williamston worker concluded, "However, I know they were simply men, and didn't know how to do any better." Vandiver wrote to her worker and to
the daily paper, saying the work was exactly the same, they were all working for the
same cause, and anything undertaken for the help of the government was "too sacred"
to nurse any hurt feelings. 'We must forget ourselves and all work together. "2 2 Barely
over a month later, Mayes wrote to Coker, the State Council chairman, telling him
about more complaints of uncooperative male workers. She asked him to take up the
matter at the next meeting of county chairs as the attitude was crippling to both forces'
work. In some counties, such as Pickens, men's committees were displaying an "almost
hostile" spirit, and other councilmen, who did not seem to have the work "very much
on their hearts," were of little help. Jasper and Hampton counties were still without
county committees. 23 Coker replied that proper coordination between their respective
organizations was imperative and thought it best to select a field agent to go from
county to county, helping put men's and women's committees in shape.24 Mayes was
pleased with the decision and with the selection of University of South Carolina English Professor Reed Smith as the field agent. Smith would later become the State
Council's executive secretary after Sparks' resignation.
Despite Smith's conciliatory attitude and organizational talents, the women
continued to feel unappreciated. Mayes wrote to Smith that with the exception of
the Liberty Loan campaigns she believed the women had done most of the work in
the state. She added that she was not detracting from Smith's and Coker's valuable
and highly appreciated services, but speaking of the state in general, the councilwomen
had worked harder than the councilmen. Mayes referred to the "unfortunate mistake"
1
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made in the conservation campaign by "Mr. Snell." Mayes had instructed her councilwomen to offer their forces for service, which they did. In several areas, however, Snell
set aside the original workers and selected his own, causing dissatisfaction and confusion.25 Such incidents made the women's war work all the harder.
The women were not without their supporters, however. Smith and Coker expressed their appreciation of the Woman's Committee work on numerous occasions
and treated Mayes as an equal in Council matters. This meant that they offered assistance and advice when requested instead of meddling in Mayes' affairs. In April of 1918
Smith replied to an inquiry by E. D. Smith of the Council of National Defense regarding the State Council helping the Woman's Committee with the new Children's Year
Program. Council field agent Reed Smith saw no need to become involved in the program because the women had not asked for help. "Any time the ladies wish assistance,"
he wrote, "they are not in the least backward about asking for it ... the fact that the men
have not been asked as yet to assist in the Children's Year Program is proof that the
women are carrying it on efficiently and successfully." When the women wanted their
help, Smith added, they would be "delighted" to furnish it. 26
The State Council records do not indicate when or if the women asked for assistance with the Children's Year Program, but it is likely that the men provided some
level of support, based on the ambitious scope of the project. The program was, basically, a child welfare campaign. The Council of National Defense gave the Woman's
Committees the responsibility of forming state committees on child welfare to implement the programs of the Federal Children's Bureau. The committees were to coordinate with existing public (health, charities, labor, schools) and voluntary agencies. The
first drive focused on the reduction of infant and maternal mortality and included a
National Baby Test given by committee members, which received good response from
the white and black women of the Palmetto State. 27 The eagerness of some rural women
to have their babies weighed, measured, and registered gave rise to a scam in the
Hardeeville area. A man posing as a government agent was charging fees to weigh and
register babies. Notices were immediately sent out to county council members and
local newspapers to warn residents about the scam. 28
South Carolina expanded upon the child welfare program by conducting a
statewide Health Institute on 1 and 2 August 1918. Planning stemming from the
Woman's Committee's child welfare and tuberculosis work began in the spring.
Mrs. Annie I. Rembert, field secretary for the South Carolina Sanitarium, offered
her services in June for the summer health campaign, stating that the Board of
Health had a large number of workers, black and white, on the Cooperative Committee of the Tuberculosis War Problem, and they would "enter heartily" into any
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initiative the State Council adopted. She had been working with the black workers
for a while in establishing Negro tuberculosis camps and enlisting the black
community's ministers in educating the congregations on venereal disease.2 9 Her
offer was readily accepted as Reed Smith believed she would be of "great assistance" to the Council in helping with the Negro tuberculosis work. 30 In addition to
child welfare, tuberculosis, and venereal diseases, the Health Institute featured sessions on "fly-borne" diseases (typhoid and dysentery), mosquito-borne disease (malaria), and hookworm. Women speakers conducted several sessions.3' The purpose
of the Institute was to educate representatives from schools, agencies, and county
committees so they themselves could return to their communities as instructors. 32
The South Carolina Health Institute was largely successful, particularly in the
amount of attention it received from outside the state. The Council of National Defense sent a representative to the Institute to learn from the Palmetto State's pioneering example and encourage similar health campaigns in every state of the U nion. 33
The State provided good coverage of the proceedings, and attendees left ready to
implement the health conservation strategies learned during the two-day conference. The council members themselves, however, proved a source of disappointment to the Executive Council. Smith wrote to Coker on 3 August that it was not his
(Smith's) place to chastise the county chairmen for not attending the Institute. Smith
added that he had heard only favorable comments from all sides and believed that a
"genuine step has been taken for the common good of South Carolina. "34
Another big campaign supported by the State Council in conjunction with
other agencies focused on adult illiteracy.Julia E. Selden, chairman of the Woman's
Committee's Education Committee, had long been involved in adult illiteracy projects
and wanted to instigate a state campaign to educate the illiterate and near-illiterate.
Illiteracy was an embarrassment for South Carolina as time that should have been
spent on training soldiers for combat instead had to be spent on teaching them to
read and write. 35 Early in 1918 Selden began pressing for the State Council to sponsor
an illiteracy campaign. Coker, however, felt that the Council was not equipped to
handle such a mammoth task and suggested it be carried out under the direction of
University of South Carolina Education Professor Patterson Wardlaw (a member of
the National Illiteracy Commission for South Carolina) and in cooperation with the
State Department of Education. The State Council would then provide assistance
and perhaps some financing.J 6
The key to the success of the campaign lay in the ability of Selden and the
venerable Wardlaw to cooperate, something that apparently was not guaranteed.
Selden had been involved in a dispute over the Junior Red Cross campaign in South
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Carolina that resulted in her resignation. It involved her appointment by State Superintendent of Education]. E. Swearingen as the state coordinator for the Junior
Red Cross; she was later informed by the Red Cross that Swearingen had not the
authority to appoint her to such a position and that the position didn't even exist.
She refused to lead the Junior Red Cross work in her own county because "they"
wanted someone "to do their bidding without thought or question," and Selden
definitely was not that kind of person. 37 Fortunately for the illiteracy campaign, Smith
and Coker, after several conferences and letters to Selden and Wardlaw, were apparently able to get the two to agree to work together. Their advice to Selden, however-make no important plans without consulting Wardlaw and getting his approval
and cooperative support-left no doubt about who was in charge. 38
A few months later then November 1918 signing of the Armistice signaled the
end of the activities of the Woman's Committee and the State Council. Many of the
social reform activities died out as the patriotic enthusiasm of council workers waned.
South Carolina and the rest of the nation began to return to normal civilian life. On
8 January 1919 Selden wrote Smith about the future of the State Council. She asked
his opinion on continuing the Council's Education Committee work in the illiteracy
campaign, stating, "more educational work is needed now more than ever" but conceding it could be carried on by the Illiteracy Commission. She concluded by resolving to continue to work for the education of the masses in any capacity. 39 Smith replied
that the South Carolina State Council of Defense, and with it most of the Woman's
Committee, would disband on 1 February 1919. Smith expressed his wish that their
education workers could continue in some way with the Illiteracy Commission and
suggested she contact the esteemed educator Wil Lou Gray, with whom Selden worked
on the night school system.4°
The members of the Woman's Committee of the South Carolina State Council
of Defense had worked hard for nearly a year and a half to fulfill their patriotic duty
in their "God-given sphere as providers of [their] homes. "41 They considered themselves vital to the winning of the war and believed wholeheartedly in the statement of
General Morrison, commander of Greenville's Camp Sevier, that the war would be
won by "the woman behind the man behind the gun. "42 Despite obstacles of indifference and occasional hostility from their male counterparts and other organizations
such as the Red Cross, the Woman's Committee members pressed on to meet the
demands of the government and, most importantly, show their boys and men overseas that they were keeping the home fires burning. Though the public at large did
not learn of their tireless efforts, they earned the respect of Manning, Coker, Smith,
and other Council leaders who worked closely with them.
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Their work had lasting effects on South Carolina. One lasting influence of the
Health Institute and the child welfare activities of the Woman's Committee was the
founding of the Child Placing Bureau-a children's welfare agency-under the State
Board of Public Welfare in 1920. The state allowed the previously voluntary organization a small appropriation in 1920 and in 1930 established the Children's Bureau of
South Carolina as a separate division of state government. One of Woman's
Committee's most active members, Executive Secretary Mrs. W. C. Cathcart, rose to
the position of supervisor in the Children's Bureau and published a manual ofregulations in 1936. 43 The work ofJulia Selden in the illiteracy campaign lived on through
the continued efforts of the South Carolina Illiteracy Commission and Wil Lou Gray.
The lack of personal information in the state's surviving records of this time leave
these women faceless and in many cases nameless, but their contributions were no
less worthy of recognition.
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raditionally the homes of significant men and women in American history have
provided some of our country's most accessible, straightforward avenues for
coming to terms with our past. These structures seem to capture the popular interest, for they often help to make these distant figures seem more human. In working
to save Mt. Vernon from collapse in the 1850s, Ann Pamela Cunningham gave birth
to a tradition that continues to raise complicated questions regarding how we decipher the physical evidence of the past. Specifically she inaugurated the discussion
of how we interpret the complicated history of the plantation South. Cunningham's
primary vision for Mt. Vernon, however, was to create a shrine to Washington's
memory, not a site for understanding life on an eighteenth-century plantation.'
The question of how to present a plantation site to the public persists at Mt.
Vernon and other southern plantations to this day. In the late 1930s some of
Cunningham's twentieth-century disciples mobilized to save another crumbling
structure. Rose Hill, the dilapidated plantation home of antebellum South Carolina Governor William H. Gist was threatened with demolition. The Fairforest Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR) and local citizen Clyde T.
Franks purchased the mansion and its outbuildings, located in the hills of Union
County, South Carolina, from the United States Forest Service in 1943. Franks and
the DAR administered the property until its transfer to the State Forestry Commission in 1960. While significant changes have occurred at Rose Hill throughout the
twentieth century, the period from 1943 to 1960 represents its transformation from
a private dwelling to a public site.
While contemporary interpreters at Rose Hill attempt to broaden the educational opportunities at the site, they are still bound by the Rose Hill that Clyde
Franks and the DAR created. Like Cunningham, the founders of the new Rose Hill
began their mission to create a shrine to an individual, this one to the man who led
South Carolina into secession. What they created instead was a shrine to what he
represented-a legendary antebellum South.
Before current preservation work can continue at Rose Hill, it is necessary to
establish firmly the legacy left by these first attempts at interpretation. What was the
preservation climate in South Carolina during this period? How did the stabilization
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of the physical structure of the mansion contribute to its interpretation? What did
the owners see as the potential purpose of the site? And perhaps most importantly,
what lessons did Rose Hill pass on to its visitors?
Franks and the DAR represented the private, non-professional practice of
historic preservation. Unlike Cunningham, however, neither party kept detailed
records of their work. The bulk of the documented evidence identifying their efforts, therefore, comes from the files of the South Carolina Bureau of Parks, Recreation and Tourism (SCPRT). In addition newspaper and personal accounts from
first-hand witnesses help to gauge visitor response to the house as an historic site.
While Franks and the DAR produced no known literature for the public, the materials released by the State Forest Commission (later incorporated into the SCPRT)
reflect the 1960s and 1970s effort to continue the restoration and offer significant
clues to the earlier work. Little biographical information has been gathered on
Clyde T. Franks. He was a lifelong citizen of Laurens, South Carolina, and served as
the secretary and treasurer of the Laurens National Farm Loan Association. Since
no specific information exists regarding his credentials as a preservationist, an evaluation of historic preservation at the time may help to place his work in context.
While Rose Hill was one of South Carolina's first upcountry plantation houses
to be preserved to its antebellum appearance, the field was by no means a new
discipline. Michael Wallace in his article, "Reflections on the History of Historic
Preservation," placed Charleston in the center of the southern preservation movement. The children of the lowcountry elite hoped to assert their importance in the
face of fierce Yankee development. Charleston residents first mobilized in the 1920s
when Standard Oil looked to clear the city center for new filling stations. This
movement led to the creation of the nation's first historic district. In 1944, a year
after Rose Hill was purchased, This Is Charleston was published as the nation's first
attempt to create a citywide listing of significant historical structures. In a state that
led the way in the national preservation arena, the DAR had a loud voice. Members
of South Carolina chapters had helped to save landmarks like the Old Exchange
Building and Provost Dungeon in Charleston in 1917. Preservation in the
Cunningham tradition, as a way to protect the memory of a major figure or event
in American history, was the DAR's primary motivation.
In addition to examining the contemporary attitudes towards preservation,
it also seems important to explore attitudes regarding the presentation of southern history. The DAR has traditionally presented history through the framework of
patriotism and commemoration. This sense of obligation is stressed in the Fairforest
Chapter motto, "Some deeds should not perish, some names must not wither." All
2
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DAR preservation endeavors in South Carolina before 1943 focused on buildings or
sites related to the generally agreeable "deeds" and "names" of the American Revolution. The expansion of this principle into the more complicated subject of antebellum life, however, would be a reflection of the times. The threat of the infiltration
of Yankee carpetbaggers lingered in Charleston from the Reconstruction period.
In addition those who rallied to save the Charleston landscape were influenced by
a national popularization of the "Old South" in the 1940s. Rose Hill's rebirth, in
turn, would prove to be influenced by these same factors. 3
Central to any discussion of plantation interpretation is the fractious issue of
the "southern way of life." Images of southern lifestyles have been injected into the
public consciousness almost as long as there has been an American South. Attacks
on the standard images of southern heritage had persisted in the northern states
long before the Civil War, but by the 1930s a southern academic tradition of questioning the established tenets of southern memory had begun.
In 1935 Benjamin Kendrick and Alex Arnett made a series of assaults on the
myths of the antebellum south in The South Looks at Its Past. In it they discredited
stereotypes like the genteel southerner, the predominance of extravagant plantation mansions, and the contentment of well treated "servants." Kendrick and Arnett,
along with Howard Odum and Rupert Vance, led a Chapel Hill-based movement
that sought to bring the southern consciousness into the twentieth century. In 1949
Frank Owsley argued that the most common sight in the antebellum south would
not be the dashing plantation master but a yeoman planter who grew corn or sugar,
not cotton. 4
William Faulkner's 1938 Absalom, Absalom! presents a literary response, which
moves away from a glorification of the Civil War South. The main character, Quentin
Compson, struggles with the gap between the tales of the heroic South and the less
glamorous realities before him. Despite an active scholarly and popular questioning of the subject, it was the arrival of one work that created the model for the
popular conceptions of the antebellum South.
Margaret Mitchell's 1936 novel Gone With the Wind was arguably the most widespread popular dissemination of the images of plantation mythology. The book
and subsequent 1939 film introduced in vivid color all the icons of the Civil War
South that validated the public ideal-the dashing cavalier Rhett Butler, Tara's
graceful piazzas, and endless fields of cotton . These images reached an extraordinary number of Americans. While the Chapel Hill "Regionalists" rejected the film's
sentimental portrayal of the Old South, the public could not get enough. Accounting for inflation, Gone With The Wind remains the highest grossing American film of
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all time. The phenomenon served as a boost to southern tourism. It is the power of
this movement that surrounds Clyde Franks and the DAR in the 1940s. To save Rose
Hill, therefore, was to save not only the memory of William Henry Gist but also the
memory of the particular world he lived in. The preservation of Rose Hill, however,
did not merely commemorate an individual, an event, or a way of life. It took on
political and social characteristics as well. 5
By the 1930s the property, still owned by descendants of Gist, was rented to a
number of African American tenant sharecroppers. In 1939 the United States Forest Service purchased the abandoned and barely standing property from a Mrs.
Mary D. Harry. The first attempt to revive Rose Hill came from a public source. In
1939 a letter written by South Carolina Senator Ellison D. Smith appealed to the
Forest Service for help in saving Rose Hill as an "Historic Shrine" to honor the
memory of secession governor W. H. Gist. Smith, acting on the apparent behalf of
concerned constituents, appealed for the site's "complete restoration and beautification. "6
The response of Ferdinand A Silcox, chief of the Forest Service, came in the
form of a highly unorthodox poem. In it Silcox not only openly ridiculed the idea
of saving the site, he portrayed Governor Gist as an alcoholic and a "pompous
politician." In invective verse he derided the fact that the mansion's materials were
imported from abroad and insulted the fortune that Gist amassed from the slave
labor of "other folks." A verse from the poem exhibits its substance:
And yet dear Edd, you still expound
His home is all historic ground,
And that you want us to restore
This worthless house and maybe more.7
The tone and content of the poem are patronizing and insulting. While the
possibility remains that the letter was a joke between friends, the probable nature
of their political relationship makes it doubtful. Smith represented the most conservative element of the Democratic Party at the time. In 1938 Franklin Roosevelt
attempted to expel him from the party, but "Cotton Ed's" popularity in the Senate
earned him the support of other southern Democrats. Silcox, on the other hand
was considered a radical liberal, even within the New Deal administration. Additionally Smith's original letter bears none of the colloquial spirit of the response.
While it is impossible to know whether the dismissive response was a direct inspiration to Franks and the DAR, South Carolinians were once again called on to protect their threatened culture from Yankee arrogance. 8
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Since public support was obviously lacking, the fate of the house came to rest
in the hands of the private sector. The story of why and how Franks and the DAR
came to be involved with Rose Hill varies according to the source. In the early 1940s
Duncan Eaves, a Union County resident who had known Rose Hill from his youth,
persuaded Franks to purchase the property, which was threatened with demolition. A newspaper account stated that boll weevil infestation had driven the residing tenant farmers off the land in 1939 and that the Forest Service had purchased
the land with the intent to demolish the house and use the acreage for a planting
project. Although no evidence exists, a history of Union County notes that in the
early years of the Second World War, the Forest Service had planned to allow the
United States Army Air Corps to use the property as a bombing target. Regardless
of the reason, it seemed relatively certain that the federal government had plans
for Rose Hill that did not include historic interpretation. 9
Franks attempted to purchase the property from 1939 to 1943, but the Forest
Service was reluctant to sell to a private party. Forest Service officials believed that
a private owner would lack the commitment necessary to the long term care of the
site. The DAR learned of Rose Hill's peril and "sponsored" Franks. In a petition to
the Forest Service, DAR representatives defended the private purchase, switching
the blame for Rose Hill's condition to Forest Service officials. In addition to the
capital offered by Franks, the DAR agreed to include a parcel of land it owned in
exchange for Rose Hill. The Forest Service finally conceded the property, and in
1943 Clyde Franks took possession of the mansion and surrounding 184 acres. The
DAR and, later, local chapters of the United Daughters of the Confederacy were
responsible for furnishing the mansion. In return they secured the use of the house
for meetings and other events.
To trace the development of interpretation at the house it is necessary to
treat the physical restoration as the first step in the process. The mansion at Rose
Hill was built sometime between 1828 and 1832 south of the Tyger River in Union
County. The brick house was built in a central hall plan and adorned in the Georgian style, highlighted by an ornate fanlight over the front entrance. Sometime
before the outbreak of the Civil War, Gist added pedimented and columned Greek
Revival porches to the front and rear of the house. Gist also covered the red brick
exterior with an off-white stucco.n
It is presumed that Franks hoped to return the house to its circa 1858-1860
appearance. Only one known photo exists of the mansion before Franks began his
restoration work. The photo shows the front porch in complete decay. The weight
of the solid pedimented roofs had collapsed and broken the thin round columns
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that had supported them. The photograph also reveals badly damaged window
frames and panes. Despite the lack of documentation left by Franks, photographs
taken as early as 1948 show a vastly different view of the exterior. While much of the
house is shrouded by foliage, the porches can be seen standing intact. Franks replaced the wooden decks of the old porches with concrete slab and brick floors,
presumably to prevent the rot and decay that caused the collapse of the original
structures. He also replaced the round columns with square fluted pillars.
The brick frame seemed to avoid major damage as little evidence exists that
Franks performed any major structural changes. The broken window frames and
glass were presumably replaced or repaired as none of the damage is evident in the
1948 photograph. Franks also added wrought iron porch railing supports, which are
not documented as being original to the building. Duncan Eaves, an acquaintance
of Franks, claimed that Franks had reproduced the railings based on a fragment. 13
The landscaping surrounding the mansion, once a renowned component of
Rose Hill's aesthetic appeal, was also found in an advanced state of disrepair. A
travel guide compiled in 1941 referred to the "scant remains of the once-lovely gardens." Since Franks leaves no record of restoration work done on the gardens, it is
difficult to determine what sources he referenced for his restoration. SCPRT records
from the 1960 transfer forward, which note most major work done at Rose Hill,
show no major restorative work done in terms of the garden's arrangement, however. We can therefore assume that the existing gardens were based on Franks'
assessment of the garden's appearance. One of the most striking characteristics of
the front gardens is the double "X" pattern formed with the shrubs. A number of
newspaper accounts refer to this design as a pair of Confederate Battle flags-an
expression of Gist's patriotism. Since no evidence survives describing this design, it
is possible that Franks added this feature himself. 14
A comparison of the before and after photographs of Rose Hill demonstrates
that the building experienced a substantial revival. To be sure, Franks improved
the appearance and the structure of the mansion's exterior and gardens. Some of
his work, however, caused future caretakers of the mansion considerable trouble.
Michael Foley, chief historian of the SCPRT, noted in 1979 that the heavy stone
porches that Franks added were exerting damaging pressure on the mansion's brick
frame. Franks had touched up cracks in the external stucco, masking telltale signs
of structural damage. In addition Franks had hollowed out and subsequently weakened wooden floor supports when installing electrical wiring. 15
Franks also added a new set of buildings, including a carriage house and a
public lavatory. No record of a carriage house on the immediate grounds of the
12
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mansion exists. Preliminary archaeological evidence has shown ruins of possible slave
housing on the property. In fact the building that served as the caretaker's house
during the Franks period may have served as housing for domestic slaves. No interpretatibn of this sphere of plantation architecture was ever explored by Franks.' 6
While Franks' restoration of the exterior illustrates some of the pitfalls of a
private non-professional working alone in preserving an historic structure, the majority of his initial work has gone largely uncriticized. Franks was lucky in that most
of the tenant residents had not changed the mansion 's exterior-much of the evidence, while in pieces, was still in his possession. As for the gardens, Franks was
compelled to reproduce a formal plantation garden worthy of the appellation "Rose
Hill." While he may have taken a liberal interpretation of the design, later research
has traced many of the same boxwoods and rose bushes to the Gist period. 17
When Franks purchased the house, few if any remnants from the Gist family
remained. 18 Most of the objects of value had been removed from the house as the
last members of the Gist family moved elsewhere. Some of the items, including a
piano, a portrait of Gisf s son, and a leather trunk, were recovered and donated to
the house. A number of objects, including some oil portraits and a day bed, were
acquired from another plantation. The list of "authentic" objects included in the
1960 transfer recorq.s contains only twenty items. Interior photographs from the
period show furnishings not mentioned in the final inventory. The photos reveal
urns and reproduction pewter lamps-items more indicative of 194os-era Colonial
Revival furnishings than those of the antebellum period. While most of the pieces
were clearly associateq with neither Rose Hill nor the nineteenth century, they
helped Franks to create a cosmetic 'historical' atmosphere inside the mansion.'9
Visitors during the Franks period commented more on the furnishings than
any other component of Rose Hill. This fact has a significant impact on the interpretation of the mansion. The DAR has always stressed the value of furnishings and
the material culture of domestic life. Was the house furnished as a way to educate
visitors about the world of the Gist family, or was the emphasis on creating an aesthetic ideal of antebellum life? Since we have an incomplete record of what Franks
and the DAR were trying to accomplish with the interior interpretation, it is necessary to look at other sources.
Looking at the record of changes that occured after 1960 may offer an explanation of the intended function of the furnishings. The most publicized priority for
Rose Hill State Park (created in 1960) was a complete renovation of the interiors. A
promotional booklet was produced, which described a project in conjunction with
the American Association of Interior Designers. The booklet includes watercolor
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renditions of the proposed restoration. It called for a complete restoration, including the replacement of wallpaper, carpeting, and window treatments. An exhibit of
some of the legitimately authentic pieces from the house was shown at the 1960
State Fair along with a list that solicited other needed period furnishings. One
could assume that Franks, in such an enthusiastic effort to refurbish the interiors,
had done less than a complete job restoring the mansion to at least the 1960 standard for accuracy. Visitors to the mansion during the 1940s and 50s seem more than
satisfied with the layout of the rooms of the house. One visitor titled Rose Hill,
"The state's best preserved shrine." The value of the interiors as an historic . resource during this period, however, is questionable.2°
Despite his considerable investment of time and capital, Franks never lived
at Rose Hill. He had hired Louisa Browning to maintain the property and give
tours when requested. Browning lived in a cabin behind the mansion, which oral
tradition suggests may have formerly served as slave quarters. A handful of photographs and descriptions from visitors are the only documentation of Browning's
role at Rose Hill. All the photographs of Browning during this period show her
dressed in nineteenth-century servant attire. Her floor-length plaid dress and matching headwrap, long white apron and exaggerated white collar-regardless of their
historical accuracy-are visually reminiscent of Hattie McDaniel's dutiful "Mammy"
in Gone with the Wind. Three different accounts of the tours that Browning gave
describe her in these period garments.
While the presentation of the complicated issue of slave labor was not being
directly addressed by Franks, Browning's presence undoubtedly was intended to
add to the plantation imagery.James Oliver Horton contends that this Gone with the
Wind-inspired image of slaves was what Americans expected to see at historic sites
and museums. Since her portrayal was never described as educational (she likely
did not discuss the role of slaves at Rose Hill), we can infer that she acted as a
crucial player in the resulting interpretive theme of the romanticized South.
While the house was never operated during this period as a full-time historic
site, Franks and Browning provided interpretation beyond its physical appearance.
They never documented the information they delivered when they led public tours.
Again, descriptions related by former guests prove to be invaluable resources. The
Union Daily Times printed an article written in 1951 by Robert P. Glymph, a seventhgrade student at Pomaria School. Most of the descriptions reveal details of the
furnishings. They show a wonder in old things displayed in period context, but
there is no mention of life at the house. Stories about Gist came at the end of the
tour when Franks told the group the story of one of the governor's duels. In an odd
21
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finale, "Mrs. Boozer, the fifth grade teacher, came down the stairs in a dress which
was a reproduction of styles a century ago." Another account, from Laurens High
School student Rachael Price notes that Rose Hill "seemed to recall the 'Old South',"
and admits an urge to "throw a big "Old South" party.2
Another newspaper description relates an apparent staple of Browning's tour.
One of the long-standing myths at Rose Hill involves a trap door in the floor in the
main parlor. The legend claims that the door opened to a tunnel, which led to the
barn. Gist had allegedly used the tunnel to hide from federal soldiers following the
end of the Civil War. From the barn, Gist began "shooting three Yankees, one by
one, when they stepped out of the house." No evidence exists to validate any of the
elements of this story. The details of these tours describe a romanticized, sometimes comical presentation of antebellum plantation life during the Franks period.
Most of Franks' interpretation stood on the foundation of anecdotal nostalgia. Examining contributions Franks made to the interpretation of Rose Hill raises the
question of what type of historic setting he and the DAR hoped to create. 23
The only direct answer to this question is that when Franks bought Rose Hill
in 1943 he had intended passing it to his son, who was then stationed overseas. His
son, however, was killed in World War II, and reportedly Franks lost his enthusiasm
for the house. In addition to the private purpose of the house, Rose Hill operated
in a public sphere. It was used as a meeting place not only by local DAR and UDC
chapters but also by local garden and art clubs. The house was open to the public;
one needed only to ring the doorbell to receive a fifty-cent tour, and local school
groups visited the house annually. Although Franks and the DAR were not specifically operating Rose Hill as an educational institution, it provided a publicly accessible image of an antebellum plantation. Despite the limited focus of much of the
interpretation, Rose Hill contributed to the public understanding of life in the
nineteenth century. To determine how Rose Hill affected this understanding, it is
necessary to examine the public reaction of its visitors.24
The revival of Rose Hill was celebrated most noticeably in local and state newspaper accounts. Most accounts read similarly to that of young Robert Glymph; the
gardens and interior furnishings seem to attract the most attention. No article fails
to mention "Its architecture, its gardens, its magnolias, its priceless heirlooms filling
each of its ten rooms." Gist is commonly mentioned as a side note, described as a
typical southern gentleman. Details of his accomplishments were usually not recorded.
Recalling tales of duels and trapdoors was usually the extent of historical analysis
regarding Gist. Often, although his term ended in 1860, he is referred to incorrectly
as "South Carolina's Civil War Governor." The recounting of Gist's contributions to
2
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South Carolina politics was not a compelling enticement for most visitors. Gist, like
Browning, was a character in a drama.1 5
One article describes the type of people who visited Rose Hill. "They are
students, lovers of art, members of garden and art clubs, historians, all who want to
learn how people in the Old South lived." A 1950 article describes the mansion as
an "authentic showplace." All available evidence suggests that a trip to Rose Hill
between 1943 and 1960 would lead to a popular perception of the "Old South." This
"Old South" is not only portrayed in white columnar architecture and ornate gardens; it is also seen in an article documenting the Magnolia Garden Club's visit to
Rose Hill in 1956.
The photo in the article portrays four of the guests enjoying a "refreshing
bite to eat" in kitchen at Rose Hill. Behind them stands caretaker Louisa Browning
in what is referred to as "slavey-time" dress. Captions refer to the seated ladies by
their titles, while Browning and a young girl at the table are referred to by first
name only. In many ways the picture speaks for itself. Browning, an employee of
Franks and later of the State Parks Service, is apparently waiting on the guests. If a
discussion of social and labor hierarchy on a southern plantation was going to be
addressed at Rose Hill, Browning's smiling face was as deep as the interpretation
would delve. The desire to experience the imagery of a Gone with the Wind experience seemed to be top priority for most visitors.16
To many Rose Hill became a shrine not only to a way of life but also to the
lost dream of the Confederacy. One article noted that Rose Hill had "survived the
countless burnings" of Sherman's army and radiated "much of the political and
spiritual power ofleadership in the Confederacy." It can be argued that a statewide
movement in the late 1950s to preserve Confederate memory was one of the chief
motivators for those who wanted to make Rose Hill a state park. General Harry
Arthur, a descendant of the clerk present at the signing of the Ordinance of Secession, led the effort to purchase Rose Hill from Franks and convert it to a stateoperated site. The broader interpretation that Arthur and State Senator John D.
Long hoped to extract from Rose Hill was evident at the opening of the park on 20
December 1960, the centenary of the signing of the Ordinance.17
The principal speakers, as well as members of the UDC, dressed for the occasion in antebellum attire. Arthur introduced a number of speakers who extolled
Gist's accomplishments and his contributions to Confederate history. Bishop Ellison
Capers presented a prayer at the dedication, which thanked God for "our Confederate history," and for "its pure record of virtue, valor, and sacrifice." The dedication carried a similar tone of reverence:
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... and the State of South Carolina bore National Tragedies and
Personal Anguish with Heroism, Patience, and Fortitude to Defend
The Rights of Sovereign States these Acres and the House "Rose Hill,"
Thereon are Dedicated."
The newly established purpose of Rose Hill was clear. The site was not simply
to be a tourist destination. It was to serve as a shrine to the "rights and honor of our
Southland. "28
The face of the plantation house that Clyde Franks decided to present to the
public follows a traditional pattern for the interpretation of an historic house; the
creation of a "period piece." The house was originally purchased to preserve the
memory of what was assumed to be a great man. Ann Pamela Cunningham's preservation legacy, however, went unfulfilled, as Rose Hill's caretakers realized that William Henry Gist was not George Washington. While Gist's contributions to the move
towards Secession were significant, his inactivity during the war buried his name
under more recognizable military figures. The Gist name has most commonly been
connected with his more flamboyant relative, Brigadier General States Rights Gist.
How then do we evaluate the development of Rose Hill during the Franks
period? We must first praise the efforts of Franks and the DAR to purchase the
property, for without their work there would be no interpretation to discuss. If we
see Franks' work as an individual restoring a private home, it is difficult to condemn him for contributing to the vague and inaccurate mythologies of southern
history. But Rose Hill also existed in a public sphere, and the perceptions taken
home by its visitors helped to preserve and perpetuate the comforting memories of
the "Old South." While the academic sphere was attempting to formulate a more
complete understanding of plantation life, popular images perpetuated throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries prevailed in the public mind.
In effectively isolatirtg the romanticism from the less appealing ~ealities of
the plantation system, Franks has made the development of expanded interpretations of Rose Hill difficult. Part of the challenge involves integrating the elements
that have made Rose Hill popular with a more complete presentation of plantation
life. Franks worked to preserve not the memory of an American icon, as the DAR
had hoped, nor a shrine to Confederate pride, as the state park would later attempt. Instead he tried simply to recreate the genteel life of a southern gentleman.
Some may ask what all the fuss is about. The house was a harmless period
piece, visitors obviously enjoyed Rose Hill's mythical aesthetics, and serious scholars will always be conscious of the less appealing realities. The incomplete interpretation of Rose Hill and similar sites, however, provided more than a relaxing
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afternoon. It also contributed, however minimally, to a larger popular consciousness
by validating many of the comforting mythologies of the "Old South." The presentation of "comfortable history" needs to combine the appealing elements that draw
visitors to their doors with a historically-informed approach at interpretation. It can
be argued, therefore, that Franks' greatest contribution to historic understanding
has been to leave us not with a physical example oflife in the 1850s but of the popular
perceptions of the antebellum period in the 1950s.
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The Start of Television in South Carolina
Nat Pendleton

T

o better understand the early history of television, some simplified technical
explanations may be needed. Television experiments started in the 1920s when
all transmissions used a mechanical system employing Nipkow discs. A Nipkow disc
had a spiral of holes in it. In the studio, the disc in a television camera rotated at
about 2,000 to 4,000 revolutions per minute, and the holes passed in front of an
electric eye. The holes, zipping by the electric eye, formed the scan lines. The television viewer of the 1920s tuned in the signal on a tube radio and fed the signal to a
flickering neon lamp behind a similar Nipkow disc in the television receiver. The
disc in this receiver had the same number of holes and ran at the same speed as the
disc in the studio cameras. Simply put, they ran in synchronization. The result was
an identical number of scan lines that formed a crude television picture. The very
first sets had only thirty lines, but this increased by the late 1920s, and forty-eight- and
sixty-line systems became the standard.
Several radio stations operated "mechanical scan" television stations in the late
1920s and early 1930s. Although most of these stations were concentrated in Chicago
and New York City, a few operated in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and even Washington, D. C. Although there were no stations in the South, curiously there were some
viewers. At first one might think it impossible that people in a "pre-satellite world"
could watch television at such a distance. This was low band and narrow bandwidth
mechanical television, however. Low band simply referred to the fact that the television
broadcasts of the late 1920s and early 1930s were transmitted at the top of the AM radio
band at frequencies between 1500 and 2000 kilocycles. Narrow bandwidth meant that
the channel space occupied by the sixty-line television picture was no wider than the
space taken up by the radio sound. Radio signals at these frequencies skip off of the
ionosphere and travel great distances at night. Stations as far as 800 to 1500 miles away
could be heard clearly and continuously when conditions were favorable. This was so
routine that newspapers like the State in Columbia, South Carolina, gave daily radio
listings of high-power New York and Chicago AM radio stations for the evening programs when they could be received. A well-to-do southerner with a strong curiosity for
television might well have purchased or built a set and watched the shows from the
North. And, indeed, one of those sets now--originally owned and used in the WinstonSalem area-belongs to the North Carolina Museum of History in Raleigh. Without a
knowledge of how the AM radio signals of early, mechanical-scan television skipped at
night, the presence of a Carolina-owned TV set from the 1920s would be a mystery.
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Ultimately the mechanical system of television failed mostly because of the low
definition and poor quality of its picture as well as financial problems. Most of the
regular broadcasts ceased in 1933 during the depths of the Great Depression. Television would not be seen again in the Carolinas until 1949 after it had evolved into
today's superior and all-electronic system using 525 scan lines.
Television with clear, recognizable pictures was first demonstrated to the public in the mid-193os. Various manufacturers demonstrated "all electronic" sets, using
small cathode ray picture tubes. Screens measured five to twelve inches diagonally
and had a much sharper picture than the previous mechanical sets because inventors continually increased the number of scan lines. By 1937 television broadcasters
were using more than 400 scan lines, which greatly outperformed the now extinct
sixty-line mechanical system. The push to set up studios and publicly demonstrate
working sets became an international race. The 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin, the
1937 coronation of King George VI in London, and college baseball games in New
York were all viewed in their respective areas by limited audiences.
The British, German, French, Italian, and Russian governments all conducted
tests and limited public demonstrations. In Europe, the British and Germans had the
most frequent and regular broadcasts. The British were the only Europeans to sell
prewar TV sets to the public-about 20,000 sets in the London area before 1 September
1939 at the start of the war. The German government owned all its sets. Most were
placed in public viewing rooms called Fernsehstuben, which were adjacent to post offices
in the Berlin area. The Berlin station operated from the summer of 1936 until allied
bombers destroyed it on 26 November 1943. German occupying forces also took over
the Eiffel Tower television facilities in Paris and transmitted both live programs-mostly
cabarets-and films. Viewers consisted mostly of wounded German soldiers located in
Nazi-run Parisian hospitals.' Most of these prewar and wartime TV histories have faded
and been overshadowed by the more important and exciting history of the war itself.
In the United States RCA and others formally introduced modern, electronic
television at the 1939 New York World's Fair, although research, field tests, and public
demonstrations had been conducted since the mid-193os. Before the United States'
entry into World War II, nine television stations were on the air in five cities. New
York City had three, Chicago and Los Angeles each had two, and Philadelphia and
Schenectady, New York, each had one.1 About 7,000 sets were made and sold before
World War II, and each station provided between ten and twenty hours of programming per week.
The outbreak of World War II did not stop American television. Stations were,
however, reduced to a four-hour weekly broadcast schedule until mid-1945. 3 One
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station, w3xwr, actually went on the air in Washington,

D.

c., in June 1945 well before

\'.J day. The station was owned by Allen B. Dumont and in 1947 became WITG, Channel

5, and still bears the initials of T.T.G.-Thomas T. Goldsmith. Goldsmith, a native of
Greenville, South Carolina, and a Furman graduate, joined Dumont in 1936 and
worked his way up to the position of chief engineer. Early work centered on manufacturing cathode ray tubes as well as oscilloscopes. Starting in 1938 the Dumont
Corporation became both a manufacturer of television sets and studio equipment as
well as a broadcaster. The New York station WABD, which had run experimentally
since the 1930s, was granted a commercial license in 1944. 4 Dumont's WITG in Washington, D.c., joined the operation in 1945 and thereby began building what in the
1950s was called "the fourth network." After the war Goldsmith and his team of engineers installed studio and broadcast equipment in television stations around the
country and in South Carolina including, in 1953, wcsc, Channel 5, in Charleston and
WNOK, Channel 67, in Columbia. WNOK later became WLTX, Channel 19.
At the end of World War II there were nine television stations in the United
States. By 1952 that number had increased to 108. By the end of 1946 there were only
12,000 sets. It took industries about a year to retool their wartime production for the
manufacture of peacetime goods. By 1950 there were one million television sets and
two years later that number rocketed to ten million. Such fast growth-best explained
by the booming economy and presence of war-weary veterans with money to spenddid not come without problems. The rapid addition of new television stations, especially in the northeast, led to interference problems. There were only twelve VHF
(very high frequency) frequencies available-channels 2 to 13-and stations using
these channels were built too close to each other. The Federal Communications
Commission (Fcc) placed a freeze on any new applications in 1948. Those broadcasters who had not already submitted applications were not granted a license. Several
applications had already been received and approved, so new stations did indeed go
on the air during the freeze. Such is the case with two stations in Atlanta as well as
with WBT, Channel 3, in Charlotte. At noon on 15 July 1949 this first station in the
Carolinas signed on. In the Charlotte Armory 12,000 people had gathered to see the
event on several TV sets.
The FCC freeze, originally intended to last only a few months, lasted four years.
What this meant to several parts of the country was that even though the technology
and financing were available, television was not. Entire cities and states were left
without television service. States like Oregon, Colorado, and Hawaii were legally
blocked and physically isolated from any signals. South Carolina, likewise, had no
stations during the freeze; Charlotte's WBT, however, was regularly viewed by those
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living within a 50-mile radius. Such was the impact of a single television station that
one Union County resident claimed that his father's two small mill-town movie theaters in Lockhart and Jonesville were driven out of business in 1952. "They [the townspeople] just stayed home and watched television. "5
The pull of television was so strong that some people who could afford the
cost built towers in Columbia, IOO miles to the south of WBT in Charlotte. Probably
more than IOo people in Richland and Lexington counties had built towers to receive the station. One of them donated their 1950 Zenith television to the State Museum in 1997. Elsewhere a photograph of two men tuning a TV set bears the caption,
'The first television reception in Anderson happened on Wednesday,June 8, 1949. A
set was installed at the Calhoun Hotel and technicians tuned in on a baseball game
from Atlanta. "6 In sum, although South Carolina had no local TV stations, some ingenious people had managed to bring in distant signals.
The FCC lifted its freeze in the spring of 1952, and a handful of South Carolina
broadcasters filed for licenses. Part of the solution to the interference problem was
to change some of channel numbers of the existing stations. Further, channels that
kept the same numbers were shifted up or down ever so slightly in frequency so as
not to interfere with a station on the same channel located some 200 to 300 miles
away. The other part of the solution was to introduce the UHF (ultrahigh frequency)
channels, 14 to 83. 7 As a result of the new UHF frequency allocations, the first television station to broadcast in South Carolina was UHF channel 25, wcos-TV in Columbia.
But this allocation also was partly responsible for the failure and closure of that
station. 8 wcos-TV came on the air at 5:30 P.M. on 1 May 1953 and for a short time had the
choice of the best programs from all four existing networks. They broadcast out of a
Quonset hut located off of Shakespeare Road, using network connections and only
two cameras. Today, WOLO-TV, Channel 25-no relation to the old wcos-occupies
that site.
wcsc-TV, Channel 5 in Charleston, became the state's second station by going
on the air on 19 June 1953. It is the oldest station in the state in continuous operation.
Four more stations went on the air in 1953. WNOK-TV, Channel 67 in Columbia-now
WLTX, Channel 19-arrived on 1 September. WIS-TV, Channel IO, followed in Columbia
on 7 November. The upstate benefited when WAIM, Channel 40 (now WBSc), started in
Anderson on 1 December and WFBC, Channel 4 (now WYFF), arrived in Greenville on
31 December 1953. By the end of that year any home in the state with a television set
was capable of receiving at least one of these stations.
The arrival of television brought plenty of excitement to each community.
According to the Columbia Record, the Wade Hampton Hotel announced that it was
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installing 100 television sets and that they would be ready for the inaugural telecast
of wcos-TV. They further claimed to be the only hotel in the South with that many
televisions.9
UHF stations were at a serious technical and competitive disadvantage in the
1950s. The lower a television channel number is the better its location on the electromagnetic spectrum. For example, channel 3 will travel a further distance than channel 10 when using the same amount of power because channel 3 uses a lower frequency.
Likewise, both channels 3 and 10 have an enormous power advantage over the higher
frequency UHF channels 14 to 83. Further technical considerations were involved in
the old, tube-type TV sets used in the 1950s. Most sets were manufactured without a
UHF tuner. A set-top converter box had to be purchased for those sets. Both the TVs
with built-in UHF tuners as well as the converters tuned the stations "continuously"
like a radio tuner rather than by clicking in the VHF stations. In short, it was harder
for people to find UHF channels 67 or 25 on the dial than it was to click in VHF channel
10. Finally, the tubes used for receiving the higher UHF frequencies were the first to
weaken and eventually burned out. According to Richard Laughridge, current general manager of WLTX who started out at that station's ancestor WNOK as a cameraman,
the station begged the FCC to move down from high channel 67 and finally did move
to channel 19 in the early 196os.rn The move increased the station's range but still was
a far cry from WIS channel 10's competing VHF signal. When Laughridge made a visit
to New York to attract a national advertiser, the account executive questioned the
station's ratings:
I walked in and the woman behind the desk said, 'Mr. Laughridge, would
you please tell me why The Ed Sulllivan Show, the highest-rated show in
the country, only shows 4,000 viewers for your station?' And why the
'less-rated Your Show of Shows [which aired on VHF station WIS, Channel
10] on NBC shows 40,000 viewers in your area?' All I could think to tell
her was, 'It's the trees, ma'am.' I wasn't joking. In those days, pine trees
swaying in the wind would cause an UHF picture to wiggle.u
The disadvantages for UHF stations have been reduced today by improved TV sets
with remote controls that easily find stations and, further, by cable television, which
delivers all stations with equal clarity. But in the 1950s and 6os, UHF simply could not
compete with VHF in the same market. wcos Channel 25~already mentioned as South
Carolina's first TV station-suffered similar reception problems among viewers. This,
compounded by its affiliation with ABC and Dumont, which had the lowest ratings, led
to its closure on 21January 1956. 12 No one wanted to spend money to advertise.
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In using UHF channels to solve some of the interference problems, the FCC
had set up three kinds of television markets when it lifted the freeze. These consisted of all VHF markets like New York City or Chicago; all UHF markets like Harrisburg, Pennsylvania or Huntsville, Alabama; and mixed markets like Erie,
Pennsylvania, and Columbia, South Carolina. These mixed markets were where
the real inequities existed by giving the VHF station an unfair advantage over the
UHF stations. Allen B. Dumont and Thomas T. Goldsmith as well as several UHF broadcasters all opposed the creation of mixed markets. For obvious reasons G. Richard
Shafto, general manager of WIS, Columbia's only VHF station in the 1950s, supported
the concept.
Dumont and Goldsmith had experimented with UHF during the freeze and
their work led to the commercial use of UHF after the freeze.' 3 The Dumont company
also installed early television stations-both UHF and VHF-like wcsc, Channel 5 in
Charleston, and WNOK, Channel 67 in Columbia. Two 1953 Dumont cameras, one
from each station, are currently on exhibit at the South Carolina State Museum.
With such involvement in early UHF, it is quite certain that Dumont's opposition to
mixed UHF-VHF markets was warranted.
It is interesting to look at G. Richard Shafto's statements and actions to save
the channel IO frequency for WIS. In July 1961 the FCC proposed the removal of all
mixed UHF-VHF markets and planned to have the VHF stations such as WIS moved to UHF
and thereby level the playing field. Shafto responded that this would deprive rural
audiences-unable to receive the Columbia UHF stations-from receiving any television from Columbia. Further, those rural audiences would only watch the VHF stations from other cities Hike Augusta, Spartanburg, Charleston, or Charlotte and not
the UHF stations in Columbia. Finally, Shafto blamed the set manufacturers for not
including UHF tuners on their 1V sets.14 He even telephoned Congressman John J.
Riley to seek his support in introducing a bill requiring all 'IV sets to include both UHF
and VHF tuners. His efforts were obviously to reduce the argument against WIS having
the sole VHF channel in the Midlands. By requiring all 1V sets to have UHF receiving
capability, WIS would look less like a monopoly on the Columbia market. The political move apparently worked. The FCC dropped the proposal to eliminate Channel IO
and other VHF stations in mixed markets in September 1962, and Congress did pass
the "all-channel" bill. Since February 1964 all 'IV sets have to receive both VHF and UHF
signals.
Although Shafto's motives may have been to keep WIS on channel IO and maintain the strongest signal in Columbia, these actions in Congress also helped UHF stations. The "all channel" bill certainly brought existing UHF stations a growing audience
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as viewers replaced old televisions with newer, UHF-inclusive sets. At the same time
the mid-196os and 1970s saw an enormous growth in new television stations, most of
them UHF. Philadelphia, which had only three commercial stations and one educational station-all on VHF, got an additional three UHF stations in 1965. These three
stations were able to survive as independents for several years and still operate today.
Their initial success was certainly based on the increasing presence of UHF-inclusive
sets as well as the large population and number of viewers in their service area. Many
other previously "all VHF cities" have experienced a similar growth in new UHF stations
since the mid-196os.
The dawn of mass communications in the 1940s and 50s has had a profound
impact, both negative and positive, on modern society. Television is important to
most people. Around the world there are more homes with television than homes
with a telephone. The history of media is really three histories-the history of the
technology, the history of the performing arts (or the programming broadcast over
the media), and the history of its social impact.
Studying the historical interplay of technology, legislation, and commercial
enterprise is as important as studying the economic and social impact of railroads
and automobiles. It is important to view something as abstract as a television channel
as if it were something as concrete as an interstate highway, waterway canal, or railway track. Communities in the nineteenth century buzzed with excitement when the
railway came to town. Likewise in the twentieth century the arrival of television
brought a similar sense of excitement. Most South Carolinians had never seen a
Broadway play or a World Series baseball game; but television brought plays, live
news images, sports, and several hours a day of "lower quality" entertainment to the
living room.
Much has been written regarding the history of the television networks and
their programming. Less has been written about the technologies that brought them
to the public. And virtually nothing has been written about the history of local tele~
vision stations. Most television stations have changed ownership three or four times
since their inception. As a result historical records and recordings oflocal programs
usually have been lost as subsequent owners have thrown out old films, videotapes,
and documents. Only now are growing numbers of people realizing the value of
preserving not only major Hollywood films but also local television programs, scripts,
and news films. If you have ever wondered what it felt like to ride in a 1914 Buick on
a dirt road or on a steamship, then it is likely your grandchildren will wonder what it
was like to tune in a 1V station with "snow" and "ghosts." But first, their history teacher
will have to tell them what snow and ghosts are.
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E

ngland's earliest poor laws were not particularly effective. They usually dealt
with specific problems and often lacked penalties for those who chose to disregard them. They did, however, provide the basis for the Elizabethan Poor Law of
1597, which placed the responsibility for poor relief directly on the parish. Each parish became the source of aid for all born within its boundaries. The parish vestries
responded by initiating the office of overseer of the poor, imposing a yearly poor
rate on the parishioners, and disbursing goods and funds to the parish poor. If the
poor remained in the parishes of their birth, the 1597 law functioned well in providing charity to those in need.
During the late-sixteenth and early-seventeenth centuries, however, changes
in England's economy encouraged many rural residents to migrate to London. For
most of the new urban poor, hope for a better life in the city quickly evaporated.
Competition for employment along with the rising costs of food, housing, and fuel
pushed many into economic disaster. As their standard of living declined, these unfortunates disappeared into the multitudes that comprised the lowest classes of
London's population. Worst of all, they had no legal claim to any relief from London's
more than 100 parishes.
Some found lodging in cellars and garrets. Many more begged on the streets
and rummaged through piles of refuse for food, clothing, or something to sell. A few
tried to remain in one parish long enough to establish a claim to relief. They were
seldom successful since parish officers conducted regular searches to discover illegal
inhabitants and remove them from the parish. This included the unceremonious
shifting of non-resident pregnant women, some already in labor, to keep the parish
free of the expense of raising their children.
Disease carried off hundreds, perhaps thousands, of these poor during outbreaks
of influenza or plague. Some committed suicide. Some abandoned their children in
the streets. These abandoned children and their care are the focus of this paper.
Historians generally assume that most abandoned children or foundlings were
of legitimate birth. By an Act of 1610 Parliament required mothers of illegitimate
children to be sent to a workhouse. To escape this punishment, mothers aborted
their infants or killed them at birth. In 1624 Parliament declared abortion to be murder and punishable as such. The law was generally ineffective, and abortion and
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infanticide persisted, though to what extent is unknown.' It is assumed, therefore,
that women who did not want their children, particularly because of illegitimacy, disposed of them illegally. They did not go to the trouble of depositing these children on
a church porch, at the door of a wealthy parishioner, or in the doorway of a shop.
Neither were all foundlings newborn; some were fifteen months old or more.
If parents waited several months before abandoning their infant, the likelihood was
that the family had fallen on hard times and was no longer able to care for the child.
Depositing their child in a parish or on the doorstep of a wealthy citizen may have
been the best hope for its future care.
Because foundlings had not been born in the parish in which they were discovered, their care was not legally the responsibility of that parish. Vestries sometimes refused to take up abandoned children. But most assumed the responsibility
of caring for infants and toddlers found in the streets in spite of the expense of
nursing and clothing the children, providing doctors, medicines, books and education, and arranging apprenticeships. One such parish was St. Olave Jewry.
According to its vestry minutes and churchwardens' accounts, St. Olave Jewry,
located in the northeast quarter of London in Old Jewry Street, took in at least ten
and possibly fourteen foundlings between 1620 and 1660. Their care of foundlings
serves as a general model for other parishes of London.
Foundlings were frequently left in or near the parish church or on the doorstep of a wealthy parishioner. No doubt the parent hoped that the wealthy householder would assume responsibility for the child. Seldom, however, was a foundling
kept by the family on whose doorstep it was laid. Instead a newly-found child was
usually taken to a parishioner, who served as a temporary nurse. These temporary
nurses were, like Goodwife Hedge, frequently widow pensioners. Widow Hedge had
long been on St. Olave Jewry's poor rolls and had received regular gifts of coal,
wood, and charcoal. She kept a child found in Alderman Fredericks' gateway for
which she received two shillings, six pence a week to cover the cost of clothing and
care. She also kept another foundling named Jeremy Jury. 3
Another nurse, Goodwife Ships, received twelve shillings for keeping an unnamed foundling for six weeks. Widow Jarrat kept four unnamed children at nurse.
Master Draughton received fourteen shillings for seven weeks' nursing of a child
found in an alley on 8 May 1625. He may indeed have cared for the child himself, or
the vestry may have recorded payment in the husband's rather than the wife's name,
a not infrequent occurrence. Draughton no doubt welcomed the extra income. His
name does not appear on the list of those who paid the poor rate, indicating that his
income was quite low.4
2
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The morning after a child's discovery the vestrymen sent out the elderly pensioners, the most knowledgeable and nosiest parishioners, to search for the mother.
The elderly not only knew every parishioner but also noted strangers who loitered in
the parish, like a great-bellied woman about to go into labor, or a begging mother
with toddlers clinging to her skirts. Either one might leave a child behind. For such
information, the vestry gave a reward of a penny or two. In spite of the search, parent
and child were seldom reunited and, if they were, the conditions that had led the
parent to abandon the child had not changed. Comments in various church records
indicate that vestrymen assumed that the child would soon be abandoned in a neighboring parish.
Once the parish of St. Olave took in a foundling, it _was baptized and christened as soon as possible. For the elderly pensioners, a christening was a mini-holiday. They frequently stood as godparents to the child and harangued the preacher
over the choice of a name. Foundlings were usually named after the parish or the
street in which they were found, resulting in names like Elizabeth Olave, Sarah St.
Olave, Isaac Olave, and Olave Jewry. Occasionally a parent left a note giving the child's
name as in the case of "a manchild whose name by a note is expressed to be named
Jonathan." He was left in St. Olave's parish Friday night, 15 December 1638. 5 After each
christening, the pensioners enjoyed a festive spread of bread, cheese, and beer.
From time to time events surrounding the discovery and disposal of an abandoned child were recorded in detail. John Lazerus Olave, found Monday night 23
September 1633 in Windmill Alley, is described in the vestry entry of 1 October as
about one year old. John was baptized on 2 October with parishioners Almery and
Daye standing as godfathers, displacing the poor pensioners who usually filled that
function. Why this occurred is not known. The overseers of the poor placed the
child with Goodwife Judith Pyth, a parish pensioner. Goody Pyth received clothing
for John Lazerus and three shillings a week until Christmas. The overseers of St.
Olave usually gave only two shillings a week for the care of a foundling. Perhaps John
Olave's middle name ofLazerus indicates that the child was ill when found and that
the parish provided an extra shilling each week for medicine. Goody Pyth continued
to serve as nurse for John Lazerus long after Christmas of 1633. 6
Goody Pyth also kept a female infant about three or four weeks of age found
on Thursday night in January 1634 which was by
some ill disposed person of purpose left carlesslie in the open street at
one of the inhabitant's doors of this parish ... destitute of all help .... It
is therefore out of Christian compassion thought fit and so ordered by
this vestry [that the churchwardens and overseers] as need shall require
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take order and care for the same infant ... that as often as the said
infant shall need any apparel, that the clerk or the sexton of this parish
... shall accompany the nurses to see that such monies that shall be laid
out for any such apparel shall be well and thriftily bestowed.7
The baby was eventually placed with a permanent nurse, but for the present she
remained with Goody Pyth, who received two shillings, six pence each week to care
for her.
Most parishes had nurses who, in effect, worked for the parish by providing
permanent homes for their foundlings. The word "nurse" was applied to all men
and women who cared for foundlings until the parish placed them as apprentices,
usually between the ages eight and twelve. Typically the nurses lived outside the city
where it was believed the air was more healthful. St. Olave sent Elizabeth Olave and
Mary Olie [Olave] to Chiveney near Sevenoaks, Kent. Other children went to Ware
in Hertford. 8
The vestry replenished clothing and other supplies for the children every six
to twelve months. In 1622 the parish spent eighteen shillings, eleven pence for clothes
for Elizabeth Olave. For another parish girl fifteen months of age they purchased
two neck cloths, two blue aprons, two smocks, a pair of shoes, and a coat. The
churchwardens' accounts also record the expense of mending her clothes and shoes. 9
A more complete list of supplies is taken from the parish records of St. Pancras
Soper Lane. Goodwife Shott received four pounds of soap, four pounds of candles,
an upper coat, two pair of sleeves, one blanket, three blue aprons, one pair of hose,
eight clouts, one waist coast, and linen for one child.
Contrary to modern assumption, the parishes did not ignore their foundlings
once they had been placed with a nurse. Records show that many vestries demanded
a bond from each nurse, which was forfeit if the vestry found the children poorly
cared for. Nor was it uncommon for vestrymen to visit nurse children once a year. 10
Vestries frequently demanded a yearly accounting from each nurse on the care of a
child. In the case of Goody Pyth cited above, the vestry men oversaw her purchase of
clothes for a foundling in her care. If the parish did not send vestrymen to view the
children, they could be brought to London. St. Olave Jewry paid for horsehire and
other expenses when Richard Stevens brought Elizabeth Olave from Kent to the
parish in 1628, 1630, and 1632.
Nurses were also responsible for the education of their charges, both boys and
girls. Stephens received four shillings a year for the education of Elizabeth Olave.
Adam Whitehead received permission from the vestry to take Isaac Jewry from his
nurse in Hertford, school the boy for a year and teach him to write, then bind him as
11
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his apprentice. The nurse of Olave Jury received eight shillings, four pence each
year for her schooling. When Olave could read, she received a New Testament. By
1625 she was ready to be apprenticed to Robert Moore, who received £6 at the signing
of her indentures and fees of £7.3-4Vestries apprenticed their nurse children as soon as possible. They agreed with
James I who declared that youngsters brought up in idleness would "lead to their
utter overthrow, and the great prejudice of the commonwealth. "13 Learning a trade
enabled young men and women to earn a living thereby freeing the parish of any
future expense for them. Indentures of apprenticeship for foundlings were often
drawn up when the children were between eight and ten years of age. Consequently
their terms of apprenticeship were also longer, ranging from ten to fourteen years
rather than the customary seven or eight.
Boys were bound to finish the terms of their apprenticeship; girls were usually
released when they married. The vestrymen of St. Olave placed Charity Olave, a
poor child belonging to the parish, apprentice for ten years to Richard Core. The
parish paid Core £10 at the signing of her indentures at which time he promised to
"sufficiently educate her and raise her up in fear of God's true religion and in sewing
and reading and other good breeding fitting her condition." John Watkins of
Bassishaw Parish took Elizabeth Olave apprentice for twelve years with £10 from the
parish of St. Olave Jewry. He gave security to the parish to educate her in learning
and sewing for three or four years at least.'4
Poor children learned the trades of the poor like baking, brewing, sewing, and
button and ribbon making. Vestries occasionally questioned the wisdom of apprenticing children to these trades. So many already practiced the so-called housewifely
or domestic arts that jobs were not available to those finishing their training. But the
fees attached to such an apprenticeship were low, and masters were readily available.
Of course these occupations rarely allowed an apprentice to move higher economically or socially.
Matching apprentice to master was more a matter of availability and cost than
trying to match a child to a specific profession. The arrangements made by the parish lasted because there was no alternative. The children simply stayed with the masters found for them. But the relationship between apprentice and master sometimes
proved unworkable. Isaac Jewry, schooled by Master Whitehead to prepare him for
his apprenticeship, was so fractious that neither Whitehead nor his brother Charles
could handle the boy. "In both which places the said !sack Jury did so ill behave
himselfe that neither of the aforesaid persons would keepe the said !sack but hath
returned him into the parish again." Isaac was now over sixteen years old and in
12
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need of training. The parish "used all good measures to have placed him into a trade
but he proving so untowardly" that no permanent position resulted. No master would
take him as an apprentice regardless of how much the vestry offered to pay. The
vestry, at the end of its resources and unwilling to continue supporting Isaac, "thought
fit with the consent of the said Isack Jury to send him to Virginia. "15 This young man
soon joined the early settlers inJamestown.
Occasionally a transaction comparable to adoption took place. Richard Stevens
of Chiveney, Kent, husbandman, received £10 to discharge the parish of Elizabeth
Olave. The next year he expressed his willingness to keep Mary Olie [Olave] permanently and discharge the parish of her for £12.16 In 1623John Moore, who kept Olave
Jury, agreed for the sum of £6.13.4 to take sole charge of her, to educate her, and to
discharge the parish of her forever. Though Moore gave security to the parish that
he would keep her, the arrangement was not permanent because a short time later
Moore died. His son John, not bound by his father's agreement, returned the child
and £6 of the money given to his father by the parish. On her return, the vestry
decided Olave was old enough to apprentice and delivered her to Richard Bussey,
carpenter, with twenty nobles (£6.13.4) for a ten-year apprenticeship. Olave certainly
did not learn the carpenter's trade but was most likely trained in housewifely duties
by Bussey's wife.
Some historians have suggested that parochial officials took advantage of the
poor law to line their own pockets. If one refers to the enforcement of the poor law
after the turn of the eighteenth century, there is abundant evidence to support the
charge. Evidence of malfeasance in parish records, however, is almost completely
lacking during the seventeenth century. It is true that in 1647, a period of political
and economic confusion, the House of Lords required the lord mayor to "put into
execution the laws concerning the poor and rogues" because "by reason of unhappy
distractions of those times the putting of the Lawes into execution have been altogether neglected."17 But this speaks of neglect, not malfeasance. And according to
the parish records of most London churches, parochial aid continued as far as limited funds allowed during the Civil War and Interregnum.
There were factors that seem to have restrained abuse during the first century
of the Elizabethan Poor Law. The individual parish church had become a corporation, which could be sued for misuse of funds. In the case of private bequests, families often maintained considerable control over their endowments to the parish.
Also, auditors perused the parish accounts annually and could require at law any
offender to repair his financial indiscretions. In addition the wide agreement necessary among the vestrymen regarding investment and expenditure of funds left little
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room for serious abuse. It should be added that the growing influence of the Puritans and their conviction that all affairs, business and religious, should be practiced
in an ethical manner probably encouraged honesty in the handling of parish monies. Studies of approximately two-thirds of the extant parish records of London from
1620-1680 have yielded only two minor cases of misuse of funds. Both were caught
and corrected by the yearly audits. Neither of these cases occurred in the parish of
St. Olave.
The parish of St. Olavejewrywas remarkably efficient and effective in caring for
the children abandoned within its boundaries during the seventeenth century. The
parish acted much like an extended family, providing all the foundlings' needs from
discovery, through childhood, and into their apprenticeships. It became the parish of
residence of all it took in. With the privilege of residence came a guarantee that throughout their lives, each foundling could call on the parish for help in time of need.
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n the wake of the Second World War, the French government created a new agency
called the Ministry of Reconstruction and Urbanism (MRU) to tackle the work of
rebuilding cities damaged during the conflict. Architects and town planners undertook projects about which they only had been able to dream during the prewar years.
Reconstruction, however, also gave rise to a number of major debates that characterized the postwar era. This study delineates the main issues and debates that typified
reconstruction, tracks the evolution of these topics over time, and determines the
ways in which the French solved problems associated with rebuilding. 1
By 1951 government officials, architects, town planners, and sinistres established
the basic framework in which reconstruction and national land development proceeded, and they resolved the major conflicts that characterized the early years of
organization and rebuilding. Central issues of this period included (1) creating the
proper administrative system for reconstruction, (2) defining the architectural styles of
reconstruction, (3) determining war damages and the financing of reconstruction, (4)
dealing with the housing crisis by adopting new rent laws, prefabrication techniques,
and construction bonuses, and (5) formulating a national land development program
that encouraged the decentralization of population and industry from overcrowded
agglomerations to medium-sized cities. The French did not finish rebuilding until the
late 1950s, and their reconstruction efforts blended into an era of unprecedented new
construction that continued until the 1970s. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, however, they established the patterns that shaped town planning for decades to come.
Many of the issues of reconstruction and most of the tendencies in French
town planning did not emerge out of a practical or ideological void. Rather, experiences before and during the Second World War shaped the directions taken after
the conflict ended.3 Perhaps the most important was the chaotic reconstruction program that the government adopted after the First World War. 4 Counting on large
reparations from the Germans, the French government made full war damage payments to all sinistres. The state did not create an agency to oversee rebuilding, however,
nor did it require property owners to adhere to strict regulations. To pocket as much
cash as possible, proprietors of low income tenements often built cheap structures,
little better than the old ones, which quickly turned into slums.
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In 1919 and 1924 the Chamber of Deputies adopted urban development laws,
declaring town planning a necessity and requiring large cities to formulate plans for
renewal and expansion. Most of these blueprints, however, only provided broad outlines for future growth. They did not govern the redevelopment of existing structures or regulate the construction of individual city blocks (ilots). Nor was poor
planning the only problem facing French cities. Postwar rent control laws held rents
to such a low level that they stifled the housing industry by creating an artificial
disparity between construction costs on the one hand and the potential revenues
that could be collected from future tenants on the other. 5 As a result France soon
developed a housing problem, which spiraled into a disastrous crisis when the Second World War wrecked 1,847 towns and 2,000,000 of France's 10,000,000 homes. 6
Such conditions resulted in a reaction from concerned citizens. During the
interwar years, architects, urbanists, and technocrats like Louis Lacroix, Guillaume
de Tarde, Jean Royer, Andre Menabrea, Alphonse Roux, and Raoul Dau try began
calling for powerful national planning agencies, propagandistic town planning education, slum clearance, sanitation, light, air, green spaces, road construction, and
balanced population distribution between rural and urban areas.7 Their ideas concerning the need for central control and good planning laid the groundwork for the
reconstruction methods adopted by the French government both during and after
the Second World War.
Following the armistice of June 1940, Marshal Petain's government took up
the work of reconstruction but because of the strains of continued warfare, it completed few of its projects. Yet in terms of administration, the Vichy regime achieved
a great deal because it organized and centralized reconstruction and town planning
through laws approved in 1940, 1941, and 1943. This legislation gave decisive regulatory powers to two new agencies, the Commissariat ala Reconstruction Immobiliere (CRI)
and the Delegation Generak al 'Equipement National (DGEN), which handled individual
reconstruction projects and long term planning, respectively. Significantly, these laws
also guaranteed that the state would not pay indemnities to proprietors interested only
in pocketing money. The government reimbursed 80 to 90 percent of the cost of reconstruction (rather than estimated prewar property values), and it required the sinistres to
rebuild if they accepted such payments. Although the new laws and ministries had a
rough start and did little more than plan for the future, they provided French architects and urbanists with the authority they had desired for so manyyears. 8
After the liberation of France and the installation of Charles de Gaulle's Provisional Government in 1944, the state combined the CRI and DGEN into the Ministry of Reconstruction and Urbanism. The MRU began the work of mine and rubble
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clearance, erected provisional barracks for the sinistres, supervised property redistribution conducted by the sinistres, and organized plans for reconstruction.9 Raoul
Dautry, the first minister of reconstruction, retained Vichy's planning apparatus and
most of its personnel. Thus, Dautry insured a great deal of continuity between the
war years and the postwar period. The MRU also increased its authority and control
by instituting a centralized system of construction permits, forcing mayors to choose
architects and urbanists whom the MRU certified and requiring large cities to submit their reconstruction plans for official approval. n
Many contemporary press articles indicated that ordinary Frenchmen did not
quietly submit to the directives of the state. They actively, and often successfully,
resisted radical changes and forced architects to modify their designs. Although
guided by town planners' layouts for roads and zoning, the sinistres themselves carried out property redistribution through their own syndical associations. Proprietors
demanded-and usually obtained-the retention of traditional blocks with streetlevel shops and upper-level apartments despite the wishes of most town planners to
separate commercial and residential districts. Furthermore, traditional notions of
private property held on tenaciously in many French villages, where urbanists often
found themselves hard pressed to convince the inhabitants and the municipal councils to redistribute their property to allow for improvements like road realignment
and green spaces.
Numerous town planners complained that they could not accomplish their
goals because of the obstinacy and incomprehension of property owners. The urbanists called for propaganda that could convince people of the benefits of modern
ideas. They even hoped to make town planning part of children's civic education so
that future generations would be more pliable. The MRU held several housing expositions in Paris for the specific purpose of propagandizing its work and demonstrating the reasons that average Frenchmen should agree to new and seemingly radical
designs, like prefabricated homes, and the standardization of construction materials, like doors and windows. These shows, however, held from December 1945 onward, failed to produce popular support. In 1947 Eugene Claudius Petit, a deputy
from the Loire (UDSR) and future minister of reconstruction, called for an official
Charter of Urbanism-covering guidelines for roads, housing construction, and
population density-so that architects and town planners would be armed with legal
backing to force their plans on municipalities that resisted their advice. No such
charter ever made its way through the National Assembly, and by 1950, planners like
Roger Secretain and Jean Royer again noted the bad effect of public opinion on
their projects.'3 By the early 1950s the state's centralized approach to reconstruction
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became set, but so did the tensions between town planners on the one hand and the
local populace on the other.
Conflicts over style also raged during the postwar era. Organizations like the
Federation Rigionaliste Fran~aise argued for the maintenance of regional architectural
traditions. Architects like Charles Maillard, Le Corbusier, and Marcel Lods, however,
as well as Eugene Claudius Petit, the reconstruction minister, desired to build in
resolutely modern fashion.' 4 All these men opposed the imitation of historic styles
and the identical reconstruction of destroyed structures, no matter what their significance. They felt that the buildings were gone and that rebuilt ones were simply
fakes, not the originals. In fact these designers and policy makers argued that if
previous generations had been slaves to their history, then France would never have
possessed many of its architectural treasures, like the Louvre or Versailles. At the
time of their construction, such buildings were new and innovative monuments, not
bland copies of an ancient heritage. Hence many critics concluded that France should
not be afraid to move into bold new territory, as Le Corbusier did with his high-rise
"living machine," the unite d'habitation just outside Marseille.' 5
Nevertheless most architects and town planners adopted compromise solutions that fell somewhere between traditionalism and modernism. For example,Jean
Royer and Pol Abraham retained the "closed blocks" typical of Orleans, limited building heights to four stories, and adapted prefabricated construction techniques to
architectural models that resembled traditional buildings without necessarily copying them. Although prefabrication and standardization tended to make the reconstructed portions of Orleans a little bland, Royer and Abraham preserved the
character of the old city while providing a rational road network, slum clearance,
and modern facilities for the new parts of town. 16 The resistance of ordinary people
also compelled architects to change their plans. In Saint-Die popular opposition
resulted in the abandonment of Le Corbusier's reconstruction program for that city,
and in Nantes similar resistance necessitated the modification of G. Cheneau's functionalist proposals into more normal designs.' 7
No one architectural style dominated reconstruction. Le Corbusier built his
unite d 'habitation as the ideal expression of modernism at the same time Royer and
Abraham adapted modernism to traditionalism in Orleans. Ultimately compromises
between the traditional arid the modern were more typical than either identical
reconstruction or stark functionalism.' 8
Aside from disagreements over architectural styles, the sinistres opposed the
government's war damage policy, which provided partial reimbursement of reconstruction costs, as compared with the generous, post-1918 practice of integral reparation.
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The sinistres resented obligatory land reallocation and the requirement to rebuild if
they accepted state aid. But their anger focused primarily on the lack of complete
damage payments. This generalization applied to industrialists, small merchants,
landlords, and homeowners. In 1945 tenants joined the chorus by demanding full
reimbursement for moveable property losses, and many mayors called for a reconsideration of government policy in an effort to obtain as much reconstruction money
as possible.'9
In September 1945 the government promulgated so-called new indemnification ordinances, which merely reproduced most aspects of the system inherited from
Vichy. The state paid 90 percent of reconstruction costs for projects costing less than
800,000 francs and 80 percent in all other cases. If a sinistre chose not to rebuild, then
he received a small eviction compensation, and the state confiscated his property.2°
The government adopted most of its policies in an effort to avoid the mistakes that
followed the First World War. So under both Vichy and the Fourth Republic, the
state required land reallocation and planned reconstruction. The war damage policy,
however, also resulted from the extent of the devastation, the extraordinary cost of
reconstruction, the diversion of Marshall Plan aid from housing to major industries,
and the lack of substantial reparations from a divided Germany. 11
Poor funding held back rebuilding for years, as did military spending, which
during 1944 and 1945 absorbed most French reserves. In an attempt to reanimate the
economy and resurrect the coal and steel production upon which the construction
industry depended, the state devoted most of its resources to the Monnet Plan's
critical sectors-factories, mines, and transportation-rather than to the city centers and housing, which most concerned the MRU. With national resources and a
large portion of Marshall Plan aid going to the Monnet Plan, the MRU struggled to
fund its activities during the postwar years. Eventually the National Assembly turned
to foreign and domestic loans to pay for reconstruction. 21 The government also threw
much of the cost of rebuilding onto the sinistres themselves by issuing only partial
cash damage payments, with the balance handed out as securities with staggered
redemption dates stretching over multiple years, thus creating a forced loan in addition to the official bonds sold both in France and abroad. 13 This system never worked
well and resulted in meager amounts of permanent reconstruction compared with
the quick pace taken in neighboring countries. 24
Nonetheless the sinistres achieved some of their goals. The Confederation National.e
des Associations de Sinistres (CNAS), which grouped together war victim leagues from
across France, gained the support of the Socialists and MRP for integral reparation.
Even journalistic opinion leaders like Andre Chenebenoit (from the editorial staff
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of Le Monde) argued that the sinistres deserved full payment since that was the equitable standard adopted after World War l. 25 The mounting opposition forced the
government to change its policy. In October 1946 the Constituent Assembly adopted
a new law providing for complete restitution of war damages. This resembled post1918 regulations in many ways, but it still reserved central power for the MRU and
required the sinistres to rebuild to receive compensation. 26
The law of October 1946 did not end the controversy, for the sinistresfound the
MRU slow to pay. They were also upset by compensation in securities instead of cash.
Most distressing of all, the MRU behaved much like Jean Monnet's General Planning Commission, for it favored projects of national importance, meaning that sinistres
who owned factories, businesses, or strategically located land received reimbursements and loans before simple home owners. The MRU placed even less importance
on moveable property compensations since from the government's perspective, one
needed a house before one needed furniture. While such reasoning seemed logical
from a certain point of view, it made little sense for the millions of renters who had
lost their possessions during the war. Thus throughout the late 1940s and into the
early 1950s, the CNAS continued to demand (1) immediate restitution, no matter
who owned the property, (2) payment of moveable property damages, (3) compensation in cash rather than securities, and (4) access to expanded credit facilities.2 7
Over the years the sinistres organized demonstrations and conferences to highlight their plight. Compensation payments and housing construction, however, only
made marked improvement when the government (1) contracted enough national
loans and received enough foreign assistance to provide low-interest loans and substantial cash payments for the sinistres, and (2) devoted to reconstruction both Marshall
aid and significant national funds, with the MRU's budget increasing from 181 billion
francs in 1948 to 400 billion by 1952. 28
The housing crisis was another important issue of reconstruction. Not only
had the war left millions of Frenchmen homeless but millions more crowded into
unsanitary slums that the government hoped to replace with decent dwellings. Beyond interim measures like the construction of temporary barracks and the confiscation of unused accommodations, 29 the state developed three important policies to
deal with the housing situation.
Eugene Claudius Petit, who became minister of reconstruction in September
1948, proposed a law to raise rents over a five-year period and provide housing allowances to help families afford higher living costs. The bill encouraged private construction by once again making the housing market a profitable field for investment.
In spite of the opposition of the Communist Party and most tenants, deputies from
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the UDSR, SFIO, and MRP pushed the new bill through the National Assembly in
August 1948.3°
As Claudius Petit noted, however, raising rents provided only one part of the
answer to the housing crisis.3' The MRU also advocated prefabrication and standardization of construction materials, which helped speed up construction and lower
costs. By the early 1950s the use of standardized doors, windows, and kitchen equipment had become common. Some builders even divided on-site labor tasks into small
components to simulate assembly line methods. Numerous architects employed prefabrication-as at Orleans and Noisy-le-Sec-and in 1951 Claudius Petit launched a
five year program to encourage standardized housing. 32 Although these new techniques encountered some resistance, by 1951 they had become permanent features
of reconstruction because they were effective at both reducing costs and increasing
the pace of rebuilding.
Finally, Claudius Petit forced a program of construction bonuses through the
National Assembly in 1950. To encourage the private housing industry, the government paid contractors 500 francs per square meter for the first no square meters of
an individual house and the first 200 square meters of an apartment building. In
conjunction with this program, the government instituted a system of tax breaks on
land sales and construction, while the CreditFoncierand the Sous-ComptoirdesEntrepreneurs provided loans for up to 60 percent of building costs to proprietors who could
furnish the other 40 percent. The MRU also made loans less onerous for associations
that had contracted to build Habitations a Layer Madere (HLMs), the main form of
public housing in postwar France. 33
By 1951 the MRU could look back and see that increased payment of war damages, application of Marshall aid to reconstruction, rent increases, industrialization
of building practices, construction bonuses, tax breaks, and less restrictive loan policies were having the desired effects. Between 1944 and 1948, the French built only
55,414 housing units. In 1949 the nation produced 51,436 homes, and in 1950 the French
constructed 68,050 dwellings. Thus in 1949 and 1950 France built 64,072 more units
than in all the years between 1944 and 1948. Then in the first nine months of 1951 the
nation erected u2,ooo homes, a number just short of the totals for 1949 and 1950
combined. While the figures for 1949, 1950, and 1951 fell well below the 240,000 units
per year that Claudius Petit envisioned, they represented a definite improvement
and laid a firm foundation for the future. 34
The adoption of a National Land Development Plan in 1950 was the last big step
in French reconstruction policy. In March 1949 Claudius Petit created a national planning department within the MRU, and in February 1950 he presented his proposals to
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the Council of Ministers, which approved his general ideas. Special study commissions then worked out more specific programs for (1) rapid housing construction,
(2) a Directorate of National Land Development, (3) a National Fund for Land Development, and (4) industrialization of regional hubs to discourage people from
moving to the overcrowded Parisian suburbs.
From the point of view of Claudius Petit and his urbanists, reconstruction may
have been proceeding apace by 1950, but France lacked overall national direction
and financing for land use planning. Reconstruction of damaged cities could not
provide for future generations by itself. Rather the solution for the housing crisis lay
in eliminating the paradox of Parisian overdevelopment and regional underdevelopment. The government decided to promote decentralized industrialization by
improving the infrastructure of the countryside, by redirecting nationalized industries to outlying regions, by supplying tax breaks and economic incentives for companies to locate new operations in underdeveloped areas, by concentrating funds on
public housing projects in the provinces, by using building permits to discourage
construction in inappropriate locations, and even by building medium-sized new
cities that would provide ideal locations for people and businesses. The state also
worked for the amelioration of educational, cultural, and recreational opportunities
in smaller cities to make these places more appealing to residents and to halt the
current movement of the best and brightest to the capital. Urbanists working on
individual cities found themselves unable to deal with such large issues or to coordinate appropriate programs of action. A countrywide directorate, however, could take
a broad look at national deficiencies and find appropriate national solutions. 35
Claudius Petit sought a program, based within the MRU, that would be similar
in competency and funding to that of the General Planning Commission, which had
formulated the Monnet Plan and directed the country's economic development. If
France were to provide for its people, then the state needed to look at matters of
housing and town planning with the same degree of serious study given to coal and
steel production. So the government pushed through laws that gave it greater powers to limit land speculation and confiscate property for the public domain. 36 Combined with the money made available through the National Fund for Land
Development, the MRU now possessed enough resources to coordinate nationwide
industrial expansion, regional improvements, and housing production. By 1951 the
new agencies for National Land Development had accomplished little other than to
lay out proposals, but their work supplied the basis for the massive housing construction, provincial industrialization, and building of entirely new cities, which followed
during the late 1950s and the 1960s.
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Compared witµ its weak position before 1940, French town planning transformed itself into one of the major preoccupations of the French state by 1951. The
Second World War and its widespread destruction provided an opportunity for urbanists and architects to apply the designs they had formulated before the war, and
they took every advantage of the situation. During these early years, important debates focused on the administrative organization of state agencies, architectural designs, war damage payments, the housing crisis, and the national land use program.
The French created a centralized Ministry of Reconstruction and Urbanism, although
popular resistance continued to play a substantial role in determining how cities
were resurrected. Architecturally no one style dominated the late 1940s and early
195os-a situation due in equal measure to differing tastes among architects and
popular opposition to the most radical designs. The key to the pace of reconstruction was the problem with war damages and financing. As long as the MRU could
not afford to reimburse the sinistres for their losses, reconstruction remained in a
lethargic state. By 1951, however, the acquisition of more resources, rent increases,
standardized building techniques, construction bonuses, tax incentives, and accessible loans combined to produce a reanimated French housing industry, at least
compared with what it had been a few years earlier. National land development constituted the final piece of the new beginning in French town planning. Although
reconstruction was far from finished, the French began to look to the future and to
plan for construction and expansion rather than just reconstruction. In the process,
they pushed their way into a new decade that became a key part of whatJean Fourastie
called the thirty glorious years of postwar France. 37
ENDNOTES
r. Articles on town planning appeared in the daily newspaper Le M<mde, the periodicals LaReuue des deux
moruJes and L 'Illustration, and specialized journals like Urbanisme, L'ArchitedureJran{:aise, La Construction

moderne, Techniques et architecture, L'Architedure d'aujaurd'hui, and Oeuvres et maztres d'oeuvre.

2. The word sinistre liter.i.lly means a disaster victim, and in this case a victim of the war. The
French term, however, also carries the connotation of someone who has suffered material damages
in terms of a house, a store, a factory, or even moveable property. Because sinistre has a more
expansive meaning than the English word victim, the former is employed in this essay.
3. See Pierre Garet, "Preface," Urbanisme: revue fran{:aise, 26e annee, #57 (1958): 247. Writing in 1958,
Pierre Garet, the minister of reconstruction, noted that when one reviewed the articles published
in Urbanisme since its founding in 1932, one could see the continuities in French town planning
since the interwar period. lri this special issue of the journal, the editors republished a number of
past articles they found particularly important. Hence, this installment of Urbanismeis an excellent
source of information on the evolution of town planning ideas.
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4. Andre Chastel, "Ou en est l'urbanisme fran{:ais? I. La Derniere chance," Le Monde, 13June 1947, r.
5. Even in 1948-49 the French spent only 1 percent of national income on rent, which made
French rents among the cheapest in the Western world. As a nation, the French spent far more
on alcohol and tobacco than they did on housing. See Eugene Claudius Petit, "M. Claudius Petit
defend la loi sur les loyers," Le Monde, 3 February 1949, 4; "En 1948 les Fran{:ais ont depense 30
milliards pour leurs loyers, 204 milliards pour leur tabac," Le Monde, 8 March 1949, 4; and "L'Union
de la propriete batie demande que les loyers soient augmentes," Le Monde, 31January 1951, 4.
6. On the prewar housing problem, see Georges Sebille, "Les Amenagements d'ilots," Urbanisme
26e annee, #57 (1958): 262 (compilation of Sebille's articles from 1932 and 1936). On the postwar
housing crisis, see Chastel, "La Derniere chance," 1-2.
7. The following articles appeared in Urbanisme 26e annee, #57 (1958). The original dates of
publication are listed after the article titles. Louis Lacroix, "Considerations generales en matiere
d'introduction," (1932): 250-53, and "Urbanisme rural" (1933): 269; Guillaume de Tarde, "Le{:on
de l'urbanisme marocain," (1932): 26o;Jean Royer, "Un Centred' etudes et de recherches," (1934):
270 [Royer had edited Urbanisme since its founding in 1932]; Andre Menabrea, "Appel au sentiment
public," (1932): 265, "Sur Albert Calmette" (1933): 268, and "Necessite d'un plan d'amenagement
national," (1937): 274; Alphonse Roux, "L'Urbanisme dans l'universite" (1932): 266; Raoul Dautry,
"Decrets-lois de 1935," (1935): 271 (Dau try was a railroad engineer who had planned housing projects
for railroad workers during the interwar years. Because of his famed organizational prowess, he
served as Armaments Minister in 1939 and 1940 and as the first Minister of Reconstruction and
Urbanism from 1944 to 1946).
8. For good summaries of the administrative system established by Vichy, see Paul-Emile Cadilhac,
"Comment construire la France nouvelle?" L1llustration, 99e annee (26 May 1941): no page
numbering; first article; Andre Leconte, "L'Architecture et la reconstruction," L'Architecture
Jranraise, 4e annee, #29 (March 1943): 2, 8; B. S. Townroe, "Qualified Planners: France Points the
Way," TheArchit£cts'journal,ro2 (4 October 1945): 242; RobertAuzelle, 'Town Planning Administration in
France, 1945-1955," T(JU,n Planning Reuiew 26 (April 1957): 13-17; Daniele Voldman, La Reamstruction des
mlles fran!XJ,ises deI940 aI954: Histoire d'unepolitique (Paris: L'Harmattan, 1997), 47-68; and Remi Baudoui,
"Between Regionalism and Functionalism: French Reconstruction from 1940 to 1945," in Rebuilding
Europe's Bombed Cities, ed. Jeffry M. Diefendorf (New York: St Martin's Press, 1990), 31-35.
9. "Le Plan de M. Dautry," Le Monde, 26 December 1944, 2; "Un Expose de M. Dautry," Le Monde, 19
January 1945, 2; "L'Equipement national," Le Monde, 2 February 1945, 2; "La Reconstruction
d'Amiens," Le Monde, 13 March 1945, 2; "La Conference des commissaires regionaux," Le Monde, 5
April 1945, 2; "Les Problemes de la reconstruction," Le Monde, 4 May 1945, 6; "Les Progres de la
reconstruction," Le Monde, 29 June 1945, 2; "La Refonte des lois sur la reconstruction: huit
ordonnances paraissent au Journal officiel," Le Monde, 12 September 1945, 4; 'Trois discours
radiodifuses," Le Monde, 25 September 1945, 2.
ro. Dautry's light purge ofVichyite personnel was a symbolic gesture. The majority of wartime
bureaucrats remained at their posts. "L'Assemblee consultative adopte le budget de la
reconstruction," Le Monde, 7 March 1945. During the period under consideration, the following
men served as inisters of reconstruction and urbanism: Raoul Dautry (16 November 1944 to 22
January 1946), Fran{:ois Billoux (27 January 1946 to 28 November 1946),Jules Moch (minister of
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public works, transportation, and reconstruction, 16 December 1946 to 16 January 1947), Rene
Schmitt (under-secretary of state for reconstruction, 18 December 1946 to 16January 1947), Charles
Tillon (22January 1947 to 4 May 1947) ,Jean Letourneau (9 May 9 1947 to 23 November 1947), Rene
Coty (24 November 1947 to September 1948), and Eugene Claudius Petit (n September 1948 to 23
December 1952). See Voldman, La Reconstruction des viUes franfaises, 446.
n. On the retention of Vichyite officials, see "Au Ministere de la reconstruction," Le Monde, 27
April 1945, 2. For arguments in favor of centralization and national planning, see Henri Solente,
"Les Conditions de la Reconstruction," Le Monde, 22-23 April 1945, 3;Jean Canaux, "Urbanisme en
dur," Urbanisme 14e annee (1945): 10-n; Claudius Petit, "Contribution a un urbanisme fran~ais,"
Urbanisme ,16e annee (May 1947): 80; Claudius Petit, "La Maison des hommes," Urbanisme 19e
annee, #5-6 (1950): 2. For information on construction permits, see Rene Vigier, "Le Permis de
construire," Urbanisme 19e annee, #1-2 (1950): 68-69; and Vigier, "Chronique du permis de
construire," Urbanisme 19e annee, #3-4 (1950): 67. For summaries of the administration of
reconstruction, see Chaste!, "La Derniere chance," 1-2; Townroe, "Qualified Planners," 242;
"Reconstruction in France: The Organization and Planning Control," The Architects'journal 105
(19June 1947): 519;Jean Alaurent, "Reconstruction and Planning in France,"Journal of the Town
Planning Institute37 (June 1951), 180,183; Auzelle, 'Town Planning Administration in France," 7-n;
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fran~ais? IX. Pour conclure," Le Monde, 29-30 June 1947, 2; H. Sabatier, "La Reconstruction des
immeubles d'habitation sinistres," Urbanisme 19e annee, #5-6 (1950): 22-24.
13. Chaste!, "La Derniere chance,"1-2; LouisJarrige, "L'Urbanisme au lycee," Urbanisme 19e annee,
#1-2 (1950): 56-57; Claudius Petit, "Connaissance de l'urbanisme," Urbanisme 19e annee, #3-4 (1950):
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Andre Chenebenoit, "L'Exposition de la reconstruction nous propose la maison de demain," Le
Monde, 6 December 1945, 5; "La Semaine d'information du logement a commence hier," Le Monde,
27-28 October 1949, 4; Claudius Petit, "Contribution a un urbanisme fran~ais," 80; Secretain,
"L'Opinion publique," Urbanisme 19e annee, #1-2 (1950): 3-4; Royer, "Le Jour mondial de
l'urbanisme," Urbanisme 19e annee, #3-4 (1950): 4; "Le 8 novembre a ete le jour mondial de
l'urbanisme," Le Monde, 10 November 1950, 9.
14. "Un Voeu de la Federation regionaliste fran~aise," Le Monde, 4-5 February 1945, 2; Charles
Maillard, "Comment sauver nos villes d'art blesses?" La Construction moderne 61 (July 1945): 69-73;
Le Corbusier, "Urbanisme 1946: les travaux ontcommence!" L'Architectured'aujourd'hui, 17e annee
(December 1946): 3-4; Le Corbusier, "Immeuble d'habitation collectif type LS.A.I a Marseille,"
L 'Architecture d 'aujourd 'hui 17e annee (December 1946): 4. On Lods, see Chas tel, "Allons-nous vers
la cite ideale?" 4. For Claudius Petit's views, see Claudius Petit, "Contribution a un urbanisme
fran~ais," 80-81; Claudius Petit, "La Maison des hommes," 3.
15. Le Corbusier, "Urbanisme 1946: les travaux ont commence!" 3-4; Le Corbusier, "Immeuble
d'habitation collectif type LS.A.I. a Marseille," 4; C. J. Gignoux, "La Vie economique:
reconstructions," La Revue des deux mondes #21 (1 November 1953): 138-39; Chenebenoit, "La Cite
verticale de Marseille apportera-t-elle une solution au probleme de !'habitation collective?" Le
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16. Maillard, "Comment sauver nos villes d'art blesses?" 72-73; Pierre Chevalier, "Les Grandes
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"L'Assemblee consultative adopte le budget de la reconstruction," Le Monde, 7 March 1945, 3; "Le
Congres des maires de communes sinistrees," Le Monde, 30 March 1945, 2; "M. Raoul Dautry au
Creusot," Le Monde, 14July 1945, 4.
20. "Le Probleme de la reconstruction," Le Monde, 23 August 1945, 2; "Le Taux du financement des
dommages de guerre immobiliers," LeMonde, 2-3 September 1945, 2; Chenebenoit, "Les Problemes
de la reconstruction," Le Monde, 21 September, 1945, 2; "La Refonte des lois sur la reconstruction,"
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September 1945.
21. "L'Assemblee consultative adopte le budget de la reconstruction," Le Monde, 7 March 1945, 3;
"Le Cout de la reconstruction," Le Monde, 18-19 March 1945, 3; "Budget de la reconstruction," Le
Monde, 1January 1946, 3; "Les Attributions du ministere de la reconstruction et de l'urbanisme,"
Le Monde, 21 March 1945, 4; "Le Reglement des dommages de guerre," Le Monde, 30 March 1945, 2;
"Le Congres des maires sinistres," Le Monde, 31 March 1945, 5; Henri Solente, "Les Conditions de la
reconstruction," Le Monde, 22-23 April 1945, 3; "M.M. Dau try et Parodi se rendent en Allemagne,"
Le Monde, 27 April 1945, 2; "Les Problemes de la reconstruction," Le Monde, 4 May 1945, 6; "Les
Progres de la reconstruction," 29June 1945, 2; "Le Bilan de la guerre et les reparations: le dossier
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23. "La Refonte des lois sur la reconstruction," Le Monde, 12 September 1945, 4; " 'Les Titres
d'indemnite de dommages de guerre doivent etre mobilisables,' estime le president de la
Confederation des sinistres," Le Monde, 29 January 1949, 5; "M. Claudius Petit repond aux critiques
formulees contre la remise aux sinistres de titres non negociables," Le Monde, 1 February 1949, 3;
"Le Conseil de la Republique adopte des voeux en faveur des sinistres et des entreprises
personnelles," Le Monde 1 19 February 1949, 5; "En 1950 les sinistresprioritaires seront exclusivement
payes en especes," Le Monde, 26 November 1949, 7.
24. By 1948, France had built an average ofless than 20,000 housing units per year, whereas Britain
had constructed 20,000 homes per month.
25. "Assemblee constituante: la reconstruction et la reparation des dommages de guerre," Le
Monde , 16 March 1946, 8; Chastel, "Ou en est la reconstruction? Les projets de M. Fran~ois
Billoux," Le Monde, n May 1946, 3; "Les Partis politiques et les revendications des sinistres," Le
Monde, 2-3 June 1946, 3; "A l'Assemblee constituante: de bat sans ampleur sur la reparation des
dommages de guerre,'' Le Monde, n-12 August 1946, 3: Chenebenoit, "Les Dommages de guerre:
l'impot des ruines," Le Monde, 1-2 September 1946, 3.
26. Fran~ois Billoux, a Communist deputy and the Minister of Reconstruction in 1946, proposed
the war damage legislation. However, he wanted to limit integral reparation to 2,000,000 francs,

beyond which the MRU would pay a regressive percentage of the bill. Billoux intended his proposal
to disfavor the wealthy, but the GNAS gained support from the Socialists and MRP for integral
reparation. Desiring to please their constituents, most Communist deputies also voted for complete
compensation. "Un Projet de loi sur les dommages de guerre sera depose la semaine prochaine,"
Le Monde, 8-9 September 1946, 4; "Le Conseil des ministres envisage le referendum pour le debut
d'octobre. 11 approuve le projet sur la reparation des dommages de guerre et decide de faire
activer les operations de reclassement de la fonction publique," Le Monde, 12 September 1946, 8;
"Les Associations de sinistres protestent contre le projet Billoux," Le Monde, 18 September 1946, 3;
"Un Grand meeting de sinistres aLisieux," Le Monde, 29-30 September 1946, 4; "Dans la bousculade
d'une fin de session l'Assemblee Constituante a adopte la loi electorale, afixe les cas d'inegibilite
et a pose les principes de la reparation des dommages de guerre," Le Monde, 6-7 October 1946, 3;
Chenebenoit, "La Reparation des dommages de guerre: charte, truelle et volonte," Le Monde, 19
October 1946, 1-2; Sabatier, "La Reconstruction des immeubles d'habitation sinistres," 22; Loi no.
46-2369 of 28 October 1946, Journal of.fidel, 29 October 1946; Eric Duhamel, "Les Sinistres: objet et
enjeu politique," in Les Reconstructions en Europe, 1945-1949, ed. Dominique Barjot, Remi Baudoui:,
and Daniele Voldman (Paris: Editions Complex, 1997), 236-237.
27. "Les Associations de sinistres manifesteront le 28 septembre," Le Monde, 21-22 September 1947,

5; "L'Assemblee nationale a vote le projet sur les societes cooperatives et les associations syndicales
de reconstruction," Le Monde, 19 March 1948, 4; "Le Congres des sinistres," Le Monde, 18-19 April
1948, 5; "'Les Sinistresauront la direction de leur reconstruction,' declare M. Rene Coty,'' Le Monde
, 20 April 1948, 5; "Le Budget de la reconstruction devant l'Assemblee, M. Barange demande un
plan d'ensemble pour la S.N.C.F. et la flotte de commerce," Le Monde, 25 March 1950, 4; "Les
Dommages mobiliers accordes aux sinistres," Le Monde, 23 May 1950, 4; "Les Sinistres reclament le
vote des mesures prevues par la loi de reparation des dommages de guerre," Le Monde, 28-29
January 1951, 5; "Les Industriels et les commer~ants sinistres reclament le remboursement de leurs
depenses de reconstruction,'' Le Monde, 1 February 1951, 4.
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28. "Au Comite national des groupements d' emprunts pour la reconstruction," Le Monde, 4--5July 1948,
7; "Emprunt des si,nistres," Le Monde, 8 December 1948, 8; ''Importante audition de M. Claudius Petit ala
commission de la reconstruction," Le Monde, I7 December 1948, 4; ''Emprunt des si,nistres," Le Monde, 22
December 1948, n; "M. Claudius Petit et les si,nistres examinent en commun les problemes de la
reconstruction," LeMonde, 31 May 1949, 4; ''La Confederation des si,nistrisreclame pour la reconstruction
la priorite dans les investissements," Le Monde, n October 1949, 5; "En 1950 les si,nistresprioritaires seront
exclusivement payes en especes," Le Monde, 26 November 1949, 7; "Comment seront payes, en 1950, les
si,nistrisnon prioritaires," LeMonde, 1February 1950, 4; '1.'Assemblee nationale augmente le credit pour
la reparation des dommages mobiliers," Le Monde, 30 March 1950, 4; '1.e Financement du programme
du logement," Le Monde, 31January 1951, 4; "Une partie de l'aide Marshall servira a construire des
logements," Le Monde, 5 May 1951, 12.
29. On the condition of the slums, see Suquet-Bonnaud, 'Taches sur le visage de la France," 58-59;
Robert Garric, "2e millenaire de Paris: portrait de Paris X, Paris et son peuple," La Revue des deux
mondes#9 (1 May 1951): 22; and Jean Lemoine, ''De !'habitation al'urbanisme," Techniques et archit,ecture
19e annee, #4 Uuly 1959): 71-73- On housing requisition, see "La Legislation sur la requisition des
locaux d'habitation sera prorogee." Le Monde, 14 October 1948, 8. Note that most "temporary"
dwellings became permanent. In Brest, for example, the barracks eventually housed the poorest
city residents and were not razed until the mid-197os.
30. "La Nouvelle legislation sur les loyers," Le Monde, 29-30 August 1948, 5; "La Nouvelle legislation
sur les loyers," Le Monde, 1 September 1948, 4; "Definitivement mise au point, la loi sur les loyers
est promulguee," Le Monde, 3 September 1948, 4; "Les Decrets d'application de la loi sur les loyers
seront prets pour le 1er janvier prochain," Le Monde , 5 November 1948, 8; Chenebenoit, "Le
Probleme du logement: un peu de clarte sur les loyers," Le Monde, 6 November 1948, 3;
"L'Application de la nouvelle legislation sur les loyers," Le Monde, 24 November 1948, 4; "Les
Adaptations regionales de certaines dispositions sur les loyers," Le Monde, 5-6 December, 1948, 3;
Georges de Chamberet, "Les Divers formes d'intervention de l'etat en matiere de financement
de !'habitation," Urbanisme 19e annee, #5-6 (1950): 18-19; M. Billion, "Les Allocations de logement,"
Urbanisme 19e annee, #5-6 (1950): 52-53.
31. "Les Decrets d'application de la loi sur les loyers seront prets pour le 1er janvier prochain," Le

Monde, 5 November 1948, 8; " 'Il faudra vingt ans pour construire cinq million de logements,'
estime M. Claudius Petit,'' Le Monde , 18 December 1948, 3; " 'Pour terminer la reconstruction
avant 1960 il faut que la France fasse un effort plus grand,' declare M. Claudius Petit,'' Le Monde,
22 November 1949, 4; "Les Efforts des pays etrangers en matiere de reconstruction sont plus
importants que le notre," Le Monde, 30 November 1949, 4; " 'Il faut construire vingt mille logements
par mois pendant trente ans,' declare M. Claudius Petit aux senateurs,'' Le Monde, 1 December
1949, 4; "La C.F.T.C. presente sa 'charte de !'habitat,' "Le Monde, 28 January 1950, 4.

32. Jean Canaux, "De !'architecture a l'urbanisme,'' Oeuvres et Maitres d'oeuvre 3e annee, #n-12
(1948): 49-51; "A l' Assemblee nationale: les constructions scolaires privees ne seront pas
subventionnees par l'Etat," Le Monde , n March 1949, 3. For an example of prefabricated
reconstruction, see the previous discussion of Jean Royer and Pol Abraham's work in Orleans.
On Noisy-le-Sec, the MRU's experimental housing project near Paris, see Chaste!, "Une experience
sociale autant que technique: la maison du XXe siecle s'elabore a Noisy-le-Sec,'' Le Monde, 27
August 1949, 5; Jean Royer, "A propos de !'industrialisation du batiment,'' Urbanisme 19e annee, #3-4
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(1950): 68. On the efficacy of "assembly line" methods, see A Chaulet, "Pour renover les techniques de
la construction. I. Les Causes de la crise du logement en France," Le Monde, 15 August 1950, 4; Chaulet,
"Pour renover les techniques de la construction. II. L'Organisation rationelle des entreprises du
batiment," Le Monde, 16 August 1950, 4. On Claudius Petit's five year plan, see Le Monde, 18-19 March
1950, 4 (short notice; no author or title listed); "Une expose de M. Claudius Petit sur le programme
quinquennal de construction normalisees," Le Monde, 6 April 1951, 9.
33. "'De no ooo a 135 ooo logements peuvent etre edifies cette annee,' estime M. Claudius Petit," Le
Monde, 9 May 1950, 4; Marcel Tardy, "Au Centre national pour 1' amelioration de !'habitation," Le Monde
, 9June 1950, 1; ''Le Programme d' aide a la construction des logements va enfin entrer en application,"
Le Monde, 25July 1950, 6; "Comment seront attribues les primes et les prets a la construction," Le Monde
, 5August 1950, 8; "Une nouvelle loi sur l'aide a la construction," Le Monde, 15 August 1950, 4; Georges de
Chamberet, ''Les Diversformes d'intervention de l'etaten matiere de financementde !'habitation," 19;
P. Isaac, ''Les Primes a la construction," Urbanisme19e annee, #5-6 (1950): 49-50;]. Kreitrnann, ''Les Prets
speciaux a la construction," Urbanisme19e annee, #5'-6 (1950): 50-51; M. Seguin, ''Les Allegements fiscaux
en faveur de la construction," Urbanisme19e annee, #~-6 (1950): 54-55. On the HLM program, see Charles
Pranard, ''Depuis les premieres lois pour !'amelioration de !'habitation populaire ... le chemin parcouru,"
Urbanisme 19e annee, #5-6 (1950): 6-ro; Jean Charlet, "L'Intervention de 1' etat clans le secteur semipublic des H.L.M. en matiere d'accession a la propriete: cooperation et credit immobilier," Urbanisme
19e annee, #5-6 (1950), 39-41.
34. Tardy, "Au Centre national pour !'amelioration de !'habitation," 1; ''Bulletin de la semaine: la
construction des logements," Le Monde eamomique et financier, II June 1950, I; ''La Construction des

logements en France," Le Monde eamomique et financier, 3June 1951, I; "'Une maison construite, et voila
des esprits apaises,' declare a Lyon M. Claudius Petit," Le Monde, 14 March 1951, 8; " 'Le Plafond des prets
a la construction va etre releve,' confirme M. Claudius Petit," Le Monde, 18 December 1951, 5.
35. Claudius Petit, ''Pour un plan national d'amenagement du territoire," Urbanisme 19e annee, #r-2
(1950): 7-13; Claudius Petit, ''Responsabilite de l'urbaniste,'' Urbanisme19e annee, #r-2 (1950): 1-2; Claudius
Petit, "La Maison des hommes," 2-3; Andre Prothin, "Urbanisme et habitation,'' Urbanisme19e annee,
#r-2 (1950): 5-6; "En Conseil des ministres M. Claudius Petit expose un plan national d' amenagement
du territoire," Le Monde, 18 March 1950, 12; " 'Le Programme de construction de logements ou d'usines
ne peut etre abandonne a l'empirisme,' estime M. Claudius Petit,'' Le Monde, 6 April 1950, 12; ''Une
nouvelle loi sur l'aide a la construction," Le Monde, 15 August 1950, 4; Royer, "La Reorganization du
Comite National d'Urbanisme," Urbanisme19e annee, #r-2 (1950): 14; ''Le Conseil municipal recherche
les moyens de favoriser la construction," Le Monde, ro March 1951, 6; Alaurent, ''Reconstruction and
Planning in France," 184-87; Georges Pilliet, "Realisation des ensembles," Urbanisme 25e annee, #54
(1957): 103; Auzelle, 'Town Planning Administration in France," 32-H; Voldman, La Reconstruction des
villes Jranraises, 400-410. For early ideas regarding satellite cities, see Chastel, "Comment 'refaire' une
ville," 4; Chastel, "Ou en est l'urbanisme fran(ais? VI. Buildings etjardins,'' LeMonde, 21June 1947, 3; and
Pierre Lavedan, "2e millenaire de Paris: portrait de Paris IV, Paris et l'urbanisme,'' La Revue des deux
nwndes#3 (1 February 1951): 44436.Jacqueline Sialelli, "Acquerir le sol pour constuire," Urbanisme19e annee, #5-6 (1950): 14-15; StefanCecil Tyrbas, ''Pouvoirs publics et marche des terrains a batir,'' Urbanisme, 19e annee, #5-6 (1950): 16-17.
37. Jean Fourastie, Les Trente glmieuses ou la revolution invisible de I946 aI975 (Paris: Fayard, 1975).
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Constitution

I.

The name of this organization shall be the South Carolina Historical Association.

IL The objects of this Association shall be to promote historical studies in the state of
South Carolina, to bring about a closer relationship among persons living in this state
who are interested in history, and to encourage the preservation of historical records.
III. Membership shall be open to anyone interested in the objectives of the Association. Annual dues shall be determined by the Executive Committee.
After having been a member of the Association for ten years and upon reaching
the age of sixty-five, any member may be designated an emeritus member by the secretary. Emeritus members have all the rights and privileges of membership without being
required to pay the annual dues.
Student members shall pay annual dues at half-rates.
IV. The officers shall be president, vice-president, secretary, and treasurer; these shall
be elected at each annual meeting. The Executive Committee shall normally nominate
one person for each office. The vice-president shall be the automatic nominee for
president. Nomination from the floor may be made for any office.
Officers shall have the duties and perform the functions customarily attached to
their respective offices with such others as may from time to time be prescribed.
V. The Executive Committee . shall be composed of the officers, the editor of The
Proceedings, and three other members elected for a term of three years. The duties of
the Executive Committee shall be to fix the date and place of the annual meeting, to
attend to the publication of The Proceedings, to prepare a program for the annual meeting, to prepare a list of nominations for the officers of the Association as provided in
Article IV, to supervise the expenditures of the Association's funds, and such other
duties as may from time to time be assigned to them by the Association. There shall be
such other committees as the president may appoint, or be instructed to appoint, by
resolutions of the Association.

VI. There shall be an annual meeting of the Association at the time and place
appointed by the Executive Committee.
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VII. A The Association shall publish annually its proceedings to be known as The
Proceedings of the South Carolina Historical Association. It shall contain the minutes of the
annual meeting together with such papers and documents selected by the Executive
Committee. Each fifth year, The Proceedings shall include a copy of the constitution of
the Association. At least every five years, The Proceedings shall include a current list of
the membership.
B. All papers read at the annual meeting shall become the property of the
Association except as otherwise may be approved by the Executive Committee.
C. The Executive Committee shall annually elect an editor of The Proceedings
who shall have authority to appoint an associate editor and shall be a member of the
Executive Committee.

VIII. In the event of dissolution, the remaining assets of the Association, if any, shall
be donated by the Executive Committee to another organization which shares the
objects and aims of the Association.
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IX. The Publication Endowment Fund exists to supplement the income available
for the publication of The Proceedings. Contributions may be made by anyone, and they
will be acknowledged in writing.
The Fund will be administered by three trustees: the president, the treasurer,
and the editor of The Proceedings. The trustees shall invest the Fund so as to obtain a
secure and steady income and report annually to the membership the status of the
Fund.
The trustees may designate annually a sum no greater than 80 percent of the
earnings of the Fund to defray the cost of printing The Proceedings and add the surplus
of earnings each year to the principal.
Should the Executive Committee determine that the Fund is no longer necessary for the purpose for which it was established, they shall recommend that this Article
be removed from the constitution. If the Fund is liquidated, the Executive Committee
shall make an unrestricted gift of the principal to the endowment fund of the University of South Caroliniana Society or similar historical repository in South Carolina and
transfer the balance of the earnings to the treasury of the Association.

1e and place

X.
The constitution may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the members present
at the annual meeting.
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A Notice to Contributors Concerning Style

T

he editorial committee invites submission of manuscripts from a~thors of papers
presented at the annual meeting. On the recommendation of reviewers; manuscripts may be published in The Proceedings of the South Carolina Historical Association.
In general, manuscripts should not exceed 4500 words, about eighteen pages
including endnotes. As soon as possible after the annual meeting, authors should
submit two hard copies of their paper to the editor for review. If ~ccepted for publi~
cation, a final corrected copy must be submitted in two formats: one hard copy and
one electronic copy. The hard copy must be marked up for style-i.e. showing quote
marks, italics, and the like. The electronic copy must be on an IBM-compatible disk
and saved without formatting, using "save as text only," in Word Perfect 5.1 or
Microsoft Word. Please include your name, article title, and software ver~ion on the
disk label. Be sure to mail the disk to the editor in a protective envelope. The electronic copy should use 12 point type in Times New Roman font.
Do not include a title page. Put the title of your paper and your name at the top
of the first page. Number the pages of your paper only on the hard copy.
Please use margins of one inch throughout your paper. Text should be s1ngle
spaced, flush left, and double spaced between paragraphs. Space only once between
a period and the next word and indent quotations of five or more lines without
quotation marks.
Documentatiori should be provided in endnotes, not at the foot of each page.
At the end of the text of your paper, double space then type the word "endnotes."
Underneath, begin the first note with the Arabic numeral followed by a period and
then the text of the endnote. Endnotes should be flush left and single spaced. Endnote
numeral~ should be on the margin, not raised. If your word processing system demands the raised footnote .numeral, it will be acceptable.
Foreign words and titles of publications should be italicized.
The Proceedings of the South Carolina Historical Association adheres to the most
recent edition of the Chicago Manual of Style for punctuation, endnotes, and general usage. When using dates, please put the day first, then the month, and then
the year, all without punctuation. Please avoid the use of gender titles-Mr., Mrs.,
Miss, etc. Refer to women by their last names and designate United States citizens
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of African descent as "African Americans" (not hyphenated) as frequently as possible. Do not capitalize black or white when used as a reference to race. Do not apply
terms that are gender specific to mixed groups, and avoid the awkward construction
of "he/ she." When compiling endnotes, do not use "p." before the page number,
and follow Section 8.67 of the Manual for citations to inclusive pages.
The Proceedings of the South Carolina Historical Association prefers 'lowercase' usage in capitalization. For example, titles such as president, general, ambassador, etc.,
should appear in lowercase except when followed by a proper name.
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Minutes of the Seventieth Annual Meeting of the South
Carolina Historical Association
4 March 2000

T

he seventieth annual meeting of the South Carolina Historical Association con
vened at the Greer Campus of Greenville Technical College in Greer, South Carolina on Saturday, March 4, 2000. Registration began at 8:30 AM in the Student Service
Center with able assistance provided the secretary and treasurer by Dr. Norman Raiford
and other faculty members of the college. More than ninety members and guests registered
for the meeting on a mild and sunny March day. The first presentation sessions of the program assembled under the guidance of Fritz Hamer began at 9:30 AM.
Se&gon I-A. .Architecture, History and Preservation in South Carolina was chaired by John
Sherrer who also provided comments. William J. Mathias, USC Columbia, gave a presentation followed by M. Reid Counts, University of Nebraska at Kearny, who presented ''Robert
Mills: America's First Architect-Contributions to CriminalJustice." Kevin Allen, USC Columbia, next gave a paper entitled, "Showplace: The Restoration and Interpretation of Rose Hill
Plantation, 1943-1960."
Se&gon 1-B. Religiom Doctrine to Witchcraft featured papers by Linda Hayner, Bob Jones
University, on ''Foundlings of St Olave, Jewry, 1620-1660"; Robert Figueira, Lander University, on ''Papal Reserved Powers---&>me Decretist Texts"; and Stephanie Borick, Converse
College, on ''Power Through Accusations: Women and Witch Hunting in Early Modem
England." Bill Brockington, USC Aiken, served as session chair and moderator.
Following a short break, the second morning sessions commenced.
Session II-A. Athletics and the Upstate was moderated by Don Roper of Piedmont,
South Carolina. It featured a panel of four former stars organized around the theme,
'Textile Sports: The Older We Get the Better We Look." Panel members described life,
sports and work in mill towns. The panelists wereJohnny Copple ofAnderson, Willie Bishop
ofTaylors,Joe Anders of Brandon Mills, and Milford ''Punchy" Howard of Piedmont
Se&gon Il-B. World War Il: From Ideology to Reality was chaired by Gus Williamson, USC
Columbia, who also served as commentator. Three papers were given. Valdis Lumans, USC
Aiken-'The Ideological Significance of Resettlement of Ethnic Germans, 1939-1941"; Aldas
Smith, Honea Path, South Carolina-"A Soldier's Legacy: Ralph D. Smith, 1921-1999--Soldier and Musician"; and W. Brian Newsome, USC Columbia-"ANew Beginning: The Early
Years of French Reconstruction and Town Planning."
Session Il-C. South Carolina Since 1945 featured three papers. Nat Pendleton, South
Carolina State Museum, presented 'The End of the Big Freeze: The Start of Television
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in South Carolina." His paper was followed by that of Kevin Morris, Greenville Technical College, on "Evolution of the SC Technical Education System, 1961-1991." The third
paper was presented by Marko Maunula, UNC Chapel Hill, on "Globalization Comes
to Carolina: Spartanburg's Reverse Investment Plan, 1950-1990." Stephen Lowe, Lartder
University, served as chair and commentator.
Following the morning sessions, members and guests gathered at 12:45 PM for
lunch, a speaker and the business meeting. SCHA President Katherine Cann,
Spartanburg Methodist College, opened the luncheon meeting by introducing Norman
Raiford, representing our institutional host, who welcomed the SCHA to the Greer
campus with a short review of the development of Greenville Technical College.
President Cann next introduced the speaker, Michael Green, Professor of American Studies, UNC Chapel Hill. Professor Green spoke on 'john C. Calhoun and the
'Crisis of Indian Affairs.'" The talk described efforts of Calhoun as Secretary of War in
the Monroe cabinet to alter Indian policy in the Old Southwest by viewing Native Americans as subjects dealt with by law instead of sovereign powers dealt with by treaty. However, Congress insisted on continuing the treaty approach during the Monroe years.
Not until the Jackson presidency would this approach be altered.
Following the speaker's presentation, the business meeting got underway. President Cann called on officers for presentations. Treasurer Bill Brockington reported
that the association was solvent and presented the treasurer's report which the association approved. He also noted there were 122 memberships in the SCHA thus far for the
year 2000. Next, Secretary Calvin Smith reported on the "Newsletter" and the
association's web site. He asked for information and contributions for the ''Newsletter"
and web site posting. The president then recognized Marvin Cann, Proceedings editor,
who noted the distribution of the Proceedings at this meeting and requested copies of
papers from today's presenters for inclusion in the 2001 Proceeedings.
Elections for archives representative and officers of the association then followed. A
V. Huff of Furman University was elected to continue as the SCHA representative to the
Archives and History Commission. An officers slate was then presented by the executive
board (Katherine Cann, chair) and elected by acclamation. Officers for 2000-2001 are:
President: Fritz Hamer, South Carolina State Museum
Vice-president: Calvin Smith, USC Aiken
Secretary: Ron Cox, USC Salkehatchie
Treasurer: William C. Brockington, USC Aiken
Proceedings editor: Marvin Cann, Lander University
Executive Board: Linda Hayner, Bob Jones University; Tracy Power, South
Carolina Archives and History Center; Belinda Gergel, Columbia College
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Outgoing President Cann then welcomed newly-elected President Fritz Hamer to the
podium and turned over the gavel to him. President Hamer announced that the next annual meeting would be in the midlands, more than likely at USC Columbia. The ''Newsletter" and the web site will carry the exact location. President Hamer then recognized Connie
Schultz who announced that the Applied History Program at USC Columbia had changed
its name to the Public History Program in accord with the national trend in naming such
programs. President Hamer then adjourned the business meeting with the announcement
that the afternoon sessions would begin as scheduled at 2:15 PM.
Session ill-A. From Heroes to Oblivion: South Carolinians in Crisis had Kevin Gannon,
USC Columbia as chair and commentator and featured two papers. Marty Matthews,
USC Columbia, presented "Charles Pinckney's Ambassadorship to Spain: 1801-1805"
and Elizabeth C. West, USC Archives, presented "'Yours for Home and Country:' The
War Work of the S. C. Women's Committee."
Session ill-B. South Carolina and the Civil War: Origins to Reconstruction featured
four papers. W. Scott Poole, USC Aiken, presented "'No Tears of Penitence:' Religion,
Gender and the Aesthetic of the Lost Cause in the 1876 Hampton Campaign"; Aaron
W. Marrs, USC Columbia, presented "Desertion and Dissatisfaction in Greenville District, South Carolina, 1860-1865:' Alexia Helsley, South Carolina Department of Archives
and History, gave "The House Biographical Directory: The Life of an 1850s S.C. Representative"; and Ron Cox, USC Salkehatchie, concluded with "From Democrat to Whig:
The Senatorial Career of William Campbell Preston." John Hammond Moore, independent scholar, Columbia, served as chair and commentator for this session.
Throughout the day, Poster Sessions were set up in the Student Center for viewing by members and guests. The following individuals presented these poster sessions:
Herb Hartsook and Kate Moore, South Caroliniana Library, 'The Holdings of the
Modern Political Collections"; Jim McNeill, South Carolina Department of Archives
and History, "National History Day and South Carolina Schools"; Don Roper, Piedmont, South Carolina, 'Textile Life: Cotton Mill Toys and Other Thing-a-ma:iigs"; and
Richard Sawyer, Greenville, South Carolina, "Archaeological Artifacts of Early Greenville
County" and "Post Cards of Early Greenville County."
At 3:30 PM, Greenville Technical College hosted a reception for members of the
SCHA to conclude the day. The seventieth annual meeting of SCHA then adjourned
until its next meeting in March 2001.
Respectfully submitted,
Calvin Smith, secretary
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